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A Legal High 
Students use ancient drug to escape reality 
BY RACHEL VANDERPOOL 
C (!!!tributing _W_r_i_te_r __ _ 
Surrounded by friends in a rur-
al apartment, sophomore Re-
becca Sussman sprinkled a 
dark-green powder on crushed 
pieces of salvia divinorum, lit a 
glass pipe and inhaled. 
"I'm pretty sure I had an out-
of-body experience," she said of 
her first experience with the hal-
lucinogenic, legal drug. 
As she became aware of her 
surroundings, she felt relaxed and 
giddy. "That was one of the 
coolest feelings I ever experi-
enced," Sussman said. 
Since then, she has tried 
salvia three more times. She 
said she uses the drug to learn 
more about herself and the uni-
verse. 
"It makes me feel like I have 
really extreme mental powers," 
Sussman said. "Sort of like my 
soul on the physical level. It's re-
ally hard to explain." 
.ID.laj~ie to the growmg use 
of the drug,, the Office of Resi-
dential Life Will advise Resident 
Assistants of salvia's effects dur-
its in-service training pro-
grams this year, said Darese 
Boskal-Scaffido, associate di-
rector of residence life and judi-
cial affairs. 
'"The RAs are the ones who are 
working with students in the 
community when the students 
come back drunk or having en-
countered different substances, so 
knowing what they're encoun-
tering is really important infor-
mation to have," Boskal-Scaffido 
said. 
EVAN D. WILLIAMSfrHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN MELANIE CHAYETTE gets a legal high from salvia, which is sold on The 
Commons. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration is lqbbying to ban the hallucinogen. 
Five hundred years ago, 
Mazatec shamans in Oaxaca, 
Mexico, used salvia for healing 
and divination rituals. Today, 
some Americans curiously test the 
effects of the gray-green leaves. 
They smell like black tea and look 
very innocent, but pack a mean, 
psychedelic punch. The extract en-
ables users to attain the desired 
hallucinogenic effect faster than 
ingesting the regular leaf. The first, 
most popular extract is seven 
times more potent than the regu-
lar leaf. The second extract is 14 
times more potent. 
Salvia remained relatively 
unknown until it showed up 
four years ago in the southern 
United States. Since then, it has 
spread all over the nation, find-
ing its way to Ithaca College, 
mostly through Internet sales. 
Jabberwock, a shop on The 
Commons, has been selling two 
kinds of salvia extracts to cus-
tomers over 18 years old for al-
most a year, said Ben Serrao, a 
clerk. He said that about 15 to 20 
college students enter Jabberwock 
daily asking about salvia. Only 
about eight to 10 of them actual-
ly purchase it. 
"A lot of people sometimes 
can't handle the whole being out-
of-control aspect of it because it 
is very intense," Serrao said. 
Health officials have not 
gathered conclusive data on the 
effects of salvia use. However, 
studies from the National Drug 
Intelligence Center indicate that 
the negative, long-term effects of 
salvia, including depression, 
schizophrenia and recurring 
flashbacks, may be similar to 
those of other hallucinogens. 
The U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration added salvia to its 
list of Drugs and Chemicals of 
Concern in June 2003. The DEA 
wants it classified as an illegal sub-
stance along the lines of cocaine 
and heroin. 
But Dr. Ethan Russo, a Mis-
soula, Mont., clinical neurologist 
and expert on psychotropic 
herbs, said more studies should be 
done before the drug is banned, 
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Students 
question 
policy's role 
BY SARA HOWARD 
Contributing Writer 
Student response is overwhelmingly 
critical of a new college plan that requires 
off-campus students who repeatedly violate 
local laws to meet with administrators. 
The Ithaca College Working Group will 
enact a multiple violations plan in which 
local police will send reports to the college 
when off-campus student houses receive 
multiple tickets for violating noise ordinances 
and drinking laws. The college administra-
tion will then send letters to the students and 
their parents. 
The working group has already produced 
drafts of letters that 
would be sent to stu-
dents. The first letter 
would ask that resi-
dents schedule a 
meeting with Brian 
McAree, vice presi-
dent of student affairs 
and campus life; 
Roger Richardson, as-
sociate vice president 
of student affairs and MCAREE 
campus life; Bob Holt, 
director of the Office of Public Safety; and 
the coaches of any athletes involved. This let-
ter also warns that if the students continue 
to violate local ordinances, they will face 
more severe consequences from the City of 
Ithaca. 
After the students meet with the admin-
istration, they receive another letter con-
firming the meeting and reiterating the issues 
that were addressed. lf the students don't at-
tend the meeting, they will be judicially re-
ferred. · 
At the Student Government Association 
meeting Tuesday, congress members chal-
lenged Student Body President Brian 
Dashew's support of the proposal. Dashew 
serves on the working group. 
Dashew emphasized that the multiple 
See COLLEGE, Page 4 
Campus speaker urges smart voting 
BY ANNA UHLS 
Staff Writer 
With 40 days left until Election Day, 
the campus is abuzz with advice on how 
to register, become informed and vote in 
the 2004 presidential election. 
President Richard Kimball of Project 
Vote Smart held a presentation Tuesday 
night to emphasize political education 
and the youth vote. The speech is the first 
in a series of events planned by the new 
college Voter Registration and Education 
Committee to encourage participation 
and interest in the election process. 
"Candidates will take the least experi-
enced, which usually is the younger, vot-
ers and take the most advantage of them, 
or even just not pay any attention to them 
because they don't vote," Kimball said be-
fore his speech. "And then the youth won't 
vote because they are not being paid any 
attention and it will just continue this on-
going, self-fulfilling circle." 
Project Vote Smart is a "citizens' orga-
nization dedicated to serving Americans 
with accurate, unbiased information for elec-
toral decision-making," according to the or-
ganization's Voter 's Self-Defense Manual. 
"We pick our candidates from people 
who are willing to go through the horri-
ble self-promoting and cheap shots in cam-
paigning to get into office," Kimball said. 
"When truly, real leadership would come 
from people not willing to do so. Project 
Vote Smart is beginning to work towards 
the goal of making it more possible for 
those candidates that can't run now, but 
would make good leaders if the public was 
provided with the straight facts." 
National political leaders founded the 
project in 1992 and since then, the orga-
nization has accepted interns and volun-
teers for periods of two weeks or more. 
The organization estimates that 9.5 per-
cent of the public has heard about its work, 
but Kimball said he knows the number is 
increasing each day. 
"I would definitely think about volun-
teering for such an interesting process," 
said senior Sam Utne. '1 thought the speech 
was going to focus more on current issues 
than on Vote Smart, but I was surprised to 
find it such an effective organization." 
Freshman Elyssa Kolber said she was 
engaged by Kimball's speech. 
"I thought his speech was really inter-
esting," Kolber said. ''Vote Smart gives stu-
dents our age the chance to actually make 
a difference. It gives the power to us - not 
to be heard from one political side or the 
other - just the power to be heard with the 
truths." 
Project Vote Smart is on the Web at 
www.vote-smart.org. The site contains 
detailed information about candidates' is-
sue positions, voting records, campaign 
finances and biographies. 
Upcoming election-related activities at 
the college include: tabling for registration, 
''Engaging Democracy" series speakers and 
seminars, a mock election on Oct. 29, elec-
tion awareness week from Oct. 25 to Nov. 
2, an IC Parade to the Polls celebration on 
Nov. 2 and an hourly bus service to and 
from the polls on Election Day. 
The Voter Registration and Education 
Committee is led by Doreen Hettich-
Atkins , coordinator of special services 
and programs in the Office of Student Af-
fairs and Campus Life. The committee 
is made up of 70 students, faculty and 
staff and is growing in number, Hettich-
Atkins said. 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
MEGAN CATALANO/THE ITHACAN 
RICHARD KIMBALL, PRESIDENT of Project Vote 
Smart, speaks Tuesday night in the Emerson Suites. 
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NEWS BRfEFS AND LOCAL EVENTS 
President Bush mocked John 
Kerry's fitness to be commander in. 
chief Wednesday, saying the way 
to bring U.S. troops home from 
Iraq "is not to wilt or waver." Ker-
ry suggested to a campaign crowd 
that Bush might bring back the mil-
itary draft. 
Answering a question about a pos-
sible revival of the draft at a forum 
with voters in West Palm Beach, Ha., 
Kerry said: "If George Bush were to 
be re-elected, given the way he has . 
gone about this war and given his 
avoidance of responsibility in North 
Korea an4 Iran and other places, it is 
possible. I can't tell you." 
Bush, trying to show a leadership 
contrast with his Democratic opponent, 
said on a campaign trip to battleground 
Pennsylvania: "I'm driven by my de-
sire to protect the American people. I'll 
be steadfast in my resolve to do every-
thing I can to make you secure." 
Less than six weeks before the elec-
tion, Iraq was increasing in prominence 
as a campaign issue, thrust to center 
stage by spreading violence, kidnap-
pings, beheadings and the deaths of 
more than 1,000 U.S. troops. With 
Americans divided about the war, Bush 
is tzying to keep voters focused on what 
he says are Kerry's conflicting state-
ments rather than the daily boll}-bings 
and .bloodshed. 
"George Bush is trying to fight a 
phantom here because he won't tell 
the American people the truth, so he 
sets up something that's not a real is-
sue and attacks it," Kerry said in the 
AP interview after his West Palm 
Beach event. He said Bush was "liv-
ing in a make-believe world," un-
willing to tell the truth or to under-
stand the situation in Iraq. 
Source: The Associated Press 
Co rrectiol"'ls · · 
In the Sept. 16 edition of The Itha-
can, on page 17, Alex Wysocki 
was said to have directed and pro-
duced the film "The Death of 
Daniel Whately." Wysocki was di-
rector of photography and the 
film was directed by David Delle-
cese from Catch Your Breath Pro-
ductions. The Web site is 
www.cybproductions.com and 
not www.cyberproductions.com. 
In the Sept. 16 edition of The Itha-
can, the ICTV show "The Solari-
um with Professor Smedly 
Drake" was improperly identified 
as "Solarium Saturday" in the pho-
to on page 20. 
It is The Ithacan s policy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact As-
sistant News Editor Chris White at 
274-3207. 
, Copy editors: Amanda Butts, 
veronica Cannona, Brian DeMott, 
Justin Heifetz, Kelly Helin, Jakld 
Kelley, Megan Krzyske, Katie 
Maslanka, Toni-Ann Mastrac-
chio, Nicole Meseguer; Emily 
· Mitchell, Megan Pietroforte, 
Bethany Steel, Mary Updike, 
Claire Whalen, Halley Yellin 
Designers: Nie Barajas, David 
Schulman 
Nation & World 
British hostage pleads for his life 
A videotape posted on an Islamic Web site 
Wednesday showed a man identifying himself 
as British hostage Kenneth Bigley pleading with 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair to help save 
his life. 
"To Mr. Blair, my name is Ken Bigley, from 
Liverpool," the ma)J said in the videotape. "I 
think this is possibly my last chance. I don't want 
to die: I don't deserve. Please help them. I need 
you to help me Mr. Blair because you are the 
only person now on God's Earth that I can §peak 
to. Please, please help me see my wife, who can-
not go on without me." 
Tawhid and Jihad, the militant group led by 
Jordanian terror mastermind Abu Musab al-Zar-
qawi, has threatened to kill Bigley unless Iraqi 
women held in U.S. custody are released. The 
group has already killed two American 
hostages it kidnapped with the 62-year-old 
Bigley from their Baghdad residence last 
week. 
The group has not set a deadline for 
Bigley's slaying, and it did not issue such plead-
ing videos in the cases of the two slain Amer-
ican hostages. It was not known if the new video 
was connected to reports Wednesday that one 
female prisoner might be freed, reports that were 
quickly quashed by the United States and Iraqi 
Prime Minister Ayad Allawi. 
Rather apologizes for mistake 
CBS News apologized Monday for a "mis-
take in judgment" in its .story questioning Pres-
ident Bush's National Guard service, claiming 
it was misled by the source of documents that 
several experts hav~ dismissed as fakes. 
The network said it would appoint an in-
dependent panel to look at its reporting about 
the memos. The story has mushroomed into 
a major media scandal, threatening the repu-
tations of CBS News and chief anchor Dan 
Rather. 
It also has become an issue in the presiden-
tial campaign. The White House said the affair 
raises questions about the connections between 
CBS's source, retired Texas National Guard of-
ficer Bill Burkett, and Democrat John Kerry's 
campaign. A Kerry adviser ~so said he had called 
Burkett at the request of a CBS producer. 
Rather joined CBS News President Andrew 
Heyward in issuing an apology Monday. 
1 
"We made a mistake in judgment, and for 
that I am sorry," Rather said. "It was an error 
that was made, however, in good faith and in 
the spirit of trying to carry on a CBS News tra-
dition of investigative reporting without fear 
or favoritism." 
College & City 
Discussion on college's woods 
to help decide future of forests 
The Natural Areas Stewardship Committee 
wili'hold a meeting to help find answers to 
questions s~ch as: how can the college best 
maintain its natural areas and what role does 
responsible logging have in developing a sus-
tainable natural areas program? 
The Forestry Forum will be held today from 
12:05 p.m. to 1:10 p.m. in CNS 115. 
The college owns approximately 550 
acres of trees that could be logged as part of 
a timber management plan. Approximately 432 
acres of trees border the campus and 128 acres 
of trees are located about 10 miles from cam-
pus in Newfield. • 
NASC has until December to recommend a 
plan to the administration for cutting trees on the 
college's holdings in Newfield, so timber man-
agement practices appropriate for the property can 
be implemented during the winter. 
Monday-night football games 
cause a "Frenzy" in IC Square 
With a goal of getting more students to use 
the IC Square, every Monday night through 
Dec. 13 the square will be the location of 
Football Frenzy. The Monday night NFL 
game will be broadcast on a large projection 
screen in a movie-theatre style and eventu-
ally on a plasma screen, which will be in-
stalled in the area. 
La Vincjta is open until_ JP p.II).. __ ~d offe:rs 
Football Frenzy combo meals. One of the meals 
includes 6 large chicken pieces for $4.99. With 
each combo meal, a customer will receive a tick-
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TOAST UNITES NATIONS 
KATHY WILLENS/THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
UNITED NATIONS Secretary General Kofi Annan toasts with President Bush at a luncheon 
Tuesday, opening the 59th session of the United Nations General Assembly in New York. 
Immediately after the story aired Sept. 8, 
document experts questioned memos purport-
edly written by Bush's late squadron leader, Lt. 
Col. Jerry B. Killian, saying they appeared to 
have been created on a computer and not on the 
kind of typewriter in use during the 1970s. 
CBS strongly defended its story. It wasn't un-
til a week later after Killian's former secretary said 
she believed the memos were fake that the news 
division admitted they were questionable. 
Man sentenced after two-year stint 
A man who robbed 43 banks in six states was 
sentenced Wednesday to 21 years in prison af-
ter telling a federal judge that he stole to sup-
port his son and the boy's mother. 
David W. Brankle, who stole $175,141 during 
the nearly two-y~ spree, had no prior criminal 
record and said he never intended to hurt anyone. 
''I went in to get the money and that was it," 
et with a number that can be entered online. 
Each week, a winner will be chosen locally 
to receive a casual catering party package with 
chicken wings, French fries, veggies and other 
party food. Those who registered online are also 
eligible for national prizes including scholarships 
and a BMW. 
New advising Web site is online 
to answer student questions 
The Office of Academic Achievement and 
Advising Services now has a Web site that de-
scribes the services of 25 offices on campus. 
The Web site was designed to help facul-
ty advisers and students find services appro-
priate for their needs. 
The site is ,divided into two sections: 
Achievem~nt Services and Advising Services. 
Achievement Services consist of courses, 
workshops, tutoring and other educational 
support. Advising is a list of trained individu-
als who can provide information and counsel a 
studep.t with academic planning and decision 
making. 
The site lists the services each office pro-
vides, contact persons, ph<;me numbers, office 
locations and office hours. 
The new AAA Web site is located at 
www.ithaca.edu/aaa. 
"Living with AIDS" discussion 
and daffodil plant to be held 
.The. Ithaca College AIDS Working Group 
is sponsoring a panel discussion. and a daffodii 
planting. 
On Wednesday, the group will present the i 7th 
Brankle, 4 7, said at his sentencing in federal court. 
Federal authorities could not recall a 
more prolific solo bank bandit, said prosecu-
tor Terry Lehmann. Brankle admitted robbing 
banks in Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, 
Tennessee and Florida between April 2002 and 
December 2003. 
Brankle said he skipped banks where he saw. 
a pregnant or elderly teller or Girl Scouts out- ... ✓ 
side. He said he regrets robbing the banks and ~ . ;2' 
that he will be away from his son, now 6. , :.;: .. 
"My mother worked in the bank industry," J _ 
he said. "She was a teller. She knows what it's ~ 
like. She got robbed:" 
But Lehmann said Brankle showed no 
compassion for the bank tellers who were giv-
en threatening notes. 
''There are people who had to quit their jobs. 
They couldn't stand to think about the 
prospect," Lehmann said. 
annual ''Living with AIDS" panel discussion. 
Beginning at 7 p.m. in the Emerson Suites, pan-
el members from many backgrounds and walks 
of life will share what they have experienced liv-
ing with HIV and AIDS. 
On Oct. 3, the public is invited to help plant 
daffodils beside the pond adjacent to the Cen-
ter for Public Safety access road. 
Those interested should contact Pat Cornell 
at 274-3177. 
Av~nte-garde filmmaker vis-
its to speak about video and 
Vmcent Grenier, renowned experimental film 
and digital video artist, will be on campus Mon-
day to take part,.in a master class and a retro-
spective screening. 
The master class, entitled ''Between Interfaces: 
Conceptual Visualities and Digital Materialities," 
will be held at 4 p.m. in the Park Auditorium. 
Grenier will explore how digital video can 
be deployed to create temporal and spatial 
shifts in the organization of representation. The 
master class will focus on sound/image design 
theories and their relationship to 
digital material. 
Throughout his over three-decade career, Gre-
nier has created more than two· dozen works. 
He is one of the leading conceptual figures ad-
vancing avant-garde film, and his works have 
been screened around the globe in major film 
fe_stivals and museums. 
An interactive screening exploring the re-
lationship between Grenier's films and dig-
ital videos and featu,ring a large selection of 
his work willbe held at 7 p.m. in the Park 
Audito-rittm. 
I 
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JAMIE SIEGEL/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR DAVID WINKLER (left), sophomore Darren Campbell (center) and junior Stephen Marcin read anti-war pamphlets 
during a protest in front of the Campus Center on Tuesday. Another demonstration will take place Tuesday at noon. 
Protesters discuss war 
BY KARA CUSOLITO 
fontributing Writer 
Faculty and students alike exercised 
their First Amendment rights in an anti-
war demonstration held at the Free 
Speech Rock Tuesday afternoon. 
Approximately 10 faculty, staff, stu-
dents and community members gathered 
outside of the college's busy Campus Cen-
ter to encourage increased campus dia-
logue on the war in Iraq. 
Event organizer Fred Wilcox, associ-
ate professor of writing, said the protest 
was intended to raise awareness of both 
students and faculty on campus. 
"I was inspired more by the silence on 
this campus than any specific event in 
Iraq," Wilcox said. "I am .absolutely 
shocked by the lack of interest in this war 
Kerry or an anti-Bush event," he said. 
With signs reading "Bush Lies: Who 
Dies: Bring the Troops Home Now," and 
"War is Terrorism," Wilcox and fellow 
protesters cited statistics of soldiers and 
civilians killed and wounded as a result 
of the conflict over the past two years. 
Peter DeMott, a close friend of Wilcox 
who spent several weeks in Iraq last win-
ter, attended the demonstration. DeMott, a 
Vietnam veteran, said his visit enabled hi.m 
to see similarities between the Vietnam War 
and the current conflict in Iraq. 
"It is horrific in my mind that innocent 
people are being killed," he said. "It is so 
tragic, and kind of sad that these young peo-
ple are being sent there." 
cized throughout the school. Junior Peter 
Davis, vice-chair of on campus affairs for 
the Ithaca College Republicans, was un-
aware of the protest. 
"I think it's great if they want to protest 
the war. It's their right to do it," he said. 
Though only a few students actually 
participated in the protest, its location al-
lowed a large portion of the college's pop-
ulation to witness the event. 
"I had heard nothing about the protest 
beforehand," said freshman Nikki 
Meseguer. "It's really a good thing that we 
have people protesting and demonstrating 
their beliefs. I was glad to see students and 
professors together outside of the class-
room, working toward a political goal." 
Similarly, when asked what kinds of po-
litical organizations are currently available, 
many students y.,ere uncertain. 
~us, andJ:.ve.-decided·to encour-
/ age students, faculty and staff to talk more, 
~ "d.ebate more and discuss more." 
Both Wilcoxi and DeMott agreed it is 
imperative that students take an interest 
in current issues such a& the war in Iraq, 
as-it may eventual!?' tmpact then: li_y~~ di-
rectly. If the draft 1s temstated, 1t 1s hke::. 
ly that students would be pulled to go 
overseas before other citizens, Wilcox 
said. He said women may also one day 
be included in the draft. 
"I'm sure that there are so• many or-
ganizations on campus' that you are 
bound to find one that fits your ideology," 
said freshman Jaime Waznis. "I'm just not 
sure what they are, or when they meet." 
I 
l 
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The upcoming election has less to do 
with.the desire for such an event than did 
his observations of widespread indiffer-
ence by the population, Wilcox said. 
''This event is not a fund-raiser for John 
The event's small turnout may have been 
due to the fa~t that it was not well publi-
Wilcox plans to lead another demon-
stration outside of the Campus Center 
Tuesday. 
LGBT families receive benefits 
BY AARON MUNZER 
Contributing Writ~C __ _ 
Tammy Travis doesn't 
work for Ithaca College. But if 
the partner of Assistant Profes-
sor of Writing Sarah Jefferis gets 
sick, she's covered by college 
insurance. 
That's because i:he college is 
one of 196 colleges and uni-
versities that provide domestic 
partners with benefits, accord-
ing to the Human Rights Cam-
paign, a gay and lesbian rights 
advocacy group. 
The University of Pittsburgh 
was sued for denying same-sex 
partner benefits, and announced 
last week that it will begin of-
fering medical and dental insur-
ance to same-sex couples. 
Ithaca College has offered 
benefits to same-sex couples in 
domestic partnerships since 
1996, said Cheryl Freer, direc-
tor of benefits in the Office of 
Human Resources. 
The college recognizes les:-
bian, gay, bisexual and trans-
gender faculty and staff and 
their domestic partners by of-
fering them the same benefits 
that married couples· receive. 
DENNIS DISBOT/THE ITHACAN 
LISA MAURER, Coordinator of LGBT Education Outreach, dis-
cusses the college policy on benefits for same-sex partnerships. 
Approximately 20 same-
sex couples have applied, said 
Pat O'Rear, administrative as-
sistant in the Office of Human 
Resources. 
However, faculty members 
in domestic partnerships pay 
more for benefits than married 
couples because of federal 
policy, said Lisa Maurer, coor-
dinator of LGBT Education 
Outreach Services. 
Jefferis said the policies are 
unequal. 
"I'm very thankful for hav-
ing the opportunity to place my 
partner on benefits, that's 
great," Jefferis said. ''But it costs 
me money out of my pocket." 
LGBT faculty members 
with same-sex partners are 
forced to pay taxes on their in-
surance premiums, unlike het-
erosexual couples who are tax 
exempt under feder_al ·regula-
tions, according to the Affidavit 
of Domestic Partnership. 
In addition, same-sex cou-
•ples married in Massachusetts 
remain unrecognized as married 
by the college, again because of 
federal policy. 
Sophomore Raul Huezo 
-said he thinks that sex:ual pref-
erence shouldn't, matter when 
determining benefit costs. 
"It should be the norm," he 
said. "It shouldn't just be for 
straights, it should be for 
everyone. It goes back to the 
whole same-sex marriage le-
gality issue." 
But the benefits program at 
the college is the same for same-
sex and married couples. 
It covers medical and dental 
insurance, and partners of fac-
ulty members can use campus 
facilities like the Fitness Cen-
ter, Library, and pool. 
Faculty members with part-
ners must fill out a four-page 
document with their partner and 
present a certificate of domes-
tic partnership to Human Re-
sources. 
Jefferis noted a discrepancy 
between the treatment of mar-
ried ~ouples and domestic 
partners. 
"They told me that I had to 
bring Tammy [her dom¼stic 
partner] in. Do they ask het-
erosexual couples to b.ring . 
then; spouse in? No. They just 
believe you." 
· . O'~ear compared the ben-
efits policy to that of a bank. 
"We require.verification of 
cohabitation to make· sure 
that they're a committed cou-
ple - it's like a joint bank ac-
count," he said. 
Human Resources does 
not require married faculty 
members to bring their 
spouse in for verification, 
O'Rear said. 
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Report assesses 
N.Y. edu.cation 
BY NICK CORASANITI 
Contributing Writer 
The state of New York is excelling in preparing 
its high .school students for college, but failing at 
making college in the state affordable, according to 
a 10-year study released Sept. 15. 
The National Center for Public Policy and High-
er Education issued its decade-long analysis of high-
er education progress, and New York's grades were 
for the most part sub-par. ✓ 
The analysis, titled "Measuring Up 2004," is a 
state-by-state report card that looks at whether states 
have improved over the past 10 years in getting their 
residents through college. Based on six categories, 
the analysis tracked states' preparation, participation, 
affordability, completion, benefits and learning be-
tween 1992 and 2002. In a snapshot of the national 
trends, most states improved on preparation and ben-
efits. Major problems were in affordability, completion 
and participation. New York scored near the national 
average. 
Peter Bardaglio, provost and vice president of aca-
dertric affairs, said he is dismayed by the results. 
"It's not a very positive picture for higher educa-
tion in New York State," Bardaglio said. "Given the 
transition as a society to a knowledge-based econo-
my, there's a growing of im-
portance of education not just 
to society's economic situation, 
but the ability of families to 
support themselves and get 
ahead. New York~s going in 
exactly the opposite direction 
it should be." 
The greatest problem as-
sessed for New York was in 
the one area where the state 
budget office put a significant 
amount of effort. With an "F' BARDAGLIO 
in the affordability category, 
the net college costs for low- and middle-income 
students was nearly half the annual income of their 
families, according to the report card, and that was 
even after the Tuition Assistance Program was tak-
en into account. 
Part of this problecl is that the net cost of New 
York community colleges is nearly the same price1 
as four-year public i.l!stitutions, making the costs of 
any form of higher education in New York some of 
the most expensive in the nation. 
Freshman Katie Jones of Sea Cliff, N.Y, chose 
private school over public education because of cost.. 
"I applied to [State University of New York at] 
Oneonta, and although they gave me a significant 
amount of financial ,aid, it still was more expensive 
than what I pay here at Ithaca College," Jones said.' 
Although Ithaca College appeared much more cost-
ly on paper, it was more affordable than SUNY 
Oneonta due to the generous financial aid package' 
Jones received from the college. 
The reforms called for by the National Cen-. 
ter for Public Policy and Higher Education rest 
mainly in the affordability category._ They call, 
for a lower-priced option for higher education,' 
since community colleges simply cost too 
much, and also called for the state government 
to take an even \arger role. 
"One of the things that's clear is that the TAP plays· 
a vital role," Bardaglio said. "Ano we need to do; 
everything possible to keep that program going." 1 
He noted the recent efforts of Gov. George Pata-· 
ki to cut back on the program. 
''The key here is make sure that the state gov-
ernment and the federal government don't walk away' 
from their responsibilities in regard to providing fi-
nancial aid," Bardaglio said. "It's not a cost, it's an1 
investment." 
With_~ "A" in preparation, New York had one of! 
the highest secondary school scores m 'the nation. A 
high percentage of students are taking at least' one high-'' 
et-level math course; and New York students attend-
ing college ~ some of the best prepared in the n~on.; 
hi contrast to a national decline, New York's "B+" 1 
in completjqn boasted its good'retention rates', as a; 
large·proportion of students enrollecl in college re-~ 
· turn for their sophomore year. 
New York's poor grades include its C+ in par-
ticipation. The percentage·of students who gradu-
ate from high schoo1 orr time has dropped signifi-
cantly, making an increasing number ineligible for 
higher education. While 84 percent of high school 
stuqents eventually receive their high school 
diploma or general equivalency diploma, just 7 6 per-
cent of students graduate within four years. 
The report includes data for all 50 states. It can 
be accessed at the National Center for Public Pol-
icy and Higher Education Web site at www:high-
ereducation.org. 
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College will notify parents of offenses Salvia poses dangers 
Continued from page 1 
violations plan is actually a com-
promise between student interests 
and the city's concerns. 
"The city really wants more 
drastic steps to be taken, and the cit-
izens on South Hill who aren't stu-
dents also want drastic steps to be 
taken," he said. "The big one was 
they wanted our police patrolling off 
campus, which would take away re-
sources from on campus: Also, they 
wanted our judicial code to be ex-
tended so that we were charging peo-
ple who were not on campus." 
The compromise lies in the fact 
that the meeting itself is not a judi-
cial punishment, Dashew said. 
Student Government Represen-
tative Lindsay Rider, who is also a 
member of the working group, 
agrees with the plan. 
"The college is really trying to 
help both the citizens and the stu-
dents," Rider explained. ''We have 
talked a lot about where to draw the 
line on unacceptable behavior and 
college responsibility. Right now, the 
line is still blurry, but I think this plan 
can help create a good working re-
lationship between everyone in-
volved." 
Although the working group has 
not ~ent letters to students or parents 
notifying them of the plan, students 
can foresee the plan's impact on off-
campus life. 
Junior Annie Grappone said that 
the behavior of students living off-
campus should not be the college's 
concern. 
"Off-campus housing is not the 
responsibility of the college," she 
said. "You're paying your own 
rent-you're not paying the college 
for room and board anymore. It's 
REBECCA GARDNER/fHE ITHACAN 
STUDENTS PARTY OFF CAMPUS last spring. Untler a new plan, stu-
dents who repeatedly violate local laws must meet with administrators. 
the city's jurisdiction, and the police 
should do their job." 
Senior Zachary Wise agreed. 
"When you live off campus, 
you're probably going to be 21 or 
22," he said. "You're an adult and 
have the responsibility for your 
own behavior. Ithaca is a private 
learning institution, not a private 
housing institution." 
These students are also con-
cerned that the police are releasing 
information that would not be giv-
en to employers in a "real life" sit-
uation. 
Nancy Pringle, vice president and 
college counsel, pointed out that the 
reports of ordinance violations are 
public information and that there is 
no legal issue involved. 
"As a private institution, we 
have more leverage with our students 
and these kinds of issues than a state 
school might," she said. ''What we 
need to do is make sure that we are 
staying within the limits of the laws, 
and I believe in this case we are." 
Junior Meaghan Gatti said she 
understands the working group's 
logic. 
"Student behavior is a huge 
problem, and I don't blame the cops 
at all for wanting to increase action," 
she said. "But in the past three or four 
years we've had increased action on 
campus, so students are being driven 
off-campus to party. That's creating 
more problems in town." 
Continued from page 1 
the Associated Press reported. 
Sussman and sophomore Matt 
Yaeger purchased a small bag of 
"7X" salvia and tried it together for 
the first time in May. 
Sussman said she was nervous 
about tryip.g it because of the hor-
ror stories circulating on the Inter-
net. Web sites like erowid.com say 
that its psychedelic trance is more 
intense than LSD. Unlike LSD, 
which can last six hours or more, 
salvia lasts less than an hour, with 
a peak of 20 minutes or less. 
Serrao recommends users 
~❖i 
there." 
Glenn Sharshon, interim asso-
ciate director of the Office of Pub-
lic Safety, first encountered the sub-
stance last spring. An officer found 
a student with a device commonly 
used to smoke marijuana. The stu-
dent said he was smoking salvia. 
Because salvia is legal, Public 
Safety cannot interfere with its use 
on campus. 
"Public Safety's involvement 
would be if a student had a nega-
tive reaction after ingesting the sub-
stance," Sharshon said. "We 
would see to it that that person got 
the medical attention they needed." 
Freshman have a close 
friend watch 
them. Ad9t of people 
not1:;ee: t~ can't handle the whole 
Melanie Chayette, 
who has tried 
salvia three 
times, said one of 
the best things 
about salvia is its 
legal status. "You 
don't have to 
wotry about get-
ting into trouble," 
phoric experi-
ence. He said 
he felt physi-
cally separat-
being out-of-control 
.-:r ,1:f,.· 
aspect of it b~a~ it 
ed from reality is ve,y intense~ ,, 
by an invisible 
wall and that 
the other peo-
ple in the 
-BEN SERRAO she said. "You 
Clerk, Jabberwock just can sit back, 
put on the Floyd, 
room were laughing at him. 
"It- was a bizarre feeling," 
Yaeger said. "It was the first time 
I felt the need to leave a room." 
Now he is hesitant to use it 
again. Yaeger said that not 
enough is known about the drug to 
trust it. 
Serrao warns people who use it 
at parties to be cautious because the 
drug is not ideal for socializing. 
Distractions could cause negative 
reactions and trigger anxiety. 
''It's a psychotropic," Serrao 
said. ''It's going to make them see, 
feel, taste, smell .things that aren't 
and just chill out." 
Chayette doesn't like the way 
salvia affects her body. "You are 
pretty impaired," she said. ''It's one 
of those 'Do not operate heavy ma-
chinery' kind of things." 
In her hallucinations, objects are 
often the wrong color or in the 
wrong place. 
Chayette doesn't believe that 
salvia is addicting because it is too 
strong to use on a constant basis. 
"It's nice every once in a 
while," she said. "Take a little 
break. Mellow out. After an hour 
or two. Alright, back to life." 
FRIDAY. 1 0.1 .04 
~;QO~~P- fli.'m:~ i!$~gipt'Cla$$, ff~ppy IJ'qµ:f" :~c ~qg~r~i 1Pb iliI.ip,s. Hat1, ,wlts't;.f-lber~r 
6tlo-l:J't)'.p.tm~,- ,,~p 1<a11., l'.~ftd' Bo~fir~,. tamA~S, C~'.nter t}y~~ 
,ti,o, p.m:~, ll~mni, ;(t>.M'~dy ihP:W~ l€ 1$~~;gi te,; :~htl li'.f.1$ '•rt all &ti~rsf fh5or} 
SA'TURDAY. 1 0.2.0.4 
;q :00 :P,'11· 
•3_t30ip1'fD'! 
tortigf,t 1/fte.ffdt>tf)'Jllfqrtm~) 
Ail~apd'i and. itPd~tat lltbi!.>r!kins Pt'Uh<Jh., ~HJjrJ~~hana; t+<.>t:ibJt: 
•• "'i~kwsta;~ ygtJt)tat~~f ~no ·enjp~ fr~e>f~qj;) p1'."'th •~\ ¼~~;iJ~l 19'et➔.IQ1~gtJi'ei\\ 
~lum,n,:'t~-,t~ P.QAt,1, 1!'tiZtl$» ,104' Kid~t ,Ftln~, Bµf~e.rf1~f9; S)tq:~{Dm ln~rE1nJ:e1 
IPl.!iii~I:' 1ka,~lt,,: .«a<,unt2\lit1i fJ.if<e} •11:;qp ;l)ift ~@r:fafi<atEMt@, fltf: IE: bo,plstore_. -!i· .~ -~-
" ,Jipro~comi@u.'f~otb1;1ll Game. j~}b GlCa vs., tM~Oi:uing:, iY,lt~rf;ie.ki., ·$£.~ell Cfh'fi 
,,.,, Qf· {:04 :t'i,ift'' t>ediciuc.1tt~ tc. P-itJ~ f:'e~ ;pfl i:Jft;p$ Hall• <ftc$t:i•floor) 
Individuals with disabilities requiring accommodation should contact the affirmative action office at 
274-3909 (voice), 274-1767 (TDD), or bleblanc@ithaca.edu as much in advance of the event as possible. 
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Seniors vote for the~r l~gacy donation 
BY SHAYNA GARLICK 
Contributing Writer 
Others have left a wheelchair ramp, a 
clock and a den in their name. What will 
the Class of 2005 leav:e behind? 
Seniors have until Sept. 29 to vote for 
their class gift. They can select from four 
options that have been chosen by the Se-
nior Class Gift Committee: an annual 
scholarship for one ,or more students, 
funding for a collaborative work space on 
the fifth floor of the library, new lighting 
in the academic quad or an endowment for 
COURTESY OF LYNNE PIERCE 
LAMPPOSTS TO MATCH the clock donat-
ecl by the class of 2003 are an option for 
this year's senior class gift. 
Faste·r ... 
the Office of Career Services. 
The 23-member gift committee is led by 
senior co-chairs Leslie Duche and Abigail 
Chewning, and is advised by Lynne 
Pierce, associate director of the Ithaca Fund. 
After contacting various departments 
within the college last spring to get ideas 
for possible projects, which then had to be 
approved by the college, the committee sent 
out a survey to the senior class during the 
summer to gather feedback. 
"A couple hundred surveys were re-
turned," Pierce said, "and the committee 
then discussed what four choices they 
should offer." 
Senior Jill Moler said she voted for the 
library project. She said that she thinks it 
would be a good choice because many stu-
dents use the library for studying, especially 
during finals. It would also be good to make 
the library· friendlier to students through- • 
out the year, she said. 
"Especially wit1!: the new IC Square, the 
Pub is not as quiet and intimate as it used 
to be, so people aren't studying {there] as 
much," sbe said. 
Senior Donny Tang said he has not yet 
voted, but he would narrow his choices to 
the scholarship and career endowment. Al-
though he said he was not clear on how 
these projects would continue to be fund-
ed, he would pick the career endowment be-
cause he thinks it would be most beneficial 
to students. 
"Even though only one gift will be cho-
sen as a focus," Pierce said, "that isn't the 
only project to which students can con-
tribute. When students fill out their 
pledge card, they can choose to give to the 
main project, one from a list of other op-
tions, or write in their own preference. A 
gift qm also be split between projects." 
"If we end up picking. the library, but 
someone really wants to give to the football 
team, the ·biology department, or a student 
government organization, they can do that and 
Fast ... 
Your favorite coffee, sandwiches, aonuts, pastries & more 
at a c~nvenlent d:rlve-thru rocation across from Agw9y 
Fastest! 
, ' 
THINKING ABOUT ADDING A 
BUSINESS.MAJOR or MINOR? 
Requests to enroll in 
Business Majors, 
Minors, or 
Concentrations 
ate due by October 1. 
Requests received after October 1 will 11ot be processed until after 
advance registration. Applications are a~ailable in the School of 
Business Resource Center (4th Floor Smiddv Hall). 
. . . . 
COURTESY OF LYNNE PIERCE 
THIS PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN for renovation of the fifth floor of the library is one of 
four options the class of 2005 can vote for this week. 
still be part of the campaign," Pierce said. 
Last year's class raised over $31,000. Its 
gift, contributions to the renovation of the 
Pub, was funded by $23,000 from the cam-
paign and the rest went to a variety of oth-
er projects on campus, Pierce said. r 
Duche said it is important that seniors 
vote for their class gift. 
"I'm pretty sure that if you're graduat-
ing here as a senior, you've had a great time 
at Ithaca College and this is your chance to 
give something back," she said. 
1 Senior Class President Leigh Ann 
Scheider said students have been excited so 
far to begin the campaign as they are real-
izing this is the first part of a transition of 
turning into alumni and giving back to the 
school. 
"The ball of was recently sent out over the 
senior class listserv," Pierce said. "Commit-
tee members also have paper ballots that stu-
dents can pick up at tables in the Campus 
Center and at the Fitness Center." 
She said the committee is always look-
ing for ideas to encourage participation for' 
the campaign. All seniors are invited to 
committee meetings Thursdays at 7 p.m. i"n 
the De Motte Room in. the Campus Center. 
The gift will be announced Oct. 1 at 5:30 
p.m. in the IC Square during Senior Class 
Happy Hour, one of the first events of 
Homecoming Weekend. 
FREE 
TCAT Shuttle 
to downtown 
Saturday, Septernber 25 
Saturday, October 2 (Apple Harvest 
Festival) 
Green St. 
12:45 p.m. 
1:45 p.m. 
2:45 p.m. 
3:45 p.m. 
4:4~ p.m. 
5:45 p.m. 
6:45 p.m. 
7:45 p.m. 
Textor 
1:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
8.:00 p.m. 
Towers 
1:04-p.m. 
2:04 p.m. 
3:04 p.m. 
4:04 p.m. 
5:04 p.m. 
6:04 p.m. 
7:04 p.m. 
8:04 p.m. 
State/Cayuga 
1:15 p.m. 
2: 15 p.m. 
3: 15 p.m. 
4:15p.m. 
5:15-p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
7:15 p.m. 
8:15 p.m. 
The Downtown merchants welcome this opportunity to offer 
Ithaca College students FREE BUS RIDES to acquaint you 
with the shopping, entertainment and cultural events offered 
to our diverse community, including all students. 
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College offers tenant advice 
BY LISA REIDER 
Contributing Writer 
Ithaca College says it has no plans to change how 
the college handles off-campus housing situations 
after students who were spied on by their landlotd 
expressed concern that the college had not done 
enough to assist them. 
A group of Ithaca College students discovered 
their landlord, David A. Church, had been spying 
on them through a camera hidden in a bathroom 
clock Aug. 25. 
Cornell University offered the 16 students liv-
ing in Church's properties emergency housing, psy-
chological support, help with moving and financial 
support from the university's student fund. They 
were also offered legal advice and counseling, said 
Simeon Moss, an editor with the Cornell Universi-
ty Department of News Services. 
The incident i,llustrated the limits to Ithaca Col-
lege policy and its legal obligations to students. 
Though the. college has no formal policy for off-
campus situatipns, they offered the tenants coun-
seling, help movip.g and assistance with drafting a 
letter to end their lease and obtain their deposit. Their 
professors and teachers were also contacted upon 
request, said Brian McAree, ·vice preside.nt of stu-
dent affairs and campus life. 
Cornell University also does not have an official 
policy to assist students who are found without res-
idence. Cornell University's Office of Campus Life 
provides those services as a part of their off-cam-
KRISTINE CUTILLO/THE ITHACAN 
A RENTAL PROPERTY of David A. Church, locat-
ed at 108 East Yates Street in Ithaca. 
pus living program, Moss said. 
But the college's legal responsibility is limited 
to on-campus events, said Nancy Pringle, vice pres-
ident and college counsel. . 
"When a student moves off-campus the college 
would.not have a legal responsibility for the student 
if something were to occur in the student's apart-
ment," Ptingle wrote in an e-mail. 
She explained that the college is limited to con-
trolling college-sponsqred events, properties and in- . 
teractions between students and college employees. 
"The college does not have a legal counseling ser-
vice for students," she added. "Due to the conflict 
of inter~st requirements of my profession, it would 
neith_er be appropriate nor acceptable for me to pro-
vide direct legal advice to students, faculty or staff 
on any personal legal issue." 
Ithaca College students who decide to live off-
campus are given a list of possible landlords, but 
landlords are not screened and students must 
choose .the one right for them, McAree said. 
"The college is not in any sort' of position to 
screen off-campus housing," McAree said. "The col-
lege does not inspect or in any way endorse those 
facilities. At this point in time, we have no plans to 
put in a process whereby the college woul4 screen 
all of the off-campus residences." 
Non-seniors who apply for off-campus housing 
must also take an online test which informs them 
of local laws, but doesn't discuss personal securi-
ty, said Bonnie Prunty, director of Residential Life 
and Judicial Affairs. 
The college used to have an off-campus orien-
tation, but because of lack of participation, the pro-
gram was abolished. If students do not express a need 
for such programs, there is no reason to continue 
them, Prunty said. 
Tenant and landlord rights and responsibilities 
was the topic of a Cornell Cooperative ·Extension 
meeting held Sept. 15 in response to the incident. 
Mike Danaher, New York state assistant attorney 
general, discussed rental issues with residents. 
A landlord spying on his tenants is a rare case, 
but it is always best when signing a lease to cover 
all possibilities, Danaher said. "You reduce the prob-
ability that there's ever going to be an argument." 
If the students do not voice their concerns on how 
to improve the system, no changes will be made, 
Prunty said. · 
"It really comes down to buyer beware or renter 
beware," said Brian McAree, vice president of stt;t-
dent affairs and campus life. "No one is require~to 
move off camp~s. It~s their own choice." 
N FA 
The University of St. Thomas School of Law 
provides a foundation of service a_nd leadership 
as it integrates faith and reason 
in the search for truth. 
Located in the heart of .Minneapolis; 
our students have access to an 
energetic business community, renowned 
cultural institutions and entertainment. 
c::::l 
;; UNIVERSITY of ST.THOMAS 
University of St. Thomas School of Law 
(651) 962-4895; (800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895 
lawschool@stthomas.edu www.stthomas.edu/law 
No fee for online applications received by Dec. 31, 2004. 
Comact us for details. 
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MIKHAIL KLEMENTIEV(rHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
AN EMERGENCY WORKER looks through debris after fires destroyed 
the sport hall of a school in Beslan Sept. 3. At least 250 people died and 
more than 500 were wounded after the deadly hostag_e-taking. 
Meals donated to Russian fund 
BY RACHELL VANDERPOOL 
Contributing Writer ____ _ 
A missed meal at a campus din-
ing hall could benefit the victims of 
the recent hostage crisis in Beslan, 
Russia. 
The Ithaca College International 
Club is asking students with meal 
plans to put that money toward the 
International Foundation for Terror 
Act Victims. 
Thirty-two Chechen terrorists 
stormed a middle school and held 
1,200 adults and children hostage in 
a 48-hour siege. The take-over end-
ed with 332 hostages wounded, 102 
missing and 338 dead, about half of 
those. children. The incident was 
done to call attention to Chechnya's 
struggle for independence from 
Russia. 
"Where is mankind going when 
we start killing kids?" asked junior 
Mariya Kutmanova, International 
Club president. "Terrorism doesn't 
. have culture or nationality. It's all 
over." 
The foundation hopes to raise $10 
million. So far,. donations exceed 
· $755,000. The IC International 
:club has set a fundraising goal of 
$1,300 through the Office of Con-
ference and Event Services Miss-a-
Meal program. It allows students to 
give up the cost of one meal and do-
nate that money to charitable causes. 
The club is asking students to do-
nate one meal of their choice from 
next week's dining schedule. Once 
a student gives up that meal, he or she 
cannot ·enter any dining hall until the 
next eating schedule begins. 
The club will offer additional 
sign-ups in the Campus Center to-
morrow from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Fifty-
five students had signed up as of 
Wednesday. 
Sophomore Basilio Mata agreed 
to sign up w1th a friend Wednesday. 
"I feel like it's my social respon-
sibility to help them in any way I 
can," Mata said. 
The conlflict ended when Russian 
troops confronted the hostage-takers. 
The terrorists set off bombs in the 
gymnasium, where ·most of the 
hostages were held, and shot those 
who tried to flee, the Associated PJ;es~ 
reported. ,. ~ ,, . t • .., 
For more information, go to 
www.moscowhelp.org or e-mail 
Kutmanova at mkutmanl@itha-
ca.edu. 
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Librarian proposes cafe BIG SIBLINGS LEND A HELPING HAND 
BY STACY MAJEWlCZ 
I 
Staff Writer 
Just as IC Square has been compared to 
anApplebee's Restaurant, a room of the col-
lege library may one day· resemble a Barnes 
and Noble Booksellers. 
That's if the 97 student suggestions for a 
cafe collected in a spring 2004 library sur-
vey convince administrators to allocate 
space for an eating area somewhere on the 
five floors of the Gannett Center. 
The cafe request received the most votes 
from students who completed the survey. 
Head Librarian Lisabeth Chabot said she 
envisions a place where students can in-
teract with each other in an academic, so-
cial setting. To keep visitors plugged into 
world news, she'd also like to install closed-
captioned TV screens in the caf e. 
The ideas are there, but the space is lack-
ing, Chabot said. 
"The cafe remains on our wish list, and 
at some point, I hope and I suspect that we'll 
have the space to do that," she said. 
In the meantime, snack and drink vend-
ing· machines have been placed in the back 
corner of the first floor. Chabot called this 
the "short-term response" to the request for 
a cafe. 
"We know we can do more someday, but 
this is what we can do now," Chabot said. 
Senior Blair Crames said she thinks a cafe 
would be very useful for students who come 
to the library between classes to study be-
cause a lot of them don't have time to get 
something to eat otherwise. 
"It would be nice if I could just come to 
the library and get something to eat instead 
of having to go to the pub," she said. 
Graduate student Emily Brochstein 
agreed that a cafe in the library is a good 
idea, but she is skeptical about putting it on 
the main floor. 
"It's already loud enough in here," she said. 
Another top request was more quiet space. 
Chabot has also proposed putting group 
study rooms on the fifth floor of the library. 
This is one of the items on the ballot for the 
Class of 2005 gift, which will be chosen 
through senior votes this week. 
Additional changes have been made this 
semester to accommodate students' needs. A 
color copier was installed last week. The li-
brary purchased eight new laptops to add to 
its previous collection of 10. These ~ be 
checked out at the Multimedia Desk for three 
hours at a time. Students also requested that 
the library open earlier on Sundays. It now 
opens at 10 a.m. instead of noon. 
"We've done a variety of things in the past 
year to improve things," Chabot said. 
THE ITHACAN 7 
CONNOR GLEASON/fHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN BRIAN FITZGERALD buys a 
drink at a vending machine in the library. 
The library is also offering a variety of 
research workshops for all students, facul-
ty and staff. They are held in Gannett 319, 
and no sign up is required. Visit the library 
Web site for the dates and times of these 
workshops. 
PAM ARNOLD/fHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN JULIE SKRZAT assists Amber Eldridge as they paint masks at a fam-
ily carnival at Cass Rink Saturday. She·and other Ithaca College students volun-
teered at the event as a part of the Big Brothers Big Sisters program. 
J ~/loie11 Awa,d 
Please take a few minutes to read about this opportunity to recognize a person or group of employees for their significant contributions. The IC Choice 
Award is designed to reward those individuals or a group of employees, who through their own initiative, commitment, support, and/or accomplishment 
have contributed greatly to the College's success or who have made a difference in the lives of students, employees, or other members of the Ithaca 
College community. Do you know someone-who has demonstrated these traits? If so, please take a moment to nominate this person or group of 
employees for an IC Choice Award 
All staff members are eligible to participate, but to be considered for one of these awards, an employee must be nominated by a supervisor, a co-worker, 
a faculty colleague, student, or be self nominated. The nomination will need to show accomplishment in at least one of the following criteria categories; 
Initiative 
Commitment 
Support 
This criterion is used to recognize individual creativity in proposing new or improved work methods, ideas, projects or 
approaches that contribute positively to individual or department results. 
This criterion is intended to reward individuals who demonstrated commitment to their department and the College 
by regularly making a full and positive ~ontribution for a number of years. 
This criterion recognizes individuals for giving their talents and efforts in support of others in an extraordinary way. 
. 
Accomplishment This criterion recognize~ individuals for creating and/or producing a substantive project or program for a 
department or th~ College. 
To help you in making a nomination, we have developed a web-based nomination form. This form can be reached by clicking on the nomination form link 
on the IC Choice webpage at http://www.ithaca.edu/hr/compensation/choice/icChoice.htm. Please clearly articulate the circumst~ces or the 
accomplishments achieved by the individual or group that you are nominating. It is important to include specific examples that clearly identify and 
demonstrate that the nomination meets at least one of the criteria outlined above. The nomination should be a half page to one page in length or n~ more 
than 500 words. 
If you are not comfortable submitting your nomination on-line, please submit your nomination in writing and address it to the Review Panel. The nominations 
should be sent in care of Cindy Reckdenwald, Director of Compensation and Organizational Design, Office of Human Resources. 
All nominations must be received by October 8, 2004 in order to be considered for this round of IC Choice Awards. In the event a nomination was 
submitted last semester, but .was not selected, you should resubmit the nomination if you would like it to be considered for a 2004 award. 
After nominations are closed on October 8th, a review panel will be selected from a list of volunteers. Staff members who are nominated and selected to 
receive an award for their distinguished performance or contributions will receive $1,000. In the event a group of employees are nominated and selected, each 
member of the group will receive $250. 
For more information regarding the IC Choice Awards program and a list of past recipients, please visit our web site at http://www.ithaca.edu/hr/compensation/choice/choiceRec.htm 
or feel free to contact Cindy Reckdenwald, Director of Compensation and Organizational Design. 
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Poetry slam honors Latinos Jll.!;li~ii~~~ 
BY LINDSEY KNOX student development and the Col- hibits a variety of artistic '.A I\ ~ '4 ! ~ ::,; :lk I 
Staff Writer works." 
A former Rutgers University 
English professor who trans-
formed an unknown non-profit 
organization into an acclaimed fo-
rum for Latino artists will per-
form theatrical poetry as the 
second event of Latino Heritage 
Month. 
Miguel Algarin, slam poet and 
entrepreneur, will perform a dra-
matic recitation of his poetry, 
"Voices from the Nuyorican," at 8 
p.m. tonight. 
The Office of Multicultural 
Affairs and the African-Latino So-
ciety are co-sponsoring the 
event. 
Algarin is the founder of the 
Nuyorican Poets Cafe, a spoken-
word venue in New York City 
known for its slam poetry and di-
verse artistic expression. 
Nuyoricans are New Yorkers of 
Puerto Rican descent. 
As an events coordinator for 
Latino Heritage Month, Nance 
said that Algarin was at the top of 
the list of inspirational Latinos. 
"I see him as someone who 
can enhance the per-
ception of Latino cul-
ture," Nance said. "I 
also think that he 
brings a fresh perspec-
tive on what it means to 
be a creative person, on 
how to have a creative 
voice and how to 
presentation on Thurs- make a living doing 
day night, Algarin will ALGARIN that without compro-
also be teaching a mas- mising it." 
ter class titled "Non-profit organi- Rivera said he hopes Algarin 
zations as a means to preserve the talks about the trials and tribula-
artistic voice." tions of starting a business and be-
The class, originally scheduled ing a struggling artist. 
for Thursday, was moved to Fri- He said he has dabbled in rap 
day due to a tragedy in the Nuy- and poetry in the past, and as a 
orican poet community, causing business major, is also interested 
Algarin to not be available for in the "nitty gritty" of forming a 
Junior Antonio Rivera, comment. company. 
African-Latino 
Society execu-
tive board 
Algarin started "I'm hoping that he brings 
r'❖ • the spoken word initiative and motivation to the 
m hopmg that he group in 1973 in people on this campus, especial-
member, is es- "' ·t· t· d his _ living room ly people of Latino background," 
pecially excit- . 'Jn/ 18 IVe an as a gathering Rivera said. "You know, people al-
ed to meet Al- motivation to the peo- place fo~ Nuyori- ways feel kind of helpless taking 
garin. .can waters and on entrepreneurial roles. I hope 
"I've been pie on this ca poets . in ~e:w this opens the eyes of a lot Lati-
to the Nuyori- ~ York City. Within no people on campus." 
can Poets Cafe 11 A two years, the There will be an open mic op-
and I've actual- Juilior group had grown portunity before Algarin's pre-
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2004 
ly performed ------------ so popular it sentation for those interested in 
there," he said. moved to a place sharing their art. Senior Tama-
"It seems amazing how he in East Village the poets called the ra McFarlane will open for Al-
started this place. I remember Nuyorican Poets Cafe and moved to garin. 
: t . ~ ,, ; ·~::,. ~f; :· ; ), -. . ; 
when it ·was a little lounge and a new building in 1980. The master class is open to all 
now you have to wait in line to get The cafe states its mis•sion is students and will meet Friday 
in." to "create a multi.,cultural venue from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Erner-
Kristina Nance, coordinator of that both nurtures ·artists and ex- son Suite A. 
c:,t-f]jt,,i .; r · -A-~~ 
···. -~ ,_,,.,,~ ... ,-..-,,, . ~, N. , 
Show Off Your Talents! 
• 
It takes· All Kinds .... Become An RA! 
RA Informational Session 
Wednesday, September 29, 2004 at 7Pm 
Rowland TV Lounge 
Come learn hoW you can showcase your talents! 
Applications arc available from the Office of RCbidcntial µfc, Each.Arca Office, Your RD, 
or you can download one at ,vww..ithaca .. edu/reslifu/ra .. 
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Photo 1najor takes charge at ROTC 
BY EMILY BROWN 
Senior Writer 
A small group of cadets in cam-
ouflage battle dress uniforms and 
combat boots advanced across a bar-
ren space framed by power lines and 
woods. The guns they trained on 
an invisible eriemy were "rubber 
ducks," or mock weapons, and the 
field was somewhere on the proper-
ty of Cornell University. But their 
instructor encouraged them to 
imagine they could hear the artillery 
fire whistling over their heads. 
One cadet moved among the 
camouflaged figures, assessing the 
speed and intelligence with which 
they performed the squad move-
ments. Stephen Mallory, a .senior 
photography major at Ithaca College 
and the tri-service brigade ·com-
mander for the ROTC program at 
Cornell, took this military science 
course last year, and now he's help-
ing teach 'it. But he's not an intim-
idating taskmaster. He smiled 
when he told the cadets what they did 
wrong. And he couldn't help 
laughing when he participated in the 
exercise as an enemy sniper. 
Lt. Col. Glenn Reisweber, the 
training officer for the Cornell 
ROTC program, said he's been 
watching Mallory for years. 
"The bumper sticker, or the 
mantra for the program is we're look-
ing for a guy or gal who is well-
rounded scholastically, athletically 
and in leadership," Reisweber said. 
Mallory is all of these things, 
Reisweber said, and that's why he's 
"the first Ithaca College student in 
years to be put in charge of events 
that all three of the Cornell ROTC 
programs -,- Army, N~yY. and~ 
Force- - participate in. 
ROTC, the Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps, is a program that pre-
pares college students to be military 
officers through classes, physical 
training and a summer leadership 
camp. Eleven Ithaca College students 
participate in Army ROTC and 
about five are in the Air Force 
ROTC, which meets at Cornell. 
Some ROTC students, like Mallory, 
receive scholarships that help pay for 
college. After graduating, they are 
commissioned as officers and must 
serve in the military - usually for 
four years. 
William J'astle, associate profes-
sor of business administration, 
helps Howard Erlich, dean of the 
School of Humanities and Sciences 
and the college liaison for the 
ROTC program, organize events for 
the Ithaca College cadets. A former 
Green Beret, Tastle said that he's very 
proud to have an Ithaca College stu-
dent as the tri-service brigade com-
mander. 
"It's the number one spot," Tas-
tle said. "It's extremely presti-
gious." 
Among other things, Mallory 
said ROTC has taught him how to or-
ganize a run to benefit breast cancer 
research and how to jump out of a C-
130 from 1,250 feet without break-
ing his legs. 
He was selected to go to airborne 
school in Fort Benning, Ga., this sum-
mer. 
"I thought it was like summer 
camp, plus jumping out of planes," 
Mallory said. 
But it was more like the night-
marish vision civilians have of boot 
camp. Before the cadets strapped 
on their parachutes, the chaplain 
told them that no one had ever died 
jumping ·out of planes in Georgia. 
Then he told them that the drop 
zone was technically in Alabama. 
But after five jumps -.in between 
hours of sitting around in an un-
comfortable parachute harness -
Mallory earned his wings. 
Mallory described most of what 
he's done in ROTC as "fun," and he 
_ffbt_~~~ 
274-3136 www.ithaca.edu/counseling 
IF YOU 'VE THOUGHT ABOUT 
SUICID·E 
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO 
Talk about it 
SO WE CAN 
Prevent it. 
With grateful acknowledgement of the support 
Of the Rodd D. Brickell Foundation 
EMILY BROWN/THE ITHACAN 
IMAGINING THE ENEMY is lurking in the woods, Senior Stephen Mallory, left, instructs Cornell University 
junior Geoffrey Shraga how to execute squad movements at an ROTC class at Cornell Tuesday. 
only casually mentioned shin 
splints, angry sergeants, early 
,mornings and unappetizing MR&-
the "Meals Ready to Eat'' that are sta-
ples in the field. He said most of what 
he's learning now is how to take care 
of his troops. 
''I don't know whqt people think 
.they. tell us," Mallory said. '".They 
don't teach us politics _in.Iraq or con- _ 
spiracy theories." 
After he's commissioned in 
May, Mallory wants to work in per-
sonnel or communications rather than 
one of the "killing-people jobs" like 
infantry or artillery. He said the hard-
est part of ROTC isn't jumping out 
of planes or getting up early in the 
morning to run - it's being re-
sponsible for other people. 
Mallory considers being com-
missioned as an officer more of an 
accomplishment than graduating 
from college. His father, who was 
.a. cons~.i~ntious, objector during the 
Vietnam War, is going to come to the 
commissioning service and ptn on 
some of Mallory's rank. Mallory 
said that his parents are supportive, 
though his Mom worries about him 
being sent to Iraq. 
He figures his chances of being 
sent once he's commissioned are 80 
to 90 percent, but he's not worried 
about it. He signed up after Sept. 11, 
2001, so he knew what he was get-
ting into. 
Mallory said he's looking forward 
to being commissioned, but he's not 
the kind of guy who will insist on be-
mg called by his rank when he in-
troduces himself 
"I'll just say, 'Hi, I'm Steve,"' 
he said. "And maybe I'll say I'm 
in the Army." 
Whoever said 
'' ' one person cant 
change the world," 
never tried. · 
you're bursting wirh ambitions, 
goals, dreams and aspirarions. 
The question is, how do you 
realize them? 
Consider a Master of Social Work 
degree from Fordham's Graduate 
School of Social Service. Our 
program, which is ranked 14th 
nationally by U.S. News and World 
Report, is one of the largest of its kind 
for educating and training social 
se~jce professionals. 
Ar Fordharii, we offer 'a wide variety of 
concentrations as well as a hands-on 
approach to learning. And we understand 
that life can be very demanding. 
That's why we've ~reated a Social 
Service program that can fit just about 
any busy schedule. 
The Fordham Graduate Sd1ool of Social 
Service - together we can make a difference. 
VISit www.fordham.edu/ gss for 
our Information Session schedule. 
See you at the Graduate School Fair 
on October 5! 
FORDHAM 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 01: 
SOCIAL SERVICE 
1.0 THE ITHACAN 
check t)OuYself 
Divevsity cou.neil -
et1eDJe !jOUY s.teveott)pes 
Come check out our first event 
Wednesday, September 29th 
Emerson Suite A 
7:30pm 
Refreshments provided 
Sponsored by StuQe~t Government As~oci_ation 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2904 
"The single most important 
technique for finding a new job" 
(www.collegerecruiter.com) 
Networking 101 Panel 
Friday, October 1, 2004· 
4:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center 
What's involved in successfully 
networking? Come meet our alumni 
panel and find out! 
Alumni Networking Brunch 
~~ ' Satur~ay, Octobe~ 2, 2004 
11.00 a.m.- 12.30 p.m. 
Dillingham Lobby 
Networking is an important component of 
your career development, particularly in your 
job or internship search. Join us for some food, meet 
some alums and students, an~ practice your skills! 
Both events sponsored by: 
Career Services. The Senior Class of 2005, and The Alumni Board 
SAVE THE TREES! YOUR IC PAYSLIP IS NOW PAPERLESS!~ 
'Ithaca College is pleased to offer paperless direct deposit advic~s - you can now view your pay on line! This new feature has .many oenefits for 
Ithaca College and for our student employees. We will be able to stop "killing trees" and save time and labor in the process. Yoµ as our student 
employee will·not have-to pick up direct deposit advices any more. 
Effective with your pay on September 10, 2004 (the first pay in the 2004 Fa_ll Semester), you will have.the capability to view pay information 
on line via Parnassu~ using "IC Student Employee Self Service?'. 
Effective with the pay date ·of October 8, 2004, all students signed up for direct deposit will no longer receive printed advices; instead you will 
yiew your pay information via "IC Student Employee Self Service"._ [Important-note: For new'direct deposit authorizgtiQns-your fii:st pay · 
will be in the form o(j cbeck - printed on gref}n paper., This first.payment cycle will be used to verify all your bankifl& information such as · 
routing number and account number with your corresponding bank Once the accuracy of your banking information hass.been confirmed- the 
following payment wilt be in the form of a·dire,ct deposit. This w(ll usually be the second payment cyQle]. 1._, 
.J ,t • -,., 
Please-note that a,_ll·-communication regarding changes to·Student'Employee Self Service will be sent via lC email. If you clioo~e to use another 
email address, it is still your responsibility to ynsu~e that yoµ read your IC email messages.(either by checking the IC _accou4tor by 'forwarding 
your IC email messages to your other address). Ithaca Coilege's preferred way of communication is via IC email; all students00are assign_ed 
email'addresses and are required to read:l6·001aiJ:, ·• -
:: You are able-to acee~s this new functionality dirnctly by going to http://vaiLithaca.edu/ace, -or by accessing your WEB PAC'menu-at 
https://adminWW"W.ithaca.edu/webs/ and following the prompts to access Parnassus. A tutorial is available for-your use and it can be 
~cce.ssed via http://www.ithaca.ed_µ/hr/tutor dpcs/SESS/ 
Your initial password wiII be the last six digits of your social security number. Upon successful connection, the system ·wU] prompt you to reset 
your password. In the future, ~hould you have any need to resety,our password, access the http://vail.ithaca.edu/ace and click the "I forgot my 
password" link on the login,page. A reset password wtlI thei;i be sent to your IC email address. Use that·password to connect to Parnassus, and 
the ·syst~IIJ. \1/Jll ~gain prqrhpt you -to i:e~~t ypur. passw9rd. ! 
lff ~·as,e'·you :!?-ave ~)'°,'qu~~ti\ms, please contact your supervisor and/ot the Payroll Office. 
:. ... '
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Sept. 3 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: J-lot 
SUMMARY: Three students judictally referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. Patrol 
Officer Donald Lyke. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Three students judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Aaron Price. 
Sept. 4 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: Hilliard Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported four people tore 
down papers and a bulletin board. 
Investigation pending. Patrol Officer Donald 
Lyke. · 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: College-Circle Apartment 4 
SUMMARY: One student judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Michael Hall. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Eastman Hall 
SUMMARY:-Fire alarm caused by burned 
popcorn in kitchen. System reset. Patrol 
Officer·Dirk Hightchew. 
V& T violation 
LOCATION: College Circle Road 
SUMMARY: During a v,ehicle and traffic stop, the 
operator was arrested for ·ow,. Officer issued 
the operator uniform traffic tickets for Ithaca 
_ ,i Town Court tor DWI and for havjng an over-
\ \oaded vehicle. Patrol Officer Donald Lyk~. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Offi_cer: reppr:ted unkrJown per-., 
sons damaged the floor indic'a~or lights for 
the elevators. Investigation pending. Patrol 
Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Criminal tampering 
LOCATION: Gffice of Public Safety 
SUMMARY: Officer reported an unkn'own·person 
threw eggs at a parked vehicle. Investigation 
pending. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Found property 
LOCATION: Snack Bar 
SUMMARY: A cell phone w~s found and 
turned over to Public S~fety. 
Larceny . )~ 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 30 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown person 
stole the building numbers. Investigation 
pending. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: G,an:;ten Apartmeqt 26 
SUMMARY: Caller.reported smoke detector 
activation. Officer discovered burned food 
in an unoccupied apartment. System reset. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Landon Hall 
SUMMARY: Fire alarm caµsed by burned 
food. System reset. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 14 
SUMMARY: One student judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. Patrol 
Officer Justin Benson. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 14 
SUMMARY: Three students judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. Patrol 
Officer Justin Benson. 
Conduct code vlolatlon 
LOCATION: East Tower ,. 
SUMMARY: Officer reported noise complaint. 
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Selected Public Safety 
Incident Log 
One student judicially referrep for underage 
possession of alcohol. Security Officer 
Aaron Price. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: Terrace 6 
SUMMARY: Galler reported unknown per-
sons damaged an exit sign. Investigation 
pending. _Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Terrace 10 
SUMMARY: Offi.cer reported odor of marijua-
na. Four students juqic.ially referred for 
alcohol possession and one student 
referred for possession of marijuana. Three 
other people were restricted from the cam-
pus. Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
Sept. 5 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged the floor indicator lights for 
the elevators. Investigation pending. Patrol 
Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Making graffiti 
LOCATION: Terrace 3 
SUMMARY: Officer reported unknown per-
sons drew graffiti. Investigation pending. 
Patrol Officer'Justin Benson. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: J-lot 
SUMMARY: One student judicially referred for 
public urination. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
Unlawful posses$ion/marijuana 
LOCATION: C-lot 
SUMMARY: Three students judicially referred 
for possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer 
William Kerry. 
·' Criminal tampering 
LOCATION: Butterfield Stadium 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a discharged fire 
extinguisher. Officer discovered an . 
unknown person tampered with fire equip-
ment. r'nvestigatfon pending. Patrol Offic~r. 
Charles Ross. 
V & T violations 
LOCATION: Main Campus Road 
SUMMARY:·During a vehicle and traffic stop, 
the operator was -issued two uniform-traffic 
tickets for Ithaca Town Court, one for Lise of 
a handheld cell phone and one for aggra-
vated unlicensed operation in the third 
degree. Patrol Officer Richard C.urti.ss. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 2 
. SUMMARY: Fire alarm was caused by burned 
food: System reset. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: L-lot 
SUMMARY: Two students•judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. Patrol 
. Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Conduct code violation 
Location: College Circle Apartment 3 
Summary: Caller reports noise complaint. 
One student judicially referred for furnishing 
false information and for providing alcohol 
to minors. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Two students judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol and one 
· student was also referred for responsibility 
for guests. Security Officer Aaron Price. 
Sept. 6--
un1awtu1 possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Clarke Hall 
SUMMARY: One student judicially referred 
for unlawful possession of marijuana. Patrol 
Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Landori Hall 
SUMMARY: One student judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Aaron Price. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Eastman Hg.II 
SUMMARY: Officer reporte,d intoxicated per-
son. One student transported to Health 
Center and j1,1dicially referred for irresponsi-
ble use of alcoh~I. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Criminal tampering 
LOCATION: Emerson Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons put shaving cream on doors. 
Investigation pending. Patrol Officer Donald 
Lyke. 
Suspicious person 
LOCATION: Emerson Hall 
S_UMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons knocked bn residence hall room win-
Elow. Investigation pending. Sgt. Frederick 
Thomas. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION'. College Circle parking lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged a parked vehicle. 
Investigation pending. Sgt, Frederick 
Thomas. 
Unlawful possessi~n/marijuana 
LOCATION: Terrace 11 
, SUMMARY: Officer reported people in pos-
session of marijuana. One student judi-
cially referred for unlawful possession of 
marijuana and underage possession of 
alcohol. The other person was restricted 
from campus. Patrol Officer Justin 
Benson. 
Sept. 7 
Illegal dumping 
LOCATION: Office of Public Safety 
SUMMARY: Officer reported person. dumped 
one large plastic bag of trash into a-col:, 
lege dumpster. One student judicially_ 
referred for illegal dumping. Investigator 
Laura 0urling: 
Medical assist • 
'LOCATION: Terrs.ca Dining Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported person fell. a('Jd 
sustained an ankle injury. Student trans-
ported to Health Center. Patrol Officer.Dirk 
• Hightchew. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: College Circle parking lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per- · 
sons dama.ged vehicle. Investigation pend-
ing. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: G-lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons ·damaged vehicle. Investigation pend-
ing. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock . 
Sept. 8 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Boothroyd Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported people with mar-
ijuana. Two students judicially referred for 
possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer 
Bruce Holmstock. 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: Eastman Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a p~rson possi-
bly having a seizure. Student transported 
to Health Center. Patrol Officer Terry 
O'Pray. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: Campus Center Quad 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged tents. lnvestigatio,:i pending. 
Patrol Officer Charles Ross. 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Emerson Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller found a ~ag of marijuana 
left by unknown persons. Investigation 
pending. Sgt. Frederick Thomas. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Terrace a 
SUMMARY: Fire alarm caused by burned 
food. System reset. Fire Protection 
Specialist Enoch Perkins. 
Follow-up investigation 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 3 
SUMMARY: Officer interviewed person who 
provided false identification on Sept. 5. 
Officer issued uniform traffic ticket for use of 
another person's license for Ithaca Town 
Court. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Sept. 9 
·Larceny 
LOCATioN: Rowland Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons stole wallet and property. Investigation 
pending. Patrol Officer Charles Ross. 
Issue bad _check 
LOCATION: Towers Concourse 
SUMMARY: Caller reported person issued 
bad checks. Investigation pending. Patrol 
Officer Charles Ross. 
Larceny 
LOCATION: Dillingham Center 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown person 
stole cash and property. Investigation pend-
ing. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Williams Hall 
SUMMARY: A cause for the fire alarm was 
undetermined. System reset. Fire 
Protection Specialist Enoch Perkins. 
Motor vehicle accident 
LOCATION:•R-lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a two-car, property 
damB;ge.MVA. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
Fire, 
-LOCATION: F.itness,Center 
SUMMARY: Fire alarm was caused _by a fire 
in the dryer. IFD extinguished the flames 
· and the system reset. Fire Protection 
Specialist Enoch Perl<i,ns. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Tallcoft Hall· 
Su_MMARY: Fire alarm-was caused by 
burned food. System reset.. Patrol Officer 
Justin Benson. 
Makin!;J graffit_i 
LOCATION: Landon Hall I 
SUMMARY: Caller reported that unknown per-
~ons wrote a bias-related remark. Investigation 
pending. l;'a\rol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Liquor law_ violation 
LOCATION: Main Camp~s Road. 
SUMMARY: One student was ·issued an 
appearance ticket for Ithaca Town Court 
and judicially referred for underage posses-
sion ofalcohql. Patrol Officer Terry·O'Pray. 
For the complete Public Safety Log, go to 
WWW; ithaca. edulithacan. 
KEY 
ABC - Alcohol beverage control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While intoxicatea 
· IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - lthac~ Police Department 
MVA- Motor vehicle accident 
RA- Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department ' 
V&T-Vehicle and traffic violation . 
Quote of the week 
"It makes me feel like I have really 
extreme mental powers." 
-Sophomore Rebecca Sussman, 
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Students are adults 
Off-campus hand-holding unnecessary 
The Ithaca College Community Working Group has developed a plan that informs Ithaca College of off-campus students who receive multiple tickets for 
violations of the noise ordinance and drinking laws. Un-
der the plan, not only would the students of the house-
hold have to meet with the college administration ( or face 
a judicial referral), a letter would be sent to the offend-
ing students' parents to inform them of the legal actions 
taken. 
The plan, which college and local law enforcement 
will implement this academic year, is tantamount to a stem 
note from the high school principal's office tattling about 
some discipline problem the school cannot handle. 
The Commtmity Working Group claims this plan will 
create good neighbors and mend the fences between stu- · 
dents and non-students. They say it is a compromise from 
other plans~ though students were hardly part of the dialogue. 
This plan has not been presented to the Student Gov-
ermµent Association, a problem too common for deci-
sions that involve stt.ldents. As one of the two students 
in the group, SGA President Brian Dashew should have 
demanded the decision go before the students first. 
Granted, there have been too many cases of keg par-
ties, drunken fights and public urination in the commu-
nity, as well as retaliation against other residents for calls 
to the police. A solution must be found for the sake of 
peace on South Hill - and found fast. 
But using the arbitrary and laughable method of con-
tacting Mom and Dad is not only insulting to the col-
lege students who are adults living on their own but also 
a dangerous loss ofliberties, ones given to other residents 
of the area. 
The idea of a letter sent home informing parents of 
legal infractions borders on improper disclosure, espe-
cially for students who are of legal drinking age and are 
financially independent from ,their parents. Cornell stu-
dents are not subject to this new rule, and the universi-
ty has no plans to implement such a system, holding Itha-
ca College students to an inequitable standard. 
Without a set number of violations required to war-
rant a letter home, police can arbitrarily inform the col-
lege of off-campus infractions if the "conduct is detrimental 
to the College's interests." This 2003 addition to the Con-
duct Code makes it possible for students to be charged 
by city police and face judicial action for failing to meet 
with administrators to talk about the same violation. 
Compound that with the lowered threshold of proba-
ble cause to break up a suspected_party (thanks to the new 
addition-to the City of Ithaca's noise ordinance), and the 
door is wide open for problems. 
Proactive steps must be taken to foster a·culture of re-
sponsibility. The college needs to examine ways to in-
volve the students with outreach, like volunteering to clean 
up neighborhoods in parties' aftermaths and instilling a 
culture that teaches students to respect their neighbors. 
Ithaca College students should also be treated like any 
other non-student resident of South Hill - and like adults. 
Thi~ plap is the latest in a string of actions purposefully 
designed to unfairly target students and hand over more 
discretion to police officers. The plan must be scrapped. 
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Fix the classroooms 
While sitting in one of our fine lec-
ture rooms this week, I watched as paint 
fell from the ceiling. At first I thought 
I was seeing snow, but how could that 
be in September? 
Leqving this same room, I watched 
as a fellow student tripped on the tom 
up carpet. This is just the beginning. 
Let's draw·attention to the climates 
in different buildings. There is not one 
student on our campus who would dis:. 
agree that each building is its own bio-
me. In one classroom you will be in the 
tropics and.then suddenly you are seat-
ed in the tundra. Brrr! 
Do~ Ithaca budget for upkeep of 
classrooms? Curtains hanging ripped and 
dirty around most of our classroom win-
dows are eyesores. In one of my class-
rooms, the crank of a window has not 
been fixed in the past year, leaving the 
window permanently propped open. In 
this same classroom, ceiling tiles 
stained from water damage turned into 
soggy shredded wheat-like squares. 
During my lecture, water continued to 
run aeross the ceiling and drop from the 
tiles onto the carpet. 
I am not attempting to place blame 
on the overworked janitorial staff. I 
would like more attention to be drawn 
to monitoring the conditions of the ar-
eas where this school is supplying its ser-
vices - in classrooms. As our tutition 
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Letters 
has hit an all-time high, I do not want 
to see professors creating a higher priced 
syllabus by adding a list of classroom 
supplies such· as Pledge, Clorox wipes 
and -Febreze. 
Maybe students need to initiate a 
beautification effort across campus 
that focuses on the insides of buildings. 
I have volunteered painting the closets 
and hallways in Longview; maybe 
now it is time to bring my services clos-
er to home. 
LEIGH ANN SCHEIDER '05 
Compass test biased 
It is no surprise that in a politics 
class at Ithaca College all but two of 
the students would come out as liberal 
after taking a political orientation test. 
That "revelation" aside, I am current-
ly a student in Professor Santiago's 
class and therefore took the political 
compass ql:liz. Let me say, all it takes 
is one look at the quiz to see why the 
majority of test takers would come 
out on the left side of the chart. · • 
Every response can only be di~agree, 
agree, _strongly disagree or strongly agree 
(shouldn't there at least be an "unde- · 
cided"?) and the "propositions" range 
from irrelevance ("When you are trou-
bled, it's better not to think about it, but 
to keep busy with more cheerful 
things") to stereotypical (''The busi-
nessman and the manufacturer are 
more important than the writer and the 
artist'.') toiorcing rational test takers-mta"t':, ..... 
the "left" position ("Mothers may have 
careers, but their first duty is to be home-
makers"). 
Whoever constructeq the quiz was 
clearly unable to escape his biases and 
the product is a tilted quiz. In other 
words, if the political quadrant were a 
table, the legs on the left side would be 
a bit shorter causing all of the meal's 
dishes to slide to that side. 
JUSTIN LESNIEWSKI '05 
Public Relations Chair, 
Ithaca College Republicans 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes corre-
spondence from all readers. 
Please include your name, 
phone number, year of gradu-
ation. and/or your organiza-
tional or college title/position. 
Letters must be 250 words or 
less and signed and submitted 
in writing or through e-mail 
by Monday at 5 p.m.for publi-
cation. The Ithacan reserves 
the righ;t to edit letters for 
length, clarity and taste. 
Have your voice 
heard by.5,000 people. 
Write a letter to the editor 
and speak Out. 
Your letter must be less than 250 words long 
and e-mailed to ithacan@ithaca.edu 
by 5 p.m. Monday before the publication date 
or brought to the Opinion Editor in Park 269. 
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Constitutional rights 
cut short with new law 
Initially, the City of Ithaca's noise 
ordinance emerged from a reasonable and 
necessary request, made by local residents 
to the City Council: that the peace and order 
of their community be respected. Recently, 
however, the ordinance, and application 
thereof, has come to 
embody the gradual 
erosion of students' 
constitutional rights. 
One of the recent, 
more appalling 
amendments to the 
ordinance affords police 
officers the right to 
dispense noise violation 
tickets and even make 
TALIA HARARI arrests without a filed 
Guest writer complaint from another 
party. The Sixth 
GRAPHIC BY MATT QUINTANILLA 
THE NOISE ORDINANCE removes many rights under the guise of keeping the peace. 
Amendment of the· United States 
Constitution explicitly states that, in 
criminal prosecutions, · "the accused shall 
enjoy the right. .. to be confronted with the 
witnesses against him." In other words, 
under these new provisions, the police 
officer assumes the role of a third party in 
court, a change that significantlyreduces the 
prosecution's burden of proving guilt. 
Moreover, the power to decide what 
constitutes a nuisance, or "unreasonable 
noise," is up to the police officer, not the 
neighboring residents for whom this 
ordinance was designed to protect. Whether 
the neighbors are actually disturbed by the 
noise is irrelevant. Therefore, a student can 
receive a ticket because of an anonymous 
call (in which the witness need not give a 
statement for the charges brought to be held 
up in court) or, better yet, no call at all. 
imprisonment, or 200 hours of community 
service) can be made if only two of the 
following elements are present: _a keg, more 
than 25 guests or amplified music. In order to 
avoid handing these already omnipotent 
police officers 'probable cause,' the previous 
factors pose that even responsible students, 
who are of legal age, should buy a keg and 
then plan to sit in a circle, wearing head 
phones and binge drink in silence. The 
inference is that 'probable cause', or the 
evidence sufficient enough to warrant an 
arrest or search and seizure, is being reduced 
to the mere sight of a college student. 
monitored while sitting outside on their 
porches watching the same cop car circle the 
block maybe six, seven times in a row; they 
recognize the underlying, oppressive 
message associated with that type of 
conduct. 
The amendments to the new noise 
ordinance serve as weapons to criminalize 
perfectly legal social gatherings, and to cash 
in on them as well. Removing pieces of due 
process, the established guidelines for 
judicial proceedings intended to safeguard 
the legal rights of individuals, is a gross 
injustice and an integral component of this 
new law. If these injustices continue without 
fierce objection or petitioning, more 
impinging legislation will be encouraged to 
pass laying the groundwork for further 
erosion of crucial protections provided by 
the driminal justice system. 
In addition, the "aggravated noise" charge 
of the ordinance, which imposes more severe 
pemrtties, ''(up 'to • $1~00, ··· 15 •days of 
The families who live in Ithaca do not 
deserve to be treated discourteously. They 
should not have to put up with being 
continually woken up in the middle of the 
night by rowdy, drunk college students 
because- stop me if you've heard this one 
before - this is a "college town." 
Accordingly, the college students who live 
here do not deserve t6'.J11feel unjustly 
Talia Harari is a junior legal studies major. 
E-mail he'r at thararil @ithaca.edu. 
The Way 
I ee It 
Orwellian conservatives 
create quagmire in Iraq 
On Jan. 25, 2001, The Mercury-, PCB- and Dioxin-
Ithacan published my editorial, free lakes and rivers; sportsmen 
"Election was a 'right-wing want to keep developers from 
coup.' " Convinced that a destroying wetlands; visitors to 
consortium of religious zealots, our spectacular wilderness 
Orwellian conservatives and areas want to see elk, grizzly 
born-again Cold War bears, mountain lions 
patriots had stolen the and. bighorn sheep, not 
2000 presidential oil and gas wells, clear 
election, I predicted cut forests and heaps of 
that Mr. Bush and his garbage. 
fanatical right-wing So-called conservatives 
supporters would have, sadly, gone far 
reverse environmental beyond my predictions, 
protections, clear cut, making it clear that their 
strip mine, pollute and profits will always come 
pillage the country FRED WILCOX before people. Mr. Bush 
they profess to love. has given tax breaks to 
Th Id 1 h GueSt writer the super n"ch, while ey wou aunc a 
guerrilla campaign to reverse millions of unemployed 
Roe vs. Wade; and they would Americans are fighting a 
conspire to destroy Social desperat~ battle to keep a roof 
Security and eliminate over their heads and food on the 
assistance to the most desperate table. Mr. Bush is determined to 
Americans. Their agenda, I sell bur pristine national fores ts 
argued, was to make America a to timber companies, he wants 
kinder, gentler place for the to open our Arctic wilderness 
very rich, and a meaner, leaner and areas like Montana's Rocky 
place for the poor and ordinary Mountain Front to oil and- gas 
working Americans. exploratio_n,, h~ refuses to. 
But why would the. Bush acknowledge the peril to our 
administration declare war on planet from global warming, 
the environment? The and he believes that 
American people want to multinational coqmrations 
protect our beautiful forests have the right (God~given?) to 
from avaricious timber potson .our air, water and foo~ 
companies; parents want to take . supplies. , 
their children fishing in· Three years _ago, I had :no ' 
FRANK FRANKLIN II/AP 
ANTI-WAR PROTESTERS march towards Times Square before 
· the Iraq war started on March 19, 2003. A year and a half later, 
protests continued at the Republican National Convention. 
idea that the Bush 
administration would launch a 
preemptive strike against Iraq, 
killing tens of thousands of 
innoc.en~ people in order to give 
them a lietter life. I could not 
have imagined that the J.Jnited 
States would repeat,. the 
mistakes it had made in 
Vietnam, where free fire zones, 
search and destroy missions, 
assassinations and strategic 
hamlet programs turned even 
our •friends into enemies. 
Destroying Iraq in order to save 
its people is madness. Each day 
the United 'States sinks ever 
•<Jeeper ~to a tragic quagmire 
from which t:Qere will be no 
. h~~orable exit~ If vv~ really love 
our brothers and sisters in 
uniform in Iraq, then we should 
bring them· home alive, not in 
body bags or flag draped 
coffins. 
In George Orwell's 
prophetic novel, 1984, Big 
Brother brainwashes citizens to 
believe that "War is peace; 
freedom is slavery; ignorance is 
strength." Big Brother resides 
in a grand white mansion, 
heavily fortified against people, 
here and abroad, who refuse to 
believe that killing for peace 
and destroying Mother Earth in 
order to save her are noble, let 
alone sane, ideas. 
Fred Wilcox is an associate 
writing professor. E-mail him at 
fwilcox@ithaca.edu. 
Debates and commentaries will appear on this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Matt Quintanilla at 274-3208. 
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Knowing the left's_ side 
makes unspinning easy 
In the political world, it's a good idea to 
know what the opposition is saying. To 
quote my father, know thy enemy. In an 
effort to -know my enemy, with less than 
three campaign months to go, I sought out 
leftist material. 
I saw "Fahrenheit 9/11." I was not 
impressed. Moore's only thesis seemed to 
be that he doesn't like George W. Bush. He 
failed to identify many of his sources or 
explain where he got some of his footage. 
There are several factual errors and 
misleading assumptions in the movie (note 
the subtle non-use of the word 
"documentary"). Here are a few: Moore 
criticizes the fact that James Bath's name was 
blacked out from a National Guard health 
record released by the White House but fails 
to mention that federal law prohibits the 
disclosure of health-related personal 
information. If the White House had not 
blacked it out, they would have been 
criticized for privacy violations. Later, 
Moore asks U.S. Congressmen if they would 
sign their children up for military service. 
He shows a childless Congressman, Michael 
Castle, ignoring him. 
In a further exercise to see what leftist 
pundits and '1ournalists" were saying in the 
months before the election, I read exceipts 
from Kitty Kelly's novel ''The Family," 
which is supposedly a documented, 
unauthorized biography. One section 
suggests that George W. Bush beat his wife 
when he·was drunk. Kelly's proof? She 
says that -since a police report was never 
filed, there really isn't any. She is quick to 
add that Laura Bush looks uncomfortable 
when she speaks publicly. So, let me get this 
straight, George W. used to drink and Laura 
gets nervous when speaking publicly ... And 
this means what? 
Many of Kelly's sources didn't want to 
be identified. Sharon Bush, one of her cited 
sources, now claims that she never said the 
words credited her by Kelly. Comparing 
the book to a gossip column would be 
insulting to gossip columnists everywhere. 
Then, of course, there's RatherGate. 
I've read and.watched criticism of Bush's 
National Guard service in another effort to 
understand my "enemy." As we now know, 
CBS's 60 Minutes failed to determine the 
authenticity of documents they presented 
on a segment about Bush's Guard service. 
The documents were so poorly faked that 
the person who typed them didn't even 
bother to use a typewriter. ban Rather, 
anchor and managing editor of CBS 
Evening News, continued to stand by these 
documents even after it became clear they 
were not authentic. By the way, I have 
documents in my possession that prove 
Dan Rather is an alien from the planet -
Zortong. Really I do! 
Of the three discretions listed here, 
Rather's is by far the worst. Moore and 
Kelly are paid to deliver opinionated pieces 
that support their personal agenda. 
Reporting partial truths without concrete 
evidence is not surprising from them. 
Rather is supposed to present the whole 
truth. But ·then again, the rules may be 
different on Zortong. , 
I'm not suggesting that it is 
inappropriate to criticize the president near 
an election. In fact, good journalism 
critical of a sitting president i$ especially 
relevant close tp an election. 
Unfortunately, some of the left's loudest 
pundits apparently don't know very inuch. 
I know my enemy. They're 
unimpressiv~. 
The Ithacan will highlight political fssues 
this semester through The Vote 2004. 
"Setting the Record Right" by former IC 
Republican Chair Michelle Meredith will 
appear opposite "Crashing the Party" by 
independent and former IC Democrat 
Karl Palsgaard. Email Meredith at 
smeredil@ithaca.edu. 
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We're a fall-delivery yearbook, 
produced entirely by students 
using 9esktop publishing. 
' . 
For more information 
contact: 
Michael Serino, 
Manager of Student 
Publications, at 
274-1036. 
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T-shirt creator talks 
Howard Cogan, the creater of the "Ithaca is Gorges" 
slogan, refuses to take too much credit for it. 
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ZELL A A 
JUNIORS CASEY SWEENEY and Brooke Stone pretend to battle to mock some arguments that occur within the department at the Freshmen Show. 
The theater department keeps off-beat traditions alive 
BY ANDREW TIEBOUT 
Contributing Writer 
The red carpet at Dillingham Cen-
ter was overflowing with theater stu-
dents as they milled about excitedly on 
the night of Sept. 8. The freshmen, sit-
ting on the floor in a semicircle, focused 
• their attention on the seniors standing in 
front of them. 
Senior Kate Hamill raised her voice above 
the noise of the crowd to announce the next item 
to be auctioned off at this year's freshman auc-
tion, a batch of peanut butter cookies. 
"All right, I'm starting this off at 10," she said. 
"Do I hear $1 0?'' 
In less than a minute, the bids rocketed to an aston-
ishing $60. With a wide grin on her face, Hamill screamed 
"Sold!" and the crowd cheered as a freshman 
claimed his now valuable pastries. 
But why are seniors at Dillingham so eager to 
give and the freshmen so eager to spend? Are they 
saving up for much needed studio space? New 
lighting fixtures? No, the students are just trying 
to keep their treasured traditions alive. 
Ithaca College has been noted for its lack 
of traditions. The Fountain Day tradition, when 
seniors jumped in the fountains on the last day 
of classes, has since been pushed back to se-
nior week and is heavily supervised. But 
even that tradition doesn't include under-
classmen. 
Organizations like Providing Ithaca 
Experiences Connecting Every Student 
(PIECES), the Core Experience Task 
Force and the Traditions Committee 
were formed last year to make new tra-
ditions after a consulting firm said the 
college lacked traditions, but students 
have yet to see any lasting results from 
the effort. 
The students in Dillingham, however, have plenty. 
At the Freshmen Auction, 50 items were donated by 
Dillingham faculty and seniors, ranging from a faculty mem-
ber's tie for $9, to voice lessons for $455. Toe bidders, main-
ly theater department freshmen, spent more than $3,000 from 
their own pockets in just a few short hours. 
The competition was often fierce for valuable items 
such as a half-hour massage, complete notes to a freshman 
level course, and, of course, an invitation to an all-female 
pajama party. Seniors also donated personal art worth $200 
and time out of their schedules to help freshmen with home-
work. 
On the night of Sept. 11, theater students once again 
flooded the red carpet, this time wearing formal attire. The 
atmosphere was even more chaotic than the night of the auc-
tion. Most of the seniors were nowhere to be found, yet the 
sophomores, "juice" bottles in hand, made their presence 
known as they chanted playful songs. The freshmen, though 
excited as well, did not know exactly what to expect. 
"It was pretty overwhelming," freshman Jonathan 
Davis said. 
Eventually, the doors to the theater opened, and every-
one found their seats. The freshmen sat close to the stage. 
The lights turned down, and a senior dressed as the fa-
mous Dillingham custodian took a violin from his trash bar-
rel and played some familiar notes. Without warning, rough-
ly 70 seniors filled the stage to perform their parodied ver-
sion of the song ''Tradition" from the musical "Fiddler on the 
Roof." Members from each major introduced themselves with 
a verse, and they all joined together to bellow the chorus. 
The show followed two freshmen, played by seniors, 
as Lee Byron, associate professor and chairperson of the 
Department of Theatre Arts (played by Travis Finlayson), 
took them on a tour of the department. The highlight of 
the show was when seniors playing faculty rose from be-
low the stage and introduced themselves, which could ex-
plain why the real faculty members sat toward the back. 
Although the impressions are not always flattering, By-
ron said he recognizes they are in good fun. 
"It's important the seniors find a way to connect with 
the younger students," the real Byron said. 
n'shomema 
After members from each major performed their skit, 
students began the "Senior Moment," when several seniors 
pass on words of wisdom. 
"You can't breathe Dillingham 24/7 ," said Adam Co-
han, a senior theater production art major. "You have to 
be able to relax. We work really hard, but we play really 
hard, too." 
This is probably a good lesson for freshmen to learn, 
since Cohan said tech students spend roughly 25 hours a 
week working on projects alone. 
The freshmen students appreciated the words of advice. 
"I thought those were very moving," freshman Zach 
Theis said. 
Yet Dillingham seniors don't just deliver words of ad-
vice to their freshmen from a stage. Each senior is randomly 
assigned freshmen from their major as part of a sibling pro-
gram. In this program, the seniors serve like big brothers or 
sisters, helping their siblings with problems, both personal 
and academic. 
"I think theater naturally lends itself to intimacy and 
family," said senior Jeremy Pickard, a drama major. 
"You're completely giving yourself and everything you 
have inside yourself and exposing yourself constantly. In 
order to do that you have to be able to somewhat trust the 
people around you." 
Byron said he thi.nks that the level of intimacy at Dilling-
ham is uncommon compared to other theater departments. 
"Students do work together better, there is a sense that 
their goals are something in common," he said. "There's 
very little backstabbing." 
Senior Andrew Grosshandler, a musical theater major, 
agreed. 
"Even if we're not meant to be friends for the rest of 
our lives, we're all still supportive of each other," he said. 
"It's upperclassmen who pass on that attitude." 
In the beginning of each year, the seniors throw a par-
ty called "Greet the Meat." During the second semester, 
they host "Reheat the Meat" for theater students that were 
studying abroad. There are also holiday parties with fac-
ulty and barbecues after finals. These parties are meant 
to introduce students to college life. 
The $3,000 raised by the auction at the beginning of 
the year was used to throw the annual Freshman Party, 
which took place after the show. 
As students arrived in suits and dresses, the scene was 
reminiscent of a high school prom. Round tables with cen-
terpieces, the hip-hop DJ and the catered finger sandwiches 
filled the ballroom at Ithaca's downtown Holiday Inn. 
Though the seniors throw a freshmen party, the first-
year students give back to their big brothers and sisters 
at the end of the year at the annual Sherry Party. The 
leftover money from the Freshman Auction funds the 
party, a formal event to commend seniors for their hard 
work. 
The freshmen put on their own show at the Sherry Par-
ty that roasts the seniors using stories the upperclassmen 
tell them throughout the year. 
"We're kind of fueling that fire and asking for it," 
Grosshandler said. "It's the ultimate gift." 
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Accent 'Gorges' creator unites town 0 n BY MICHELLE CUTHRELL lie venues from concerts to summer attaches his name to the shirt. alize that we had an international ad-
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KAITLYN ALCORN 
MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
Hometown: York, Pa. 
Do you have a going to 
bed ritual? Yes, I brush my 
teeth and read. 
What is your favorite CD 
to rock out to? Currently 
Prince. 
Which do you prefer: 
somersaults, handstands 
or cartwheels? 
Handstands because I like 
being upside down. 
If you could teach a class 
on something, what w.ould 
it be? Music history. 
Do you know what a 
bomber is? It's our mascot. 
Have you gone gorge 
jumping yet this year? No. 
Senior Writer camps. But it all started with just a "We never really tried to keep vertising agency," Cogan said. 
Every once in awhile, someone 
finds him. 
Not because he projects himself 
into the public eye or pleads for recog-
nition. Hardly. No, those who find him 
do so ever so diligently. They re-
search. They ask around. And when 
they discover his name, they contact 
him with such a sense of accom-
plishment that they can hardly con-
tain themselves. It's as if they've un-
masked the Lone Ranger. 
Heck, in Ithaca, this mystery man 
seems even bigger. 
A man so famous, a man so se-
cretive, a man· so creative - how 
does one even begin to approach 
such a legend? But somehow peo-
ple do. They pick up the phone and 
they call his home number. 
And at that crucial moment, 
that second the small-town celebri-
ty answers the phone and they ask 
that big question, Howard Cogan an-
swers ever so humbly, ever so sim-
ply, "Ithaca is Gorges? Guilty." 
"Ithaca is Gorges." It's a slogan 
that defines the "10 square miles" said 
to be "surrounded by reality." The 
"Ithaca is Gorges" phrase reflects the 
natural beauty of Ithaca and the won-
der of its 110 trademark waterfalls and 
gorges. And now, after more than 25 
years, the catchphrase has become 
part of the culture. 
Everyone in Ithaca seems to own 
a shirt, a cap, a mug or a bumper stick-
er with the slogan, and students who 
resist the urge tend to purchase before 
they leave. 
Today the shirt unites Ithacans and 
Ithaca fans around the globe at pub-
handful of green-and-white shirts. anyone from using it," he said. "I Senior Michelle Lee wore her or-
Cogan and his wife run an adver- just figured it would take all the fun ange "Ithaca is Gorges" T-shirt this 
tising agency downtown called Co- out of it." summer at her Pennsylvania Christ-
gan Associates. The company was in- Cogan said he enjoys it when he iancampforkids.Anotherstaffmem-
vited to develop a theme the com- drives down the highway and beeps ber spotted it and asked what it meant 
munity could use to promote itself. at fellow drivers with the traditional and weeks later he noticed a bumper 
"ltQaca is Gorges" was born out of green stickers on their bumpers. sticker with the Ithaca slogan. He no-
Cogan' s brainstorming con versa- But over the years, Cogan has re- tified Lee with unbridled enthusiasm. 
tion some 25 years ago. alized that what he intended to be an And last year, senior Karl Siew-
Cogan, who taught advertising and amusing venture has since become a ertsen made friends with Bob 
public relations at Ithaca College at unifying one. Barker when he gave hiln a shiJ;t that 
the time, printed up some "Ithaca is A few years ago, a Cornell pro- read, "Bob is Gorges." 
Gorges" shirts for his associates and fessor traveled to China to perform Though Cogan admits the slogan 
some friends. But he never imagined research. As he boarded a public bus has made the rounds, the legendary 
his cutesy inside joke would appeal in Beijing, he discovered an "Itha- inventor is quick to humble himself 
to a larger crowd.- ca is Gorges" sticker attached to the and pawn off its success. 
"Pretty quick everybody wanted bus's front window. "I guess maybe we have to 
permission to go ahead and make "He took great glee in telling me credit the thing for having promot-
copies," Cogan said. when he got back that he didn't re- ed itself," he said. 
House of Shalimar on The 
Commons claimed the first mass T-
shirt production, and many others 
followed, he said. 
Soon there weren't just shirts -
there were "Ithaca is Gorges" caps, 
mugs, shot glasses and key chains. 
The colorful t-shirts were featured in 
store fronts and sold as a right of pas-
sage. If it's not "gorges," it's 
"gangsta" or some ot:per variation. 
People assume Cogan made 
thousands, if not millions, from the 
popular catchphrase. The truth? 
"It hasn't made me a dime," Co-
gan said. 
The now 75-year-old man gra-
ciously gave permission to anyone 
who wanted to reproduce the slogan, 
as long as the original form and let-
tering were used. No fees. No 
rights. Perhaps this is the reason the 
man has remained such a mystery. 
There is no official or legal link that 
MARIA SPIROVA/THE ITHACAN 
HOW~RD COGAN wears the famous slogan he created 25 years ago. 
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uate & Professional School Fa1 
Ithaca College 
Tuesday, October 5, 
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Over 100 graduate & professional school representatives 
from across the nation and from a wide variety of disciplines! 
Just some of the colleges and universities that will be attending: 
-Harvard School of Public Health 
-New York Chiropractic Col\ege 
-Rochester Institute ofTechnology 
-University of Michigan School of Social Work 
Immediately following the Fair, there will be a panel of law school admission representatives discussing the 
application process for applying to law school. Held in Klingenstein Lounge from 7 :00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
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BY EMILY MILLER 
~taff Writer 
Beth Jenkins wants students to understand 
that seeking help when they feel traumatized 
is a sign of strength, whether they were in a 
car accident, raped or even just saw some-
thing disturbing on television. 
Jenkins, the executive director at The 
Mental Health Association on 518 West State 
St., said that no matter what the problem is, 
early identification and intervention is best. 
She said that students need to take their feel-
ings seriously. 
"Do not say, 'I should get over it,'" Jenk-
ins said. "There is no 'should' in this." 
Catherine Wedge, the community educa-
tor at the association, said she wishes more 
students knew about it. The association it-
self does not provide therapy, but instead 
serves as a liaison between individuals and 
the community. The association works to 
identify each individual's problem and then 
connect that person with the services that will 
be most beneficial to them. 
"It's our business to know what's out there, 
where, and how to access it," Wedge said. 
Students have turned to the association be-
fore, both as interns and those seeking help. 
This semester an Ithaca College junior , who 
wanted to remain anonymous in keeping with 
the organization's tradition, will be starting Eat-
ing Disorders Anonymous (EDA), a peer sup-
port group, in the Mental Health Association's 
building every Wednesday at 7 p.m. The ju-
nior received guidance from mentors at her in-
ternship with Cornell Cooperative Extension, 
which is part of her social work and social wel-
fare class with sociology instructor Sarah 
Rubenstein-Gillis. 
This will be the first known EDA estab-
lished in New York. The program is built on 
the Alcoholics Anonymous 12-step program, 
but is altered to apply to individuals dealing 
with eating disorders. 
Also, senior community health education 
major Jen Mason is working as an intern at 
the Starlight Peer Advocacy Center for Em-
powerment (SPACE) program, located at 301 
South Geneva St. She is conducting a stress 
management group for members. Anyone 
who has used mental health services in the 
past can be a member. 
She said she also helps members use the 
computers, check their e-mail accounts and 
type up resumes. 
Mason said she became interested in in-
terning at SPACE because of its interactive 
environment. 
"I wanted to learn what it was like living 
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with a mental illness for these people, what 
their daily lives are like having to deal with 
the stigmas," Mason said. 
Mason said that she does not think many 
people on campus think of the Mental Health 
association when the services provided on 
campus are not enough. She said that the as-
sociation enables a person to branch out and 
receive help in a more specific area. 
The Ithaca College Counseling Center of-
fers students a limited number of free coun-
seling sessions and, if additional counseling 
is needed, makes referrals to community or-
ganizations, like the association. 
Other interns have created a teenager's 
guide to mental health and a brochure on 
schizophrenia in the older adult in the past. 
Other student issues the association has 
addressed in the past include sexual iden-
tity, troublesome roommate situations, 
homesickness and performance anxiety. 
Jenkins said students can come there with 
any problem that is bothering them. She said 
the association's ultimate goal is to help 
each individual who comes there achieve 
a state of mental health and independence. 
Jenkins and Wedge said that Ithaca Col-
lege students have brought life to the Men-
tal Health Association. For example, 
Wedge said that interns have provided it with 
information on new studies because of their 
access to the Ithaca College library. 
"They have their fingers right on the 
newest research," Wedge said. "So we're 
able to tap into the educational wealth that 
is around us, and we appreciate that." 
The association will be holding a De-
pression Screening Day on Oct. 7, which will 
allow people to fill out an evaluation that they 
can then discuss with a local therapist. 
The screening will be held in the Tomp-
kins County Public Library in the large study 
room. Cristy Brown, the association's di-
rector of information and referral, said the lo-
cation provides a less stressful way for some 
people to solicit help for themselves. 
THE ITHACAN 1 7 
"A lot of people don't like to show up at 
clinics or walk into the Mental Health As-
sociation, so we're trying to make it public 
but not so public," Brown said. "You can 
walk into the library and no one knows why 
you're coming." 
Wedge said she has had an experience 
where a student from one of the local col-
leges called and said she thought her room-
mate, who had just left for class, was suici-
dal and had spoken of jumping into a gorge. 
The student was not sure her roommate 
would make it to class. 
Wedge took action, counseled the student 
about how she should respond, and contact-
ed campus security and told them to look out 
for this individual. Although Wedge said that 
they do not usually get to follow up on calls, 
they are able to intervene quickly. 
"We don't go up there and look for the per-
son, but we can draw together the resources 
to try and protect until the person can get help," 
Wedge said. "I wish that people knew that." 
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PAM ARNOLD/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR JEN MASON socializes with Jeff Barbell, a member of SPACE on Tuesday morning. The program provides support and 
guidance as well as a place to relax and chat for anyone who has ever taken advantage of mental health services. 
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18 THE ITHACAN 
BY LINDSEY DICKERSON 
Contributi11§_ Writer 
Every Friday night, students 
convert the steps of Tallcott Hall into 
a stage and perform what they've ti-
tled, "Live in the Upper Quads," a 
jam session. 
Sam Byron, a freshman drama 
major, and Tom Hauser, a freshman 
music recording major, jam togeth-
er throughout the week. But on Sept. 
3, they took their guitar and saxo-
phone to the Tallcott lawn. 
They were joined by Karen 
D' Apice, a freshman English major, 
carrying the beat with her Djembito 
drum. Byron and Hauser watched 
their idea crescendo into a full-out 
jam session. 
"I wanted to do something cool-
er on Friday nights than watch 
'South Park,"' Hauser said. "Some 
people like to party and drink, I play 
music." 
By 11 p.m., students could hear. 
the sounds of guitars, saxophones, a 
bass clarinet and a bongo competing 
with an electric guitar. The jamming 
attracted a small crowd, but noise 
complaints forced the Student Aux-
iliary Safety Patrol to end the play-
ing around 11:30 p.m. 
Derek Campbell, the resident 
adviser for Tallcott on duty that night, 
enjoyed the bongo beats and sax so-
los, but when the music stopped, he 
got to work. Campbell registered the 
jamming as a ResLife activity, ex-
tending playtime until I a.m. for fu-
ture weekend jam sessions. 
Saturday morning, an orange 
sign-up sheet titled ''We Jammin!" 
hung on the door of Tallcott. 
Names and instruments covered the 
sheet. 
The following Friday, guitarists 
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Outkast's 'Hey Ya,' I thought it was 
a little too much," he said. 
One Hilliard Hall resident, who 
wished to remain anonymous, said 
he doesn't mind the music as long 
as it doesn't become too loud and the 
musicians can maintain a good 
beat. 
Glenn Sharshon, interim associ-
ate director of the Office of Public 
Safety, said jamming students are 
usually not a problem. 
"As far as playing musical in-
struments, that's not a call we usu-
ally receive," Sharshon said. 
But jam bands are nothing new 
on Ithaca College's campus. When 
the sun comes out, bands form on 
decks from the upper quads to the 
Gardens. 
COURTESY OF MEGAN VENA 
"LIVE IN THE UPPER QUADS," a weekly event featuring several musicians, plays in front of Tallcott Hall. 
Ted Ladwig, a junior applied 
psychology major; Walter Hannah, 
a junior mathematics major; Matt 
Wice, a junior writing major and 
Scott Herman, a junior mathemat-
ics major, spend evenings jamming 
inside their room in Garden 
Apartment 28. A drum set and gui-
tars fill the comer and a keyboard 
lines the wall. 
.Like the Tallcott jammers, the 
four roommates have found their 
own ways to jam on campus. 
When they couldn't play in their 
Hilliard Hall room sophomore 
year due to noise complaints, 
they hauled their equipment to the 
Whalen Center and played in a 
practice room until they were told 
non-music students couldn't use 
the space. 
leaned on the railing outside ofTall-
cott as drummers crouched on the 
steps below. New musicians joined 
in to bring a new sound, one more 
fluid and completely improvisa-
tional. 
A captivated crowd of about 15 
clapped and danced along to rough-
ly IO musicians, which included gui-
tarists, flutists, violinists, a drummer, 
a bassist, a trombonist, a banjo play-
er and a singer. 
Hauser said he was surprised to 
see an even bigger turnout of 20 
musicians the second Friday. 
'The second session was a lot bet-
ter because we tried to play something 
more than just noise," Hauser said. 
The lawn outside Tallcott was 
only filled with mud and wet grass 
last Friday due to the rain. Howev-
er, Ithaca College hasn't heard the last 
of "Live in the Upper Quads." The 
musicians hope to jam outside each 
weekend as long as the weailier per-
mits. 
As the crowd outside Tallcott 
grows each week, so does the 
number of people who enjoy the mu-
sic drifting in their windows. 
Wendy Horning, another resident ad-
visor for Tallcott and a fan, keeps her 
window open. Homing saw how 
much fun the musicians had at past 
jam sessions. 
"More power to them," she said. 
However, not everyone on cam-
pus marches to the same drum. 
Freshman Kyle Bosman grinned 
and sighed when asked about the 
jamming outside his building. He 
said he enjoys most of the music, but 
found the loud late night sessions an-
noying. 
This year Wice said they have 
only heard positive comments. 
"As soon as they start playing 
"When we quieted down and 
started playing less in our room, our 
friends would ask 'Why haven't you 
guys been playing?"' Wice said. 
o You're now at college. (Yeah!) In a 
~~few short years, you'll have to find job 
to support yourself. 
Feel like you need a few more skills or want TO brush 
up on the ones you already have? You can even earn 
a Leadership cert(ficate. Join us for the 
"I StudentLeadersh.ip Institute (SLI). 
Design your own experience - visit 1-vww.ithaca.edul 
csli to find out how. 
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All sessions are FREE 
Sessions 
Recrniting & Working with Volunteers 
Values Clarification 
Developing a Personal Leadership Plan 
Values Clarification 
Conflict Resolution 
Citizenship 
Networking (Presented by Career Services) 
Ethical Leadership 
Leadership Challenge 
Social Change Model 
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FISH! Philosophy for Leaders 
Ethical Leadership 
Leadership Challenge 
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Social Change Model & Creating a 
Personal Mission Statement 
Creating a Personal Mission Statement 
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Presented by the Center for Student Leadership and Involvement. 
For more information, visit www.ithaca.edu/csli or cal] 4-3222. 
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Dillinghain offers 
dynainic season 
BY SARA TROIANO 
Contributing Write.r 
This year will bring characters as diverse 
as the Cat in the Hat and communist 
refugees to the stage at Dillingham Center as 
the theater season gets underway and pro-
ductions come alive. 
The season starts with Christopher Hamp-
ton's play ''Les Liaisons Dangereuses," directed 
by Arno. Selco, a professor in the theater arts 
department. 
"Les Liaisons Dangereuses" is a play orig-
inally taken from an 18th century French nov-
el by Choderlos De Laclos. It has had many 
adaptations, including the 1999 hit film "Cru-
el Intentions." 
The play, which is an updated· version of 
De Laclos' story, is set in 1978 at Studio 54. 
The intellectually intriguing play examines 
the lives of the wealthy and elite as they think 
about life and relationships. 
Selco says he wants audientes to "think 
about what they saw and possibly find con-
nections between the people they know and 
the characters in the play." 
The play can be previewed pct. 5 and will 
run Oct. 7-10 and Oct. 19-23 in the Clark 
Theater. 
The department's first musical of the sea-
son will be "Seussical the Musical." The col-
lege will make the Broadway production its 
own to tell the story of numerous Dr. Seuss 
characters, including the Cat in the Hat and 
Horton the Elephant. 
Ithaca College's production 'is presented by 
associate professors ofthe theater arts depart-
f'ment Susannah Berryman, who will direct the 
play, and Mary Corsaro, who will choreograph 
it. The musical is a collaboi;ation that ~es pas-
sion aria."'dedicatioh to produce, Corsaro said. 
The cast of 29 characters will tell an en-
tertammg story that relates to the world 
around us today, Berryman said. The show 
has anti-war themes and and alludes to plas-
tic surgery as well as other subtle subjects. 
The production will be shown in Hoerner 
Theatre on Nov. 4-7, 10, 12 and 13 with a 
preview on Nov. 2. 
Later this semester, Ithaca College_ stu-
dents will perform"The Shape of Things," 
which will be presented in Clark Theatre 
on Dec. 2-5, with a preview Nov. 30. This 
complex and dynamic play, which is di-
rected by Greg Bostwick, a professor in the 
theater arts department, centers around the 
friendship of three individuals and how 
bringing a fourth person into the mix affects 
that r.elationship. 
"I want the play to strike a chord in stu-
dents who come, when considering rela-
tionships they have had or would like to 
have," Bostwick said. 
The story of love and confusion, trust and 
betrayal, is set at a contemporary college. 
Next semester will start off with another 
heavy show. David Leftowich has signed on 
to guest direct "The Consul." Leftowich, who 
is currently acting in the piece at the Met -
ropolitan Opera with world famous director 
Julie Taymor, will present the opera at Ho-
erner Theatre. 
Patrick Hansen, assistant director in the mu-
sic performance department, will conduct the 
opera in the collaboration between the music 
school and the theater department. "The Con-
sul" is about the life of a woman trying to sur-
vive in a communist country during the Cold 
War. The Pulitzer-prize winning opera tells the 
story of death and suffering. This performance 
will be Feb. 17, 19, 20, 23 and 25, with a pre-
view Feb. 15. 
The spring musical, a time-honored tradi-
tion for the Ithaca community and the sur-
Want to network with alumni without 
having to leave campus? 
Looking for a way to learn more about careers? 
PROFESSIONALS 
SYMPOSIUM 
& ACADEMIC ACHH£\fEMENT AWARDS 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME 
Friday, October 1 
Seminar: Get the Most Out of Professionals Symposium -
5pm, Clark Lounge 
Meet & Greet Dinner 
6:30pm, Clark Lounge FREE 
Meet ALANA Alumni Mentors who are here to talk 
about careers and life after IC. 
Alumni Comedy Show - 8:30pm, IC Square 
Saturday, October 2 
Alumni & Student Networking Brunch 
11 am, Dillingham Lobby 
Network about careers that interest you with IC alumni 
who are back for Homecoming! 
Career Connection Open Hours 
12noon, Clark Lounge 
Don't miss this chance to talk one on one with alumni 
about your professional goals. 
Awards Banquet - 6pm, Emerson Suites 
Keynote: Sandra Pinckney '70 
Host of Food Finds on the Food Network 
Sponsored by: Office of Multicultural Affairs• Office of Alumni Relations 
♦ Career Services Office 
For more information, contact the Office of Multicultural Affairs at 27 4-1692. 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
Valmont (senior John Bell) seduces Cecile (junior Elizabeth Priestley) in the first pro-
duction of the theater season, "Les Liaisons Dangereuses," directed by Arno Selco. 
rounding areas, will be "Owl Creek" The play is a play directed by Norm Johnson, associ-
will be directed by Lee Byron, associate pro- ate professor in the theater arts department, 
fessor and chair of the theater arts department, titled "Our Country's Good." This produc-
and will be shown in Clark Theatre on March tion will be shown in Hoerner Theatre April 
31, April 1, 2 and 5-10, with a preview on 21-24 with a preview April 19. It will be John 
March 29.. The annual musical is offered as part Bracewell's, associate professor in the de-
of the season ticket package, which is avail- partment of theater arts, last performance in 
able at the Dillingham Ticket Box Office, and the Ithaca College theater department as 
ranges in price fr9µi $25 to $40, saving sub- sound designer. The play brings to life the 
scribers up to 20 percent on single-ticket prices. memoirs 9f the Royal Marines sent to 
The last show of the Dillingham season prison in 18th century Australia. 
an evening with 
oe • 
October 28tl1 • 7 :30JJill 
Ithaca, New York 
Tickets on sale now at 
111e Clinton House and. Willard Straight Hall 
Charhre by Phone at (607) 273--4,497 or onlme at 
vvww.statethear.reofid:rac:a.com 
·\'V'WW .moe.org 
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Contributing Writer 
"Wimbledon" is the story of two tennis stars, 
Peter Colt (Paul Bettany), 
formerly ranked 11th in the 
world, who is retiring 
from professional tennis 
after one last ·competi-
tion, and Lizzie Bradbury 
(Kirsten Dunst), an American sensation with an 
over-the-top court persona. 
While standing on Lizzie's balcony on their first 
"date," the couple looks at a comet overhead. 
"Oh, it really doesn't look like much," Lizzie said. 
A prophetic statement for ''Wnnbledon," which turns 
out to offer more than expected, focusing more on 
the on-court drama than romantic angst. 
Bettany performs well as the awkward and 
charming Peter. His character is the most interesting 
and well-developed in the film. The aggressive and 
determined Lizzie offers Dunst an opportunity to 
step out of her usual role as the sweetheart, girl-
next-door, and she takes it with relish. 
It's clear that Lizzie is genuinely fond of Peter, 
but the script fails to produce a dear reason for why 
· she is even interested in the first place. 
Luckily, the relationship itself is an engaging 
one. Peter's affection helps Lizzie relax and inte-
grate her ambitious professional goals with her pri-
vate life, while Lizzie's pep talks release Peter from 
his reliance on superstition and give him the killer 
instinct he needs to succeed. 
The movie plunges straight into the first of many 
tennis matches, accompanied by an inner-mono-
logue/voice-over from Bettany. The self-deprecating 
narration continues throughout the film, adding 
touches of goofiness at extremely cheesy or intense 
moments. · 
Following that match, a preliminary to the 
Wimbledon competition itself, Peter goes home 
to visit his dysfunctional parents and carelessly 
irreverent brother, Carl (James McAvoy), who 
provide a pleasantly two-dimensional subplot. 
• COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 
TENNIS STAR LIZZIE BRADBURY (Kirsten Dunst) falls in love with another professional 
player, Peter Colt (Paul Bettany), in the romantic on-the-court comedy "Wimbledon." 
the rest of the movie falling head over heels for 
one another. Lizzie's father, played by Sam Neill, 
steps in briefly to present the film's token rela-
tionship obstacle, but they sensibly ignore him 
and the film moves on. 
Director Richard Loncraine, whose last contri-
bution was 1995's dark and dramatic "Richard III," 
found an effective balance between close-ups of 
the actors and long shots of the action. The vari-
ety in match coverage technique enables every 
game to feel crucial, pulling even non-tennis fans 
into the tension. 
Another nice touch included the use of real-life ten-
nis pros and commentators to explain the scoring 
and rules as they became pertinent. 
With the exception of a few sadly obvious 
act-of-God moments, including a carefully 
placed rainstorm or injury to move the plot along, 
"Wimbledon" is a satisfying story._ The at times 
trite and self-conscious dialogue adequately fills 
the gaps between three rounds o'f tennis 
matches. 
Even though itD1aY,,seemJike a silly chi~ttµ,ck, 
the film knows its place' ancf doesn't try to makf 
profound observations or contrived Oscar scenes:1'0 
I 
l 
·i 
I 
From there, Peter heads to Wimbledon, 
where he accidentally walks in on.Lizzie in the 
shower. Sparks fly and soon the pair is engaged 
in pre-game hanky panky to relieve the tension. 
They resolve to "keep things· light," and spend 
Some of the matches, such as the one Peter plays 
against his friend Dieter Prahl (Nikolaj Coster-Wal-
dau), consist of merely tpe openin,g $ef.Y~ .and a post-
game answering machine message from Lizzie. 
Others are like a tightly cut highlight reel, show-
ing the most crucial points and harrowing volleys. 
''Wimbledon" is well-paced, moving from climax 1 
J.o c~ ,"'.'lrile ,still building_ up, to d;le .~ ~l!V1Jin "" 
over the net. / +~ ~_,,,..., 
"Wimbledon" was directed by Richard Loncraine. - - -f 
Cell phone flick rings with cliches l ' I 
Drawn out action film makes audience want to hang up on 'Cellular' 
BY JANINE D' AMICO 
Staff Writer 
After the first few minutes of 
David Ellis' new film "Cellular," it be-
comes difficult to tell what kind of 
movie the filmmaker is trying to cre-
ate. Though it's full of action, stunts 
and lots of cars, 
the movie fails to 
turn into a true 
action filrn. It in-
stead shows one 
Cliche after an-
other, ultimately leaving the audience 
with a dead ring tone. 
Actress Kim Basinger plays Jes-
sica Martin, the wife of an affluent 
businessman. Kidnapped shortly af-
ter watching her son • leave for 
school, with no idea why or by whom, 
she struggles to' figure out where the 
kidnappers have taken her. 
Though she doesn't know her lo-
cation, she knows how to connect the 
phone wires left in the dingy attic. This 
allows her to reach the cell phone of 
Ryan (Chris Evans): a complete 
stranger. Ryan spends the next hour 
and a half on the phone with Jessica, 
caught .in one elaborate chase while 
trying to figure out who she is and 
how he can help her. 
Ev~rything runs amok in each 
stage qf_the process, forcing Ryan to 
g<i through every step of t;be standard 
action movie. Stolen cars, check. Car 
-chase, chec~. Gar-jacking, check. 
• The movie spends so much ti.t_ne try-
in&.tp be.an action movie that it com-
l>letefy:~overlooJ.cs wb,~t could hav:.e 
COURTESY OF NEW LINE PRODUCTIONS 
CELL PHONE HERO Ryan (Chris Evans) stars In "Cellular." 
The movie was co-written by 
Larry Cohen, who also wrote the 
movie ''Phone Booth." Though both 
films share the theme of solving a mys-
tery over the phone, ''Cellular" remains 
disconnected to the audience, where 
as in "Phone' Booth" the audience 
stayed on the line. "Cellular'' comes 
off as almost a parody of ·"Phone 
Booth" with the characters and dia-
logue seeming as if they were picked 
up from Coh(?n's waste basket. 
lame dialogue haunt this movie and 
prohibit the audience from answer-
ing the question. Every time the 
movie comes close to being 
poignant, the moment is killed 
with cheesy one-liners. 
For example, in one scene Jessi-
ca asks Ryan to go find her son be-
fore the kidnappers do. When Ryan 
asks, ''What's your son's name?'' Jes-
sica replies, "Ricky." This leads to 
pointless banter about Jessi~'s son be-
ing named Ricky Martin. Such dia-
logue not only kills the scene, but 
slows lhe movie's plot. 
him find Jessica. Though at first 
Mooney dismisses the case, he is lat-
er brought back into the movie as an 
integral part of the cat-and-mouse end-
ing. 
As Mooney becomes involved in 
the mystery, he is forced to go to the 
Martins' residence. An intruder, who 
turns out to be another officer, assaults 
him. Watching Macy convey his in-
ner conflict about shooting a fellow 
officer.reminds the audience of his act-
ing talents. Every part of his 
creviced face works to tell 
Mooney's story. 
The same cannot be said of the rest 
of the cast Basinger plays Jessica as a 
blank housewife; her emotion is 
shown through little more than quiver-
ing lips and half-hearted yelps. Evans is 
a charming leading nran, but lacks the 
dialogue to truly display his depth. He 
is often limited to responses such as "Oh 
god!" or ''We'll find them!" as 
Basinger gets the most phone time. 
Once the audience finds out why 
Martin has been kidnapped, it is even 
more apparent that this movie is a 
great concept with poor execution . 
The end feels like a drawn-out action 
sequence with a dialogue so mis-
gl.tj.ded that one can almost see it on 
the page. 
In one of the last moments of the 
film, when Ryal}. is asked how he got 
involved with the case, he replies, "I 
answered my phone," prompting,, 
this viewer to wish. he had just taken · 
·a mess~ge. 
"Ce,llular" was directed by David 
Ellis. , :~~)i great story. , 
L...-..,,..._~~....,:;;w~.:,z,....~___;~_.j, H i •· > •• 
The intriguing premise attempts 
to ask audience members what 
they would do in a similar s~tuatfon. 
While Ryari compromises himself 
repeatedly, the aucfi.ence. wonders. if 
it would do ,the same. Unfortunate-
ly, the ov~ractiv.e seqvences ~d 
I 
Even the sub-plot involving a po-
lice offic~r (William _H. Macy) is_lost 
fo the hype of$~ potep.tial action flick. 
lty~Juins to Officer Moon~y to help 
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Progressive play comes to Cornell 
BY AARON ARM 
Cpntribu!_ing Writer 
It set a precedent in theater and 
an unrivaled standard of excellence. 
Most inipo!ffintly, however, it was 
an awakening to discrimination. 
Forty-five years after its debut, the 
pl~y that broke the color barrier on 
~road- I I way, "A 
Raisin 
In The 
Sun," 
has made its way to Cornell's 
Schwartz Center for the Perform-
ing Arts and will play until Sept. .25. 
On Sept. 14, a small crowd so-
cialized over wine and hors· 
d'oeuvres in the Schwartz Center 
on College Avenue to greet Philip 
Rose, the producer of the original 
"A Raisin in the Sun" Broadway 
production. Rose -spoke about his 
experience with the play, including 
how it came to be and the public's 
initial reaction to it. 
denied this, saying that the play's 
quality is in the writing, and that 
true timelessness comes from "the 
very spe~i.fic things ... that nobody 
else could have written." 
Although a play's success often 
depends on its script, "A Raisin in 
the Sun" owes its fame to the ac-
tors as well. Denzel Washington 
and other theater buffs have de-
scribed the play's first lead, Sidney 
Poitier, as "amazing." In keeping 
with the need for·strong actors to 
give the play, justice, Cornell cast 
Dr. Martin Luther King's daughter 
Yolanda King, an actress and 
spokesperson, as the character 
"Mama." 
David Feldshuh, the director of 
the Schwartz Center, said that 
upon first hearing King's voice on 
his answering machine, he 
thought she seemed like she could 
be a diva. He said he listened to that 
message six times. 
The play focuses on a poverty 
stricken African-American family 
in the '50s, and how it deals with 
financial probJems within the 
family and discrimination outside 
the house. When the show came 
out, not only did It have a black 
cast, but it also had a black producer 
and, most importantly, a black fe-
male playw-right. 
On the contrary, if there is one 
thing that King is not, it's a diva. 
King said she has nothing but grat-
itude· and appreciation for Cornell 
giving her this opportunity. Having 
directed her own version of 
"Raisin in the Sun" at Fordham 
University 10 years ago, she said 
she is thankful to once again be a 
part of the show without the stress 
of directing. 
JULIE CHUNG/THE ITHACAN 
YOLANDA KING, Martin Luther King Jr.'s daughter, speaks at the opening of Cornell's production of 
"A Raisin in the Sun" on Sept.14. King plays Mama in the play, which will run until Sept. 25. 
Although ~e success of the play 
was groundbreaking, Rose said he 
still feels that society suffers from 
discrimination. 
"I have learned from [the stu-
dents] and I hope they have 
learned from me," King said. 
Tanya Grove, who organized the 
"Behind the Scenes" event, said the 
play was selected because Cornell 
had a strong enough cast to carry 
the play this year. But she said the 
college wanted a "big name" for the 
role of Mama to draw 'attention to 
the play. 
Grove also said that the pro-
duction went smoothly, partially be-
cause the director, Reggie Life, and 
. King had worlced together before. 
Life described King's coming to 
Cornell as a brilliant move. Every ac-
tor brings a new personality to a char-
acter, he said, and King has brought 
new life to the play because of her 
talent and her family's legacy. , 
duced,. he said the play "isn't 
about money; it's about staying true 
to your values." 
Classic plays are often about a 
specific group of people striving for 
the American dream, Life said. If 
there is one thing "A Raisin in the 
Sun" can teach Ithaca, it's that, "We 
need to question where we are in 
race-class relations," Life said. 
"What it means to be an American." 
full tuition scholarships and par-
ticipate in volunteer and learning 
projects thro~ghout the year, will 
have the opportunity to meet King 
on closing night. 
{ 
'There are kids walkiIIg down the 
street· and I fear for them," Rose said. 
1 When the play premiered, 
'/ some critics argued that it was sim-
~ ply'tlie recycletl i~ea of a struggling 
I family with' an ethnic twist. Rose 
COURTESY OF SONY RECORDS 
SOPHOMORE ALBUM lives up to the first. 
R&B lyricist Jill Scott 
shares her joyful side 
BY LIZ TADDO~IO 
Contributing Write_r __ _ 
Four years after the release of Jill Scott's 
powerful debut, "Who is Jill Scott? Words and 
Sounds, Vol. 1," the poetic R&B singer and 
songwriter proves 
to listeners once 
again that she is 
everything but or-
dinary on her 
sophomore album 
''Beautifully Human: Words and Sounds, Vol. 
2." 
Scott rides the wave of expressive and nar-
' rative R&B popularized by artists like her-
t self, Erikah Badu, Lauryn Hill and Common. 
On the first single, "Golden,''_Scott's voice 
I is driven by the m~ssage, "I'm livm' my life 
like it's golden." In "Bedda At Home" and 
"Talk to Me," the instrumentation of the jazz 
band backing Scott is a beautiful addition,.let-
ting her voice soar and grow even stronger 
with the musicians. Other highlights include 
the socially conscious "Rasool," comn1ent-
ing on life in Northern Philadelphia, where 
Scott grew up, and the cool "My· Petition," 
in which she tells us, "I want to feel free." 
When her soulful voice coasts along the 
notes and words she writes, Scott seems to 
enjoy the songs she sings just as much as lis-
teners will enjoy listening to them. 
Life said every character in the 
shoU.. has a dream. Although con-
fli~t arises once money is intro-
Ithaca College's Martin Luther 
King Scholars, who receive up to 
Reading an excerpt from his 
newly published book, Rose re-
called the greatest achievement of 
his own production of the show -
that audiences accepted it. 
"The actors were brilliant, but 
the audience's performance was 
phenomenal," he said. 
'90s grunge leaders still in top form 
Pearl Jam records an acoustic concert for Seattle charity 
BY DOUGLAS EVASICK 
~ta.ff Writer 
Another day, another live CD by Pearl 
Jam. After releasing its entire 2000 and 
2003 tours on disk, what makes the 
band's newest live CD "Live at Benaroya 
Hall" noteworthy is that it's acoustic. 
Most of the band's peers in: the early to 
mid-1990s, including Nirvana and Alice in 
Chains, released 
their "MTV Un-
plugged" concerts 
on CD. Despite 
Pearl Jam's riveting 
performance on 
"Unplugged" in 
CD REVIEW 
·Pearl Jam 
"Live at 
Benaroya Hall" 
*** 
1992, the set list was comprise.a primarily 
of songs from its debut record "Ten," so the 
band decided not to release it. 
Now that it has seven studio 
albums and a two-disk rarities set under 
its belt, the band figured there was enough 
material for a varie'1 two-disk acoustic 
CD. The concert was recorded on Oct. 22, 
2003, in Seattle and most of the money 
went to the Seattle-based "Youth Care," 
a non-profit organization that provides 
housing-and services to at-risk youth and 
the homeless. 
Unlike last yea.r's "Lost Dogs," which 
featured top ten hits like "Last Kiss" and 
"Yellow Ledbetter," this CD is designed 
primarily for the hard-core Pearl Jam fan. 
This includes listeners that didn't jump ship 
sometime around 1996's low key "Ne 
Code" and actually know albums like "Bin-
aural" exist. 
The set list culls mostly from the al-
bums "Lost Dogs," "No Code," "Riot 
Act" and "Binaural." The band's four 
most popular album releases, "Ten," 
"Vs.," "Vitalogy" and "Yield," only get 
one song apiece. The CD also has the 
band's first recorded live performance of 
"Man of the Hour," the song Pearl Jam 
wrote for Tim Burton's film-"Big Fish." 
There is no "Alive," no "Jeremy," no 
"Betterman," no "Given to Fly,"· no 
"Rearviewmirror" and definitely no 
"Evenflow." This strategy works to both 
the band's advantage and disadvan.tage. 
By potting most of its big hits aside, 
Pearl Jam is able to highlight some of its 
lesser-known material. The songs from 
2000's disappointing "Binaural," the album 
even the band admits is weak, are given a 
much better treatment in this live setting. 
Free of their terrible production, songs like 
"Of the Girl" and "Thin Air" finally come 
to life. 
"Live at Benaroya Hall" is also 
-heavy on songs from the album "No 
Code." The d~licate tre~tments of "Off He 
Goes" and "Around the Bend" prove that 
"No Code" is Pearl Jam's most underrated 
album. 
Despite the fact that the album is not 
hit-heavy, a eouple of Pearl Jam classics 
sneak in toward the end, including the 
beautiful "Black" and "Daughter," 
which segues nicely into the Beatles cov-
er "Hide Your Love Away." The only song 
to be done electrically is the fan favorite 
"Yellow Ledbetter," which recently 
made an appearance in the "Friends" se-
ries finale. · 
The CD's main problem is that after two 
hours, the acoustic chann begins to wear 
off, especially when songs like "Elderly 
Woman Behind the Counter in a Small 
Town" or "Betterman" are nowhere to be 
found. 
Some songs like "All or Nothing" go 
by without making much of an impression, 
while "Lukin" is just as annoying 
acoustically as it was electrically on "No 
Code." 
Nonetheless, Pearl Jam is still in top 
form throughout and Eddie Vedder can still 
out-sing all the Scott Stapps and Chad 
Kroegers of the world. 
Yet with so many live CDs to choose 
from, this one barely stands out from the 
crowd. Live Pearl Jam newbies should 
check out 1998's "Live on Two Legs" or 
2000's three-disk Seattle show to get an 
idea of what this band sounds like in top 
form and with an impressive set list 
backing them. 
But "Live at Benaroya Hall" is per- · • 
feet for the Pearl Jam addict who owns 
over 50 live CDs and needs another fix. 
COURTESY OFTEN CLUB 
SEATTLE BASED BAND Pearl Jam· 
released "Live at Benaroya Hall," yet 
another live CD to add to the collection. 
"-/ 
Event of the week 
Live Music - Paul Canetti, 
Wednesday at 8p.m. at IC Square, 
Campus Center. 
Today 
IC~I Annual Conference - 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. at Emerson Suites, Campus 
Center. 
Artist Talk: Buzz s·pector-12:10 p.m. in 
Handwerker Gallery. • 
Advanced ·Grants Workshop II - 4 p.m. at 
North Meeting Room, Campus Center. 
Anime Society· weekly meeting - 7:30 
p.m. in Center for Natural Sciences 115. 
IC Knitting Circle - 8 p.m. in Friends 301. 
Commu_nity 
"~ Raisin in the Sun":...... 8 p.m. at Cornell 
University's Department of Theatre, Film & 
Dance. 
Japanese and American War Art- 7 p.m. 
at The History Center, Tompkins County. 
Friday 
Kol Nidre Services - 6:30 p.m. in Muller 
Faculty Center. 
Junior Recital- Peter Cirka, piano, 7 p.m. 
a Hockett Family Recital hall, School of 
Music. 
Students for Christ weekly meeting -
7:30 p.m. in Center for Natural Sciences 
112. 
Sports 
Volleyball vs. Capita~ 6p.m. in Pittsburgh, 
'Pennsylvania. 
Volleyball vs. Muskingum - 8p.m. in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
· Saturday··-
Yorn Kippur Services - 1 0 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
in Muller Chapel. 
Junior Recital -Allison Holst-Grubba, 3 
13.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall,. Whalen: 
Center. 
Senior Recital - Mike:peSaye, piano, 7 
p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital Room, Whalen 
Center. 
Senior Recital - Melissa-Sanfilippo. v9ice,. 
8_:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen_Center. 
Sports 
Volleyball v~. Mount Union -12 p.m. in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Women's Soccer vs. Nazareth - 3 p.m .. a.t 
C~rp Wood Field. 
Men's soccer vs. Nazareth - 3 p.m. at 
Carp Wood Field. 
Volleyball v~. John ·carroll :.- 4 p.n,. in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Community _ 
"A Raisin in the.Sun"-2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
at Cornell University's Department of 
Theatre, Film & Dance. 
Sunday 
Protestant Worship Service -11 a.m. at 
Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 p.m. and 9 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
FOUND Magazine Tour and Art Show-
12 p.m. to 9p.m. in Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center. 
Elective Recital - Joshua Horsch, piano, 2 
p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital Room, Whalen 
Center: 
alendar 
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Faculty-Recital-Wendy Herbener, flute, 4 
p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Habitat for Humanity weekly meeting - 4 
p.m. in North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center. 
Mon ay 
Minority Business Student Association 
· weekly meeting - 7 p.m. in Williams 222. 
Ithaca College Environmental Society 
weekly meeting - 8 p.m. in Friends 203. 
Ithaca College Republicans weekly meet-
ings - 8 p.m. in. Friends 308. 
Football Frenzy - 9 p.m. in IC Square, 
Campus Center. 
Sports 
Junior Varsity Football vs. Buffalo Sate -
4 p.m. at Butterfi.eld Stadium. 
Tuesd y 
Circle K weekly meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 210. 
Feminist Majority of IC weekly meeting -
8 p.m. in Friends 205. 
Graduate Recital - Ryan Zawel, trom-
bone, 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
SGA Congress weekly meeting - 8: 15 
p.m. in North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center. 
IC Comedy Club weekly meeting - 9 p.m. 
in Friends 210. 
Sports 
Volleyball vs. Rochest~r - 7 p.m"j in Ben 
Ught Gymna$it1m, Hammond Health Center. 
Wednesday 
LAST DAYTO WITHDRAW WITH "W" 
AND REVOKE PASS/FAIL IN BLOCK I 
COURSES 
Diver~ity Council P.rogram - 7 p.m. in 
Emer~on· Suites. 
Concert and Symphonic Bands - 8: 15 • 
p.m. at Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Asian Culture Club weekly meeting-::::-
8:15 p.m. in Friends 201. 
American Marketing Association weekly 
meeting - 7 p.m. in Smiddy 112. 
RHA weekly meeting - 8 p.m. in North 
Meeting Room, Gampus Center. 
. . 
Live Music - Paul Canetti, 8p.m: at IC 
Square, Campus C~nter. 
Not all Ithaca College 
· events are listed 
in the calendar 
Send information to 
· The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hall, 
Ithaca College, 
by Monday at 5 p.m. 
For more information, 
call Calendar Manager 
Veronica Carmona 
·at 274-3208 
or fax at 27 4-1565. 
A LIGHT SNACK 
. MEGHAN MAZELLA!.'l:H~ ITHAGi~ 
I!,. $0UIRREL CHOMPS on a nut near the West Tower last week. · ,,., .. 
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Haircuts for All Types ot Hair 
. -1T'HACUTS 
103 South Cayuga Street• Ithaca~ NY 14850 
' 
1 607-275-9'41'3' 
Open Monday through Friday BAM - 7PM 
. _ Satt1rda}I'. 8AM - 3PM 
Jost a half bloc;k mirth of the Library 
10,000 F~et· 
·.SKY.DIVE 
GER LAKES. SKYDIVERS 
Open Wedi1esday- Sunday 
Information & Reservations: 
(607) 869-5601 
www.skydivefingerlakes.com 
~ '..i.i--
\~() 
~ •f') 
,: 
, 
USTV DM• *** fidii 
USTV is seeking college student volunteers 
to be producers, directors, and actors for 
our new Internet Television Network. . 
Work on your own schedule, gain valuable_ 
experience for your resume, and help build 
a better Upstate New York community. 
aw,, 
*** FEIi 
E-mail us: info@ustv.us 
www.ustv.us 
1-iN· 
*** ii@♦+
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To place a classified 
please call 
classified manager 
Kendra Lynn 
at 274-1618. 1assifi THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 23, 2004 PAGE 23 
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2005-06 One bedroom, 103 E. 
Spencer St., furnished apt, close 
to IC and Commons, hardwood 
floors, $625 includes heat 
279-3090 
2005-06 Two Bedroom 201 W. 
King Rd. Carpeting, Dumpster, 
Quiet, Close to IC, Furnished, 
$380 per person + utilities 
279-3090 
2005-06 Two Bedroom - 209 
Giles St; close to IC, 24 hr on-st. 
parking, washer dryer $395 per 
person, includes heat 
279-3090 
2005-06 Four or six bedroom, 
furnished, parking, Hardwood 
floors, carpeting, dumpster, 
washer & dryer 201 West King 
Road, Close to IC $380 per 
person + utilities 
279-3090 
2005-06 Four or five bedroom 
house, 1123 Danby Road, Close 
to IC, Parking, Hardwood floors, 
woodburning stove, garage, large 
dining room, washer and dryer 
$380 per person for 4, $365 for 5, 
+ utilities 279-3090 
2005-06 One Bedroom 
Downtown - 1006 1 /2 North 
Cayuga St. Hardwood floors, 
spacious, furnished, $605 plus 
utilitfes 279-3090 
2005-06 3 bedroom downtown, 
103 E. Spencer St.,.9!2.s_e.10 JG 
amt.th~ Commons;""spacious, 
Rat"awood floors, off st. parking, 
washer and dryer $395 each 
including heat 279-3090 
~ 11 ~ ~t ~ :c. f ~~\. 
Log home for rent. 3 bedrooms, 
loft, 2 bathrooms. Country setting. 
Available for parents, alumni or 
graduation week/weekends. 
Call 607-659-7719 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, 
warm/cozy 4 bedroom townhouse 
suites, fireplace, bright, 2 baths, 
beautifully furnished, computer 
desks, new plush carpeting, 
off-street parking, right next to 
campus. For a showing call 
273-9300 or view online at: 
www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com 
6 BEDROOM HOUSE 
Downtown-Ideal For Women 
1 0 or 12 month lease. 
Charming house. Fully furnished 
with high ceilings, big windows in 
residential area (Cascadilla St). 
Carpet, wood, tile floors. 2 full 
baths, 2 kitchens, office-study. 
Washer-dryer on premises. Off 
· street parking. For school year 
beginning 8/1/05. No pets. Refer-
ences. $350/mo per person incl. 
heat and all utilities. 
273-7082 or email 
marsden@twcny.rr.com 
GREAT LOCATIONS 
3-8 BR apts & houses. 
Free parking, laundry & internet. 
From $325+ Call Marty 592-6894 
8'05-06 6BEDROOM 
FURNISHED HOUSE on 
Prospect St. Private parkings 
2bath 2kitchen 2Iivingroom front 
porch laundry newly renovated. 
272-0365 
email: mfe1@twcny.rr.com 
Apartment for rent 2005/6 
126 Hudson St. 3 Lg Bedrooms 
Fully furnished 
u~ .9-?fl·?72~21p Aftrr:.? PJ,1 
3 Houses for rent 2005/6 
Pleasant St 6/7 bedrooms 
Prospect St 4 bedrooms, Green 
St 5 bedrooms & parking. All Lg 
rooms, fully furnished, laundry. 
Call 272-210 after 2 PM 
LEASING FOR 2005-2006 
Close to IC Fully furnished with 
off-street parking 1,3,4,5 and 6 
bedroom apartments ahd houses 
• Call 272-5647 or 592-0150 
273-5192 or 592-0152 
. . Travel 
SPRING BREAK Largest selec-
tion. of destinations, including 
cruises! VIP club partie_s and free 
trips. Epicurian tours 1-800-231-
4386 www.BREAKNOW.com 
Spring Break 2005. Travel with 
STS, America's #1 Student tour 
operator to Jamaica, Cancun, 
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. 
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call 
for group discounts. Information/ 
Reservations 1-800-648-4848 or 
www.STStravel.com 
Spring Break 2005 Challenge ... 
Find a better price! Lowest 
prices, free meals. Hottest 
Parties! November 6th deadline! 
Hiring reps-earn free trips and 
cash! www.sunsplash tours.com 
1-800-426-771 0 
_ Spring Break Bahamas 
Celebrity Party Cruises! 5 days 
$299! Includes.meals, parties! 
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, 
Jamaica from $459! Panama City 
& Daytona $1591 , 
www.SpringBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
: ~ ~· 
:-~~:~JSJ:1plp¥m.en{ .-•·:·, 
':) 4-' !'!:~) ""\' • -: ,. , r, • ~I. ; ~-~lo&,~\•:"--',. 
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS All 
you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic 
Break 2005 Travel Program. 
Represent an American Express 
"Student Travel" company. 
Guaranteed highest commission, 
free trips & great for resume. 
Your pay-equals your efforts 
AMERICAN STUDENT VACA-
TIONS 1-800-336-2260 
www.americanstudent.info 
Friends of the Library Booksale 
300,000 books, videos, records, 
CDs, games, puzzles. Bargain 
prices. Sat.Oct 2: 8-8; Oct 3-
11 and16-17:10-8; Oct 18: 4-8.509 
Esty St Ithaca www.booksale.org 
Light/ink Hotspots 
n ~ Wort; get Hzce '.lime. 11 
Ala44in's Natuml l!Atery, 100 Dryden Rd. 
Autumn Leaves Used Books, ns The'Commons 
Boatyard Grill, 525 1aughannock Blvd. 
c.a.[e Paciju:, D4 Dryden Rd. 
Collegetown Bagels and Appedun, 'IHphammer Mall 
Collegetown Bagels Expres,, 209 South Meadow St. 
College/own Bagels, 1020 Ellis Hollow Rd. 
Collegetown Bagels 203 North Aurom St. 
Collegetuwn Bage& 41S College Ave. 
Dona•J Ko-rean Restaurant, 104 Dryden Rd. 
Gimme Coffee!, 430 N. Cayuga SL 
Gimme Coffee!, 506 W State St 
G,wnsmr CO-OP Market, 701 W Buffalo St. 
14e's Bowling AlleJ; 350 Pine 'lies Rd. 
Ithaca Bake1:I; 4110 N. Meadow St. 
Juna's Cafe, 146 E. State St. 
Mate~,. Cafe, 143 E. State St 
MoosewiH4Resta,uunt,, 215 N. Cayuga St. 
OasiN, 215 N. Cayuga St 
Olhla, 381 Pine 1Jw Rd. 
Race Office an4 lfmet_,; 133 E. Stat8 St. 
Rulof/'8 Rutaurant, 411 College Ave. 
Sailie D's Deli and Coffee Sllhp, 215 N. Cayuga St 
Sclencente~ 601 Fint SL 
State Dine-,; 428 W State St 
Stella's Bar and Restaumnt,, 4113 College A11e. 
http://www.lightlink.com/lwtspots hotspots@lightlink.ClJm 
Got ,Bonus Bucks? IC Students, 
The Health Center offers you: 
Did You know ... 
Bonas Bucks can be used at: 
. BJ's/ Sub Connection 
tl~~c c t o· · H 11 C:AMPGS ~Ulnll Dlatft1tbU ampus en er rmng a 
CHS Coffee Cart 
Grand Central Cafe 
•jii~::~,-'i Food Court ..._,_ .. __ 
La Vincita 
Terrace Dining Hall 
The Tower Club Restaurant 
Towers Dirting Hall 
You can purchase CASUAL CATERING 
Casual Catering offers faculty, staff, and students 
the convenience of ·quality food at .an affordable price 
for their meetings and. social events." 
www.ith·aca.edu/dining/casualcater.html 
You can "Surprise Someone_" 
Have a cake or cookie 
delivered anywhere on campus 
using your Bonus Bucks. 
www.ithaca.edo/dlninu1surprise.htm1 
i:1 ~~---,~~~~~~ I 
Clinic ·and Infirmary Care 
·Laboratory Testing 
Allergy Inje~tions 
Referral Servi.ces 
X-Rays 
Medicar Service 
s·ID and HIV Testing 
Bi-rth Control and Gyn Exams 
Friendly and Helpful Servi~e 
0 
Han1n1ond. Health (:enter 
24/7 ·For En1crgcncics 
._. 
A~ppointn1cnts {)t \\lalk-.in 
8 1\1\/t tn 4 Pfv·l rvionday ... Friday· 
274-3177 
..... 
....._ 
--
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DILBERT® BY SCOTT ADAMS 
. . 
MY DAUGHTER SNEEZED 
SO THE SCHOOL IS 
SENDING HER HOME. 
) 
,.__......1,...., _ __,,. ______ __. 
MY SECRETARY IS 
OFF I AND I NEED 
TO MAKE COPIES 
OF THIS ... 
IS IT OKAY IF I 
TAKE ON FIVE NEW 
PROJECTS AND TEN 
DELIVERABLES? 
} 
U,M ... 
0-KAY. 
'--
E 
0 
(.) 
~ 
(I) 
:8 i ; 
I PROBABLY SHOULDN'T 
TELL YOU THIS I BUT 
NONE OF YOUR PHONE 
MESSAGES ARE REAL. 
) 
i WAS GOING TO 
ASK WHERE THE 
COPY MACHINE IS, 
BUT THIS WORKS, 
TOO. 
WHOA! DON'T 
YOU KNOW 
HOW·MANY 
RROJECTS I 
HAVE? . . 
GET FUZZY® BY DARBY CONLEY 
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CROSSWORD BY UNITED MEDIA 
( 
ACROSS DOWN ,I 
1 Commercials 1 Detective's cry ,2 
4 Nada 2 Apply makeup 
9 Fast-food 3 Hoopster 
chain - O'Neal 
12 Disdainful 4 Goofier 
snort 5 Aspirin substitute 
13 Residence_ 6 Underhand I 
14 Want-ad abbr. throws i 
15 Lawyers' org. 7 IRA 16 Worn-down 
_. investments 
-· pencils 8~------...,:,..,:)~ 17 Reverse 9 f;o!lett or ·Kesey ... - # ~ 
18 Zingers 1 e Nourished ' I' 20 Exists 11 Pigeon talk 21 Livy's quartet 17 Commandeer 
.... 
' , 23 That woman ---~ 19 Sound 'P 24 Certain grad• 
of hesitation 2( 28 Be rude, 
slangily 20 Percent 71 30 Heists ending 32 Turkish official 21 Russet potato. 
34 Monk's title 22 Good physical tr 
35 Implore health 24 Cessation 36 Hansom noises 
39 Before, 25 Deep mud 26 Moves toward to oards 
40 Decree 27. So far (2 wds.) 
41 Brownie 29 Wearing boots 
43 Map abbr. 31 Halter 33 Pull - - one 44 Tin, in chem. 37 Hopper 45. Publish lies 
about 38 Private eye 
47 Show 42 Note after mi 45 Insult team spirit 46 Party-50 Roquefort hue thrower's plea 
-51 Diver's milieu 
54 Sitcom ET 47 Collide with 48 Flamenco pS Frighten shout 56 Plunging 49 Many times 
neckline 
57 Got acquainted 50 Bleat 
58 Third planet 52 Large greer, 
from Sol parrot 
59 Prospect 53 Craving 55 Atlantic for gold coast st. 
LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS 
,,, 
•I 
I 
' 
l 
t. 
' . 
,, 
I 
~ 
j 
,.,. 
Finding their step 
Women's cross-country team takes first place 
in Oneonta with five Bombers finishing in top 10 
Page 29 ports 
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REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
.. SENJOR"CHRl§ti~DORNEY goes for a header against Kristin McNerney (20) as sopho-
..? more Ashley Williams looks on. Dorney leads the team with five goals·this season. 
BY BRYAN ROTH 
Staff Writer 
"-.._ Rushing for a loose ball, senior Christine 
~orney turns on her afterburners, beats her 
defender and is swarmed by colored jerseys. 
Three pairs of legs thrash around. The ball 
pops free and slowly rolls away from the 
group. That "ball" just happens to be Dorney. 
land championship and was the runner-up in 
the state finals. On the track, Dorney ran the 
400-meter relay, competed in the triple jump 
and threw the discus. 
Nicknamed "Ball" by her friends and 
teammates, Dorney acquired the title because 
of her enthusiasm and 
But she decided to focus on soccer in col-
lege. She wanted to put more focus on off-sea-
son workouts and other team activities rather 
than hopping from sport to sport to sport. 
The health and physical education teach-
ing major was drawn to Ithaca's size and aca-
demics, but also considered enrolling at 
Geneseo or Cortland. 
hustle. Dorney wasn't sure 
"She just looks like what school she wanted 
a little ball [because] if a . ·. f -spirited ' to go to, but she was 
she gets knocked , sure she wanted to play 
down, she rolls around rubs off on even1b .. soccer. 
and gets right back • J ' #('' "I was forced with, 
up," senior Lacey -MALLOl:IY GILMAN 'Do I go to a big scho9l 
Largeteau said. Freshman and not play, or go to a 
But there is much -------------- small school,"' she said. 
more to Dorney than her rolling ability. "I really wanted to play and that's why I crune 
She's a ~coring threat and an unselfish to Ithaca." 
passer. She's a strong student, leader and role Coach Mindy Quigg had a hand in bring-
model. She's a hard worker, ingDomeytoithaca-somethingthathaspaid 
comedian and best friend. dividends for the Bombers this season. The 
The senior forward on the 6-1 women's quick-footed striker has already closed out two 
soccer terun is many things to the contests with grune-winning goals against 
Bombers. And this season she has Geneseo and St. Lawrence. 
increased her production with five goals in "She's a great player and some of it's nat-
seven games. ural and some of it's because she works her 
"I just want to go out and give 100 per- tail off," Quigg said. "When I saw her the 
cent," Dorney said. "I want to put it all out first time, I thought, 'That's a blue-collar, 
there." hard-working [player] and that's the kind of 
This is no new territory for Dorney, who athlete that I like to coach."' 
has been dribbling and shooting soccer balls After she arrived on South Hill, Dorney 
for as long as she can remember. met four other freshmen on an experienced 
When her parents, James and Trish, en-. soccer terun. In addition to Dorney, Lacey 
couraged their 5-year-old daughter to become Largeteau, Michelle Graziadei, Rachel 
involved in an extracurricular activity, soc- Thau and Danielle Austin are the only re-
cer was the sport she naturally gravitated to- maining members on the soccer terun from 
ward. It was easy to join and the rambunc- the class of 2005. 
tious Dorney loved to run around. Over the last four years, the bonds be-
As a member of travel, club and school tween the five seniors have grown tighter on 
teams, Domey's passion for soccer grew. and off the field. 
"I went to every tournament," she said. "It's fun to play out the last season with 
"I went to everything. I just love the game." your best friends," Largeteau said. 
. Dorney spent eight to 10 hours a week Dorney and Largeteau have been so close, 
practicing soccer as a child, dribbling and in fact, they set up their schedules to have 
shooting in her backyard. as many of the same classes together as pos-
In high school, Dorney excelled on the sible. Largeteau, also a physical education 
basketball court and the track in addition to major, said the two have had at least half of 
the soccer field. their classes together. 
While a senior point guard, her high In addition to her on-the-:field skills, 
school's basketball terun won the Long Is- Dorney has been on the Dean's List every 
With Christine Dorney 
leading the way, 
the. Bombers are ... 
• 
• 
serµester and was named to the Empire 8 
President'-s List for having a GPA of 3.8. 
"It's been a challenge, but I think when 
you have a lot of time with practice you get 
in a pattern of getting homework done ear-
lier," she said. "You just have to be willing 
to stay up a little later and do work, but I think 
it's worth it." 
In her first year wearing blue and gold, 
Dorney appeared in 16 grunes and tallied two 
goals. As a sophomore, her role expanded. 
She played in 20 games and scored three 
goals, registering six points. 
Her breakaout season came last year as a 
junior when she started all 21 grunes and fin-
ished tied for second on the team in scoring 
with Dawn Rathbone '04 with 11 points. Her 
five goals were second only to standout 
senior Becca Berry's 10. 
This year she has already registered 10 
points - one. shy of her career best. All of 
her points have come from her five goals, in-
cluding two in one game against Clarkson. 
"She's always worked hard and she's fi-
nally getting numbers on the board," 
Graziadei said. 
Graziadei said that because of her 
friendship with Dorney, their play is better. 
Throughout their four years as friends and 
teammates, Graziadei said her favorite 
memories with Dorney are from just 
from hanging out and lallghing. 
On the night before a game, Dorney, 
Graziadei and the rest of the seniors get 
together to relax. Graziadei _said that they tell 
stories, joke around and make fun of each oth-
er. 
"[Dorney] makes everyone laugh and 
everyone smile," Graziadei said. "She's got 
a way about her." 
With that attitude, Dorney wants to show 
newcomers what Bomber soccer is all 
about. 
to 
One of those new.comers is ,freshman 
midfielder Mallory Gilman, an up-and-
coming player on a young Ithaca squad. 
"Dorney is always hardworking," 
Gilman said. "She never stops. She's always 
upbeat and high spirited and it rubs off on 
everybody." 
Entering the middle of fhe season, Dorney 
realizes that her time is limited as she finishes 
her collegiate campaign. Dorney is still un-
certain about life after college. She isn't sure 
if she will enroll in a graduate program or head 
straight for the working world. 
Closing out her career will be difficult -
especially because she will not just be leav-
ing behind her terunmates, but her. best 
friends, she·said. 
"It's the best thing I've done here," she 
said. "Sports have always been a part of me 
and I'm going to miss it." 
KRISTINE CUTILLO/THE ITHACAN 
DORNEY CHASES SCRANTON'S MARIA HUNDERSMARCK in Tuesday's game at 
Wood Field. The Bombers came away with a 1-0 victory off Corney's goal. 
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· Butterfield bleachers 
better with 'Booga' 
They leap at Lambeau. Big cheesy deal. 
They tomahawk in Tallahassee. Yawn. 
They barbeque Cajun in Baton Rouge, 
kiss at College Station and spray'.-paint 
helmets in South Bend. Who cares? 
Those pigskin fraternities have nothing 
on us. Because at Butterfield, we Booga. 
Chuck Higgins is our maestro. He's 
just like any other football-frenzied frat 
boy. He downs beer, ·chili and potato chips 
during pre-game like it's his job. He 
creates more ruckus than the Terrace 
Dining Hall at noon on chicken finger day. 
He's more energetic than a 9-year-old 
overdosed on Pixie Stix. 
The difference between Higgins· and 
the rest of his bellowing Bomber buddies 
that cheer from the Butterfield bleachers 
on Saturday afternoons: He's old 
enough to be their grandfather. 
Higgins graduated from Ithaca in 1958. 
That's like 35 B.C. -Before Cell phones. 
There are some things that 68-year-olds 
just shouldn't do. They shouldn't be driving 
around mammoth red pickup trucks that 
make the Textor Ball look like a marble and 
they shouldn't be the craziest bleacher 
creature at a college football game. 
But that's Higgins for you. The man 
makes Evel Knievel look like Ben Stein. 
His folklore started in 1977. Higgins and 
friend Gene Chatman '76 wanted to ignite 
the mundane Ithaca crowds, so they enlisted 
the help of an old Delta Kappa cheer. 
What happened next was the start of 
a 27-year-old tradition. The Booga 
Cheer was born. 
Home or away, the Booga Man conducts 
. the South Hill faithful in celebration after 
each and every Bomber score. 
The chorus is so simple, even Dan 
Quayle couldn't mess it up. 
Heeeeeyyyyy! 
Whoooooaaaaa! 
Booga! Booga! Booga! Booga! 
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! 
With the 45-0 slaughtering of Buffalo 
State and 47-8 annihilation of Hartwick, 
there's been even more Boogas - 60 to be 
exact - over the past two games. 
'.The Boogamobile anives at the stadium 
at 9 a.m. - for a 1 p.m. kickoff. Higgins 
and Ellie, his wife of 46 years (who met in 
an IC fu;st aid class in 1955 and have 70 years 
of teaching between them at Ithaca City 
Schools), roll into the booster club parking 
lot looking like a Wegmans' truck. From 
before sunrise until after darlc on Friday, Mrs. 
Booga prepares tailgating treats, enough to 
feed the Klumps. 
Chips, dips, crackers, cheeses, veggies, 
sauces, peppers, deviled eggs, soups, pas-
tas, chicken wings, hot 'dogs, sausages, 
sloppy Joes and her famous chili. 
"Just like college coaches go out and 
recruit players, we go out and recruit 
tailgate people," Higgins said. 
But mote than anything else, the 
Booga Man yearns to recruit more fans 
in the stands. 
"The thing that's the most troubling to 
me is that we can't get enough student 
support," Higgins said. 
Thank you, students that Booga your 
butts off. You are the 20 or so members 
of the First Down Club, which Higgins 
points to after he's done with every cheer. 
But next time Booga Man points in 
their direction, he wants to see more and 
more bodies in the bleachers. 
"I can't think of a better thing to do 
on a Saturday afternoon than go to a 
football game and have a party and yell 
and scream and cheer." 
And I can't think of a better man to 
spend it with. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Jim Hawver at 
jhawvetl@ithaca.edu. 
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Offense into overdrive 
Ithaca carries momentum of 92-point production into Fisher 
BY PAUL GANGAROSSA 
Staff Writer 
When a team averages 46 points per game 
and gives up an average of four in a dominant 
display to open the season, ~:me of two con-
clusions could be drawn: This team is the real 
deal, or this team hasn't been tested yet. 
Saturday, against St. John Fisher, the 
Bombers may find out it's a little of both. 
The hard part is knowing where the "weak 
spots" are for a team with such staggering 
stats in order to prepare for what looks to be 
the first real test of the 2004 season. 
The Bombers, who eked out a win 
against Fisher last year, 20-19, hope their ear-
ly season success isn't just.a high place to fall 
from. 
"They came close to beating us last year 
so I'm sure they're gonna be hungry," senior 
receiver Jeff Welch said. 
Fisher is also off to a hot start, standing tall 
at 3-0 and coming off a powerful performance 
against Mount Ida (Mass.), winning 65-20. The 
key to its success has been grinding opposing 
defenses with senior running back Mark 
Robinson, who set a Fisher-record five 
touchdowns - one receiving - and 19 
carries for 123 yards last week. 
Fisher will also be looking to prove it can 
beat a solid opponent. All three wins have come 
against teams that carry a record of 1-2. 
"Well they're running the ball real well," 
coach Mike Welch said. "You don't want a 
team to run the ball down your throat, so that 
seems to be the attack we have to stop." 
MAX STEINMETZ/T'HE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE BRIAN SCOTT HOGAN barrels his way through Hartwick defenders 
in the 47-8 victory Saturday. The Bombers rushed for 191 yards on the afternoon. 
when we have to, we can throw the ball 
when we have to." 
can produce strong numbers, it will force 
eight defenders to guard the run and open the 
airway-s...fo.t.J:he~g attack. 
Perhaps a less-fo~~ 
jor significance will be field position. La~. 
week Hartwick did not start a drive past its "' 
The Bombers have been stellar at doing just 
that. Senior linebacker Dustin Ross, the team 
leader in tackles with 15, and the rest of the 
defense have allowed an average of just over 
38 yards on the ground per game. But against 
teams that took to the air to play catch-up, the 
numbers don't tell the whole story. Hartwick 
was forced to pass 25 of 30 of its plays ip the 
second half to try to get back into it. Ross, along 
with fellow linebacker, senior Jose Colon, will 
be pressed close the line to help out the front 
four linemen. 
Integral to Ithaca's run and pass capabil-
ities has been the play of the offensive line. 
Senior center Mike D' Amico views Fisher as 
a more balanced defense than the two previ-
ous opponents, equipped for both run and pass. 
,:::,-
own 30-yard line until the fourth quarter, _, 
Offensively, it has been the tale of two 
teams for the Blue and Gold. One week they 
feature the ground game with sophomores 
Alex Baez, James Davis and Jamie Donovan, 
and the next it's an aerial assault from junior 
quarterback Josh Felicetti and company. This 
week, expect a happy medium to be the game 
plan. 
"That's the good thing about this 
offense," Felicetti said. "We can run the ball 
"Whatever a team is gonna give us that 
day or that play is what we're gonna take," 
D 'Amico said. 
Last week, the Fisher defense gave up 205 
yards on the ground to Mount Ida, which is a 
good sign for any teain that wants to establish 
the run. The Bombers quietly rushed for 191 
·yards on 40 carries last week, which was over-
shadowed by the passing game that put up five 
touchdowns. 
Putting a solid ground game in place :will 
also help take some pressure off Felicetti, who 
was sacked four times in last year's meeting. 
H the sophomore standouts in ·the backfield 
when the game had already been decided. 1.:~ 
"I think it's a reflection of our kicking / • 
game," Coach Welch said. "Also, our abiJ-/ 
ity to create turnovers puts you in a p<,>Si-
tion to get great field position." i 
Of 13 Hartwick possessions, 12 came af-
ter Ithaca kicks (9 kickoffs, 3 punts). The 
average drive start for those possessions was 
its own 25, with three-quarters of the field 
between it and a score. 
Of Ithaca's seven scoring drives, three 
started with less than half the field to pay dirt. 
The player to watch will be Colon at line-
backer. His ability to help stuff the run will 
Bombers handle Hawks with ease 
MAX STEINMETZ/T'HE ITHACAN 
REFEREE GARY JANIS signals a touchdown for junior Justin 
Esposito. He set a career high with lhree touchdown receptions. 
BY PAUL GANGAROSSA 
Staff Wrfrer 
With the game still up for 
grabs with a 16-0 Bomber lead 
over pass-happy Hartwick, junior 
quarterback Josh Felicetti 
sprinted out to the left, and you 
could see it coming. Senior 
wide receiver Jeff Welch was 
headed through the backfield to 
the opposite side. 
Welch took the pitch from 
• Felicetti - a classic reverse. 
And what happened next? 
Well at Butterfield, they say, 
Welch's eyes grew three sizes 
that day as he saw junior wide 
out Justin Esposito darting two 
steps in front of his defender 
toward the end zone. Still on the 
run, Welch cocked his arm and 
fired a spiral that Felicetti 
would have been proud to call 
his own. 
"Really I think I had some 
open field to run, but I saw Justin 
was wide open in the end zone, 
so I just tossed it up to him," 
Welch said. 
Never breaking stride, Es-
posito found himself directly 
under the shadow of Welch's 
pass. It landed snuggly in his 
hands, right at the goal line. A 
step and six points later, the 
Bombers never looked back. 
''That's a real bard throw and 
he put it in the basket," Esposi-
to said. 
The play opened the flood-
gates for the Bombers to pour it 
on the Hawks, en route to a 47-
8 shellacking and a 1-0 start in 
the Empire 8. 
"We had a great opportunity 
to run it here," Felicetti said, 
"and it was a great call for the 
coaching staff to call it when 
they did." 
Up to that point, it looked 
like Hartwick might hang 
around to make a game out of 
it. But the opportunistic 
Bombers had other plans. After 
an interception by junior comer 
Bobby Higgins - the first of 
four on the day for the Blue and 
Gold - the Bombers went for 
the jugular. 
Career days were posted by 
the big three in the passing 
game. Felicetti finished w,ith 
career highs in touchdowns ( 4) 
and completions (24). Esposito 
snagged a career-high three TD 
passes on just four receptions for 
90 yards. Welch racked up 95 
yards on a personal-best 10 
receptions. 
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Blue and Gold 
dethrone Royals 
,.".r CALYPSO DORANffHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR BROOKE ALDRICH (24) battles Scranton;s Jennifer Bostwick 
Tuesdar a\ Yavits Field. She sccm~q_ t,er fifth goal in Jhe 3-2 victory. ~ 
-- "- BY JEFF MORGANTEEN Three minutes later, Scranton re-
sponded with its own attack. 
Baraiola, who had a career-high 13 
saves,.made two consecutiv~ kick-
sayes but could not get to the third 
_shot, giving Scranton a 2-1 lead. 
~£d/jWr.iter 
~fter the field ho~key foam's 
four-.g~e.,'3/'inning streak came to 
a demoralizing end with a 4-3 loss 
to 17th-ranked. Hartwick Saturday, 
one would:think the Bomoers' mo-
mentum had come to a screeching 
halt. 
· "I was heartbroken," senior 
Sarah Gi}?ble ,said., "It was a dev-. 
astating loss for any -team who has. 
been on such a winning streak.'' 
But for senior captain Brooke 
Aldrich, the loss only fueled her fire 
for Tuesday's rilatch:.up against the 
Scranton Royals. 
"We wanted to take the loss, 
learn from it and not come ,out flc:,lt,"' 
she said. ''The. lo.ss dldn'.t. hurt us 
because we didn't let it. It made us 
pumped up for today." 
The Bombers d~feateq the 
Royals 3-2 at Yavits Field, im-
proving their record to 5-2,. 
After. a scoreless first half, the 
Royals' Jerurifer M~Coy .struck first 
after a scrum developed in front of 
Ithaca's goalie Andrea Barai9la. Af-
ter she dove to save the first &hot, 
Baraiola tried to cover the ball with 
the back of her legs while McCoy 
waited behind the mass of defend-
ers and forwards. The ball 
squeezed out from under Baraiola 
and McCoy- buried it. 
For the next 10 minutes, the 
scoring went back and forth. 
Aldrich scored the first Bo_mber 
goal off a comer pass from junior 
Kelly Palmer, bringilfg her season 
total to a team-high five goals. 
Aldrich has had a point in every 
game thus far. 
Almost immediately, Aldrich re-
ceived another comer pass,. toe-
dragged the ball p~t a Scranton de-
f ender, then .passed to Palmer, 
who let loose a high, arcing shot. 
But the Scranton sweeper batted the 
ball away like a Barry Bonds 
home run. · 
The Bombers then went on a· 
two-goal run to clinch the win. Gib-
ble scored the tying goal with 15 
minutes left in the second half. Af-
ter a diving save by Scranton 
goalie And.tea Marino, the re-
bpund bounced out to Gibb).e, 
who found the back of the cage 
with ease. 
Gibble, like the rest of the 
Bombyrs, .had came out w~th 
something to ·prove after Saturday's 
disappointme~t.. · , ... , 
"This teaµi has _gi:yat moi;ale," 
she said. "We really know 'how to 
pick ourselves back up. A loss just 
_µie~s. v:,e h~ve to work.harder, and 
·i~Y-~Id. . ' 
With just .under seven .mi.nutes 
left in regulation, the ball popped 
out to the I.et): o( the Scranton goal. 
.,Pajmer, who was streaking q,o:wn 
that si~e, spot~ed th~ ball and 
rushed past. the Royals' defense to 
bury the winni,ng goal. 
"There's a lot of balls tµat go 
past that left p9stt she said. "I just 
ran up to it and scored." 
Compared to Tuesday's hard-
fought victory, Saturday's game· 
proved to be an uphill battle. 
After Aldrich scored two quick 
goals early in the first half Satur-
day, Hartwick went on a four-goal 
rampage. Hartwick's playing sur-
face also added to the South Hill 
squad's frustrations. 
"The transition from grass to turf 
was real hard," Palmer sald. "It's a 
much quicker ganie. We picked it 
up but it just wasn't enough." 
Hartwick out-shot Ithaca 14-7 
and also picked up 13 comers, 
compared to Ithaca's eight. 
Next Wednesday, the Bombers 
face the~ loqg-time rival, fourth-
ranked Cot1l~d at 7 p.m. 
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Barricade in the backfield· 
Solid per{ ormances from defense and goalie lead Ithaca 
BY BRYAN ROTH 
Stc!ffW__ri!~ _ 
With a lot of buzz surrounding 
Ithaca's balanced offense and its 
accomplishments, one important 
part of the team has at times been 
overlooked. While the offense has 
scored 12 goals through seven 
games, the defense has held op-
ponents to a single goal. · · 
"I think our team defense is 
solid," said coach Mindy 
Quigg, yvho credits everyone on 
the team for the success on the 
defensive side of the ball. "I don't 
think it's just our backs or our 
keeper." 
Last Saturday's game against 
Empire 8 opponent Alfred was no 
different as the Blue and Gold 
continued its staunch defensive 
play by shutting out the Saxons 
· - a team that had s~ored 26 
goals in its first six games. · 
While the South Hill squad 
held Alfred to only four shots, it 
generated 16 of its own as Itha-
ca rolled to a 2-0 victory. Junior 
Amy Pare scored the game-win-
. ning goaiTn the 22nd minute and 
freshman Allison Mayo added an 
insurance goal in the 83rd 
minute on a pass from sophomore 
Kim Gillman. 
Tuesday, the story was much 
the same as Ithaca hosted 25th-
ranked Scranton in the 15th 
meeting between the schools. 
The Bomber defense held 
strong early as Sara Suchoski, the 
2003 player of the year in the 
, Fre~dom . Conference, fired a 
shot 20-'seconds into the match on 
freshman goalie Aimee 
Meacham. Meacham came up 
with the first of her four saves in 
the gam.e. 
Focusin•g on Suchoski, the 
Blue _and Gold played strong one-
on-one and zone defense 
throughout the first half. 
"We'v.e .come a long way 
since the beginning of the sea-
son," Giilman said. "We're 
working really hard." 
Tbe Royals' defense an-
swered all six of Ithaca's shots 
during,a persistent attack in .the 
firsf h·alf. The most promising 
chance.for a. ~oJ4l?er gqal came ~ 
in the 11th minute when senior 
Christine Dorney had a break-
away, but Scranton goaltender 
Jackie Colley slide tackled her 
just inside the box. With the ball 
loose, Pare had a wide-open net 
.but knocked the ball wide left. 
,· 
Later, Dorney and the rest of 
the team would have revenge. 
Following a defensive stop in 
the early moments of the second 
half, the Blue and Gold were able 
to move the ball upfield into 
Scranton territory. The ball came 
to senior Danielle Austin, who 
faked Royals' back Kim Mc-
Connick to the right before pass-
ing her on the left on a drive to the 
end line. Passing the ball toward 
the net, Dorney tapped it past a 
diving Colley on the near post. 
"[I tried] to take them one-on-
one and then if I didn't have a 
shot or an angle for a goal I want-
ed to look to see who's back," 
Austin s~d, "and Dorney was 
back." 
The goal was the forwarfl's 
fifth of the year and ended a 
three-game drought for the 
Bombers' leading scorer. She 
now has 10 points on the year -
one shy of her career best - with 
10 games still to play in the reg-
ular season. 
"It feels really good," she said. 
"I was starting to get a little frus-
trated. As a forward you want to 
be the one scoring goals and be 
liable for· your team to put 
[shots] in the back of the net." 
Up 1-0, the South Hill 
squad's defense sealed the 
game, suffocating the Royals' 
strikers as soon as they crossed 
midfield. Preventing Scranton 
from moving the ball up the mid-
dle .of the field, the defense was 
able to forcy the Royals to the 
outside, where they failed on sev-
eral shot attempts from as far as 
35 yards away. 
In the 31st minute, Ithaca sur-
vived a scare from Scranton for-
ward Alicia Sodano, who won a 
fight for the ball at the top of the 
box and sent a line drive toward 
the near post of the Bombers' 
goal. Diving full extension to her 
left, Meacham was able to 
knock the ball away with the tip 
of her hands, thwarting the 
Royals' biggest scoring chance of 
the half_. 
.Now 6-1 on the year, Ithaca 
opens up a three-game stretch 
against Empire 8 opponents, 
starting with rival Nazareth Sat-
urday. The last time the two 
teams met was in last year's con-
ference championship where 
the Blue_ and Gold clinched the 
title 4-3 in penalty kicks after 
playing 110 minutes of scoreless 
soccer. 
"This was a good preparation 
game for us for Nazareth," 
Quigg said. "Nazareth is a good 
team in our conference and it's 
going to be a battle for sure on 
Saturday." 
KRISTINE CUTILL.,0/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR FORWARD DANIELLE AUSTIN (15) battles for the-b~II 
with Scranton's Kim McCormick in lthaca'sr 1-Q wi,n Tuesday. 
Sophomore's score boosts Bombers· 
BY _ALEX DE LOS RIOS 
Stafj Writer 
It didnit take long for sopho-
more Chris Holden to make an im-
pact: In his first start this 
season, he scored the 
game-winning goal to 
give the Bombers a_ 2-0 
win over Empire ~ rival 
Nazareth Saturday. 
The goal came in 
the 24th minute when 
freshman Alex Adrien 
set . up- Holden, who 
ripped a shot off the 
The 2-0 win came after an up-
and-down week in which the 
Bombers beat then No. 7 Rowan 
but then came out flat and lost 
against unra!lked Brockport. Bell 
emphasized ~he im-
portance of winning 
conference games. 
"It's a huge win for 
us," he said. "Our 
goal is to win the Em-
pire 8, beating Naz 
and.getting off on the 
right foot was very 
important for us." 
post and into the net. Ju- HOLDEN 
Despite the close 
score, the Bombers 
dominated the game, 
outshooting their hosts 22-13 
and taking nine comers, while the 
Gol4en Flyers had none. Senior 
Mjke Ale1'.cJ.I1der,..put- the game 
away :early. ,in the, sec_ond half 
nior Steve Bell was 
impressed with his teammate's 
performance. 
"He played really well/' Bell 
said. "He hit one hell of a strike 
when b.e found the ball in the mid-
dle of a scrum inside the box. 
"The ball ca.me to me and I 
pounced on it and smashed it in 
the goal," Alexander said. 
Both Alexander and Bell said 
the difference between Saturday's. 
win and the loss to Brockport was 
the mental approach. 
"Against Brockport we didn't 
come out with any emotion or pas-
sion," Alexander said. "Against 
Nazareth we got really hyped up 
and we were ready to play." 
The Blue and Gold hope to 
carry the momentum from the 
victory over Nazareth into 
. Rochester on Saturday at 3 p.m. 
when they will face the No. 3 
squad in the nation and their third. 
ranked opponent this. year. , 
"All of us are going to haye to 
play our best," Alexander £aid. . 
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Living and learning with Phil Martelli 
St. Joseph's basketball coach to speak to campus 
Phil Martelli, the head basketball 
coach at St. Joseph's University in 
Philadelphia, will be visiting Ithaca 
College Wednesday, to deliver a 
speech titled "Coaching in Your 
Everyday Life" at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Park Auditorium. 
After leading the Hawks to a 
27-0 regular season record and an 
Elite 8 appearance in 2003-04, 
Martelli was named coach of the 
year by the NCAA, the Associated 
Press and the United States 
Basketball Writers Association. 
He also won the Naismith Award as 
Coach of the Year. 
He was the recipient of the 
Coaches vs. Cancer Champion 
Award. The basketball tourna-
ment, organized by the National 
Association of Basketball Coaches, 
has raised more than $2.1 million 
~nee 1996. · 
Martelli spoke with Sports· 
Editor Chris Colleluori about his ex-
periences in the coaching business. 
CC: What made you decide to 
become a coach? 
PM: When I was in the seventh and 
eighth grade, it was what I 
decided I wanted to do. I wanted 
to be a teacher and a coach because 
I was enamored by the game of 
basketball. I had great coaches 
when I was growing up. In the 
game of basketball, it didn't 
matter if you were rich or poor, 
white or black. It kind of crossed 
a lot of societal boundaries that 
were put up. In basketball there was 
something to the team aspect of the 
game that attracted me. 
CC: You mentioned your coaches 
and leaders influenced you. Did you 
have a specific role model? 
PM: I've taken something from 
everybody that I've ever been in-
volved with in coaching, whether 
that be an assistant coach here [at 
St. Joseph's], a high school coach, 
people I coached against in high 
school, college and even grade 
school coaches. 
CC: What do you think is your 
most important role _as a coach? 
PM:-To teach the game of basket-
ball and the game of life. 
CC: You've won almost every 
coaching award offered, but what is 
the most rewarding part ? And what 
do you find the most challenging? 
PM: Being an influence on young 
people's lives when they probably 
·need us the most. The benefits are 
the same as the challenges. Every 
attempt that you make to touch all 
of them, sometimes you just 
don't. The times when you fail, 
those stick out. I don't think you 
ever get over it. It's a disappoint-
ment, so you learn from it. And 
hopefully next time you're dealing 
with that set of circumstances 
you'll be better for it. 
CC: Coaching Division-I basketball 
holds a great deal of pressure. How 
do you mix fun in with the difficulty 
of the work? 
PM: This is a serious job, but it 
should be fun. The fun comes in 
maximizing your abilities. We try 
to get these players to maximize 
their abilities on and off the court. 
To me that's fun, knowing that 
yuu've explored something and 
you've given your heart and soul to 
it. That's what we try to get tliem 
to do. 
It has to be on an individual ba-
sis. I treat all of my players fairly, 
but I don't treat them all the same. 
They' re all different and they all 
have different mechanisms that 
get them going or slow them 
down or excite them or disappoint· 
them. I try to find the best method_ 
for bringing the best out .of each 
player. 
CC: You have done extensive work 
in the cpmmunity and have been rec-
ognized for it. How did you get in-
volved with Coaches vs. Cancer? 
PM: We're awfully fortunate to 
have the positions that we have. To 
give back to the community 
should be part of the job descrip-
tion in my opinion. We have 
decided here in Philadelphia - not 
just me, but all the coaches - to 
pursue it with a fervor. I thought that 
eight years ago when we started this 
it was kind of embarrassing that 
Philadelphia was not in the forefront 
of funds raised. We thought we 
could do it and together as a team 
we've done it. 
CC: What advice can you offer to 
young people who are interested in 
becoming coaches? 
PM: You're needed. Coaching is not 
about knowledge of a sport or teach-
ing is not knowledge of a subject. 
You have to understand you· are 
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COURTESY OF ST. JOSEPH'S UNIVERSITY 
COACH PHIL MARTELLI is 179-99 in nine seasons at St. Jos.eph's 
University:He will speak Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
teaching and coaching people. PM: Hopefully we'll dismiss 
And that's the most important skill this. myth that coaches are 
you can develop: people skills. gFeater than thou. I do believe that 
CC: What message do you wffllr 
Ithaca College students to leave 
with from your visit? 
every kid that got up on campus 
"tod,a.)y .and evea ~rof essor and 
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they all coach. ' 
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Buss busts out at RIT tourney 
Freshman Casey Buss breaks into record books as starting setter ___,. 
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NICHOLAS P. MAZZUCCO/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN CASEY BUSS (ft) s~ebaff-forjunior Lauren Oman (15) at the Bomber 
-lnyi!aliena.66epi. iO. Buss recorded 171 assists in four matches this weekend. 
BY ADAM WARNER 
Stat[Writer 
The addition of Casey Buss has proven 
to be crucial for the Blue and Gold this 
season. 
The freshman from Yarmouthport, 
Mass., has provided the Bombers with 
exceptional play-making skills, most 
particularly iri setting up her teammates -
an area that has not seen such a skillful 
player in years. 
"Our setters in the past have been good, 
but not at Casey's level," senior Julie Roth 
said. "She came in and took leadership right 
away. The other setters I've been able to play 
with never did that, so that's what has helped 
lead her to the top." 
Buss has experienced an amazing start to 
her career as a Bomber by stepping into a 
starting role in her debut season. But it was 
her most recent performance at the RIT 
Invitational that solidified her place as a 
future all-star. 
During the weekend tournament, Buss led 
the Bombers (10-4, 1-0 E8) to a pair of wins 
over Clarkson and St. John Fisher, but the 
Blue and Gold suffered two defeats at the 
hands of Cortland and Geneseo - teams 
ranked amorig the best in the state. 
Buss collected a career-high 47 assists 
in a win against Clarkson, and then followed 
the performance with another 4 7-assist 
effort against Cortland. She finished the 
weekend with a total of 171 assists and 36 
digs. 
"She's a great leader on the court," said 
junior Kaye Haverstock, who had 45 digs 
and 11 aces over the weekend. "She is 
someone you can look to at any point in the 
game. I have a lot of confidence in her and 
I think everyone on the team feels that way 
too. She's done a really good job for us this 
year." 
Buss' performance did not go unnoticed, 
as the setter was named Empire 8 Rookie 
of the Week. She not only set personal 
career highs but also found her way into the 
record books at Ithaca College. 
The freshman standout collected her 
426th assist in the Bombers' sweep of St. John . 
Fisher last Saturday, good for the 10th all time-
in Ithaca's history. 
"She's been very reliable," Roth said. 
"She's always there, working hard, and will-
ing to make any changes that need to be 
done in order for us to hit better or for us 
to read her better. She's really been a solid 
player for us." 
Buss and the Bombers followed up their _,/ 
weekend tournament loss to Geneseo with a 
rematch on Tuesday. 
Although the Bombers had revenge on 
their minds, they were swep.t 3-0 by the 
Blue Knights, who entered the game with 
a 7-6 season record. The South Hill squad 
committed 17 unforced errors in the 
match and finished with a meager .176 hit-
ting percentage. 
"Geneseo has our number this year," coach 
Janet Donovan said. "They had strong hit-
ters and found their spots. For us to beat that 
team, we need to play well." .,,,,..-
The Bombers will attempt to avenge 
Tuesday's loss at the Carnegie-Mellon 
Crossover Tournament in Pittsburgh this 
weekend. The team begins play Friday with 
matches against Capital and Muskingum 
and faces Mount Union and John Carroll 
on Saturday. 
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-f- ~ · Ithaca takes over top ten I Traveling pack ---
1 finishes fifth 
'-..__ ,BY EVAN KORN 
Stl!-_ff Writer 
Sophomore Rachel Blasiak hit 
her stride Saturday at the Oneon-
ta State Airfield Invitational at 
Fortin Park in her first collegiate 
victory. 
And the rest of the Bc,mbers 
couldn't be happier. 
"She has been workmg ex-
tremely hard i,n practice," senior cap-
tain Kara Krebs said. "We knew she 
would run well, and we're very 
proud of her." 
Blasiak dominated the field, fin-
ishing the six-kilometer course in 
a time of 22:46 - 13 seconds 
ahead of the nearest competitor. 
However, Blasiak was humble in 
victory. 
"I'm more excited about the 
team winning the meet," Blasiak 
said. "It will matter more how I fin-
ish at the bigger meets." 
On the road to victory, the 
Bombers had to deal with harsh 
course conditions on their way to the 
finish line. 
"The course was extremely 
wet," Krebs said. "It was an absolute 
mess out there." 
Once again, the youth move-
ment of the South Hill squad 
played a vital role in the team's 
success. Senior Megan Sturges 
finished ninth overall, with a time 
of 24:04, followed by three rook-
ies. Freshmen Audrey Harkness, 
Brittany Demarse and Caitlin 
Catella finished 11th, 12th and 
20th, respectively. 
"It's exciting to have younger 
runners step up," said junior 
Sarah Deane, who finished 26th. 
"We have some injured runners, so 
it's nice to see we have a future." 
Senior Bridgette Pilling is still 
recovering from a torn tendon in 
her foot. Pilling is Ithaca's top 
returning finisher at the NCAA 
championships in 2003 and is not 
expected to compete for at least 
two more weeks. 
ONEONTA STATE INVITATIONAL 
TOP10 
Runner 
1. Rachel Blasiak 
2. Jen McGowen 
3. Betsy Shultz 
4. Alison Lesher 
5. Jacqelyn Rappa 
Time 
22:46 
22:59. 
23:05 
23:25 
23:26 
Runner Time 
6. Anastasia Kasianchuk 23:49 
7. Lindsay Dalpiaz 23:49 
8. Susan Meyer 23:58 
9. Megan Sturges 24:04 
10. Julianna Allport 24:11 
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GABBY IMMARINO/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR CAPTAIN KARA KREBS races during the 
Alumni Run Sept. 4. Krebs finished 42nd Saturday. 
at Oneonta run 
BY PATRICK BOHN 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers finished fifth in the Oneonta 
State Airfield Invitational Saturday. 
But the meet resembled a steeplechase more 
than a standard race. Flooding forced the race to 
be cut short by 400 meters as parts of the course 
were covered with several inches of water. 
McGREAL 
"At one point we ra~ 
through a foot of water," 
sophomore Morty Caster 
said. "It was a fun race." 
It was also a success-
ful race for the Bombers. 
Rather than going out 
trying to "win" the meet, 
the Blue and Gold stuck t<2_-.. 
a plan laid out by coach 
Jim Nichols. The team 
broke off into groups of 
four or six, trying to 
cross the finish line together . 
This strategy allowed the more inexperienced 
runners to run alongside the veterans. This 
forced the rookies to pick up their pace, which 
will lead to faster times in the long run at the 
cost of that day's lower finish. However, Nichols"' 
said the benefit of running in packs can more 
than offset the fact that it can result in a worse 
team score. 
"We used this race as a workout," senior Dar-
ren Zens said. "It was good for the younger guys 
who were getting pushed." 
Although Ithaca finished fifth in the race, ther 
worked Nichols' plan to perfection, with 
Bombers finishing 17th through 20th. Sopho-
more Pat McGreal and senior Jon Barnes crossed 
together as the top finishers for Ithaca in 26:36. 
Zens finished 19th, one second behind his team-
mates, and senior Shawn Calabrese followed one-
second behind Zens. Six other Blue and Gold 
runners finished in a group 15 seconds apart from 
each other. 
"It was kind of tough," Barnes said, "b1:1t you 
make a plan and race to the plan." 
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""- South Hill squad stumbles on the road 
Blue and Gold look to turn season around after losing two of last three matche.s 
,,_ BY PAM DOWNING 
Staff_W!ite! _ 
Losing two of their last three 
away games, including a 9-0 loss 
to Binghamton Sept. 15, and an 
8-1 loss to Cortland Wednesday, 
the Bombers need to turn things 
around. 
Last year, the team suffered 
through a slow start, losing four 
out of its first seven matches, but 
then won its next five. 
Junior N arguess Arjomand 
believes history will repeat itself. 
"I think it's easily a possibili-
ty," she said. "Mind over matter. 
We need to keep our heads in the 
game and we can do it." 
Sophomore Megan Keenan 
was the only Bomber to win her 
. match in Wednesday's loss at 
·- Cortland, improving her singles 
career record to 8-1. 
But the rest. of the team was 
sluggish, especially in doubles 
competition, Arjomand said. 
Arjomand and sophomore Erin 
Chapman suffered their worst 
doubles loss of the year, 8-1, 
against Cortland's Laurie 
Dorscheid and Amanda Husson. 
Sunday, the Bombers traveled 
to Rochester to play a team they 
were unfamiliar with. Despite 
--- that, the Bombers dominated in 
doubles play. 
Coach Bill Austin said that he 
was very pleased with the 
Bombers' performance in doubles 
matches. 
"We just wanted to go out there 
and play a game that was real sol-
id," he said. "Winning all our dou-
bles, that gave us a nice cushion 
going into the singles matches." 
One of the highlights of the day 
was the fourth, fifth and sixth 
players (freshman Liz Cohen, 
junior Katie Dempsey and 
Keenan) winning their singles 
matches. When the top half of the 
team struggles, as it did against 
Rochester, the other pl~yers will 
need to step up. 
Sophomore Melissa Walsh 
said the team needs to be more 
consistent. 
"Don't get down on yourself," 
she said. "Never give up. You can 
~lways fight back." 
Walsh lost her singles match in 
three sets, but easily won her dou-
bles match with freshman partner 
Cohen. 
Keenan's record was 9-5 last 
year, but this year she has paved 
the way.for the South Hill Squad 
with an 8-3 overall record. Junior 
Katie Dempsey is 6-4 on the 
year. In doubles, Dempsey and 
Keenan are 4-2. 
Overall, the Bombers are even 
with 18 doubles wins and losses. 
In singles, the team has only 14 
wins compared to 22 losses. 
After losing to Cortland, the 
Bombers look to improve their 
record Tuesday against William 
Smith, despite their 5-3 loss to the 
Herons last year. Ithaca will be 
returning to its home courts Sept. 
30 in a game against Hartwick, a 
team the Bombers easily beat 9-0 
last year. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Ithaca at Cortland 
Wednesday 
Singles 
Laurie Dorscheid (C) def. Narguess.Arjomand (I) 
Amanda Husson (C) def. Melissa Walsh (I) 
Andrea TerBush (C) def. Erin Chapman (I) 
Ashley Abar (C) def. Liz Cohen (I) 
Meredith Mccaslin (C) def. Katie Dempsey (I) 
Megan Keenan (I) def. Jen Hemedinger (C) 
Doubles 
Score 
6-1, 7-6 (7-0) 
6-2, 6-4 
6-2, 6-1 · 
6-1, 6-1 
6-2, 6-0 
6-2, 6-3 
8-1 
Ithaca split six singles 
matches with the Yellowjackets, 
but the South Hill squad swept 
all three doubles matches for a 
6-3 victory. 
Dorscheid/Husson (C) def. Arjomand/Chapman (I) 
TerBush/McCaslin (C) def. Walsh/Cohen (I) 
Hemedinger/Reynolds (C) def. Dempsey/Keenan (I) 
8-5 
8-6 
PAM ARNOLD/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHQMOBE..EBIN...C.tl~eJll.Atl returns the ball during Ithaca's 5-4 
Winover Nazareth Sept. 11. lthacaiosi a • at Ccrtlrwd,)Nednesday .. 
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SpOrts 
Shorts 
Laytham named 
Woman of the Year 
Amanda Laytham '04 was 
named the NCAA New York State 
Woman of the Year. At Ithaca, 
Laytham was named an All-Amer-
ican seven times in cross country 
and track and field. 
The award is given to an out-
standing female student-athlete 
who has excelled in the classroom, 
on the field and in the community 
and who has completed her colle-
giate athletic eligibility. 
As a state winner, she is one of 
52 finalists for the NCAA Woman 
of the Year award, which encom-
passes athletes from Division I, II 
and III schools. Laytham is only one 
of 11 state winners from a Division 
III program. The national winner 
will be announced on Oct. 31 at a 
reception dinner in Indianapolis. 
Laytham is a three-time acade-
mic All-American and holds the 
school record with seven overall 
All-American honors. She earned 
one in cross country, five in indoor 
track and field and one in outdoor 
track and fiel~. 
She is the only the third Ithaca 
athlete to be named an academic 
All-American for three years. She 
was n~med to the third team as a 
sophomore and the first team as a 
junior and senior. 
Laytham was one of nine ath-
letes to be named a New York State 
Women's Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation Scholar-Athlete last 
spring. She also received an 
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship. 
Last spring, she was named the 
Ithaca Senior Athlete of the Year. 
She received the ECAC Robbins 
Scholar-Athlete award and was a 
member of the Phi Kappa Phi Hon-
or Society and the Student Athlete 
Advisory Council. 
Last May, Laytham graduated 
with a major in exercise science and 
minors in coaching, nutrition pro-
motion and health. 
SPORTS 
Rothstein named 
'Dream Job' winner 
Jon Rothstein '04 was named 
the winner of ESPN Radio 1050's 
Dream Job competition in New 
York City Sept. 15. 
Rothstein was one of over a 
thousand people who participated 
in a mock two-minute on-the-air 
tryout. 
"It was pretty much just like the 
Dream Job you saw on television," 
he said. ''They called me back about 
15 minutes after I finished to let me 
know I was one of their stronger 
candidates." 
For his tryout, Rothstein went 
the ESPN Zone restaurant in 
Times Square. There, he debated 
the New York Knicks' acquisition 
of Jamal Crawford and the up-
coming National Football League 
season. 
"There were advertisements 
everywhere in all of the New York 
publications," he said. 
Rothstein was one of four 
finalists selected to compete for the 
final spot. On Sept. 15, station man-
agement announced that he was the 
winner after all four contestants par-
ticipated in a two-hour on-the-air 
roundtable discussion. 
"It was a pretty surreal experi-
ence," he said. "Until a couple of 
days ago, it hadn't set in. All the 
hours I had put in at school and for 
the two-hour slot paid off." 
Now, with his new position at 
1050 ESPN Radio (located in 
Madison Square Garden), he is 
training to become an on-the-air 
personality, but doesn't know if he 
will be in the studio or out in the 
field. 
"I'm in the capital of the world 
right now," Rothstein said. "For me, 
there's nothing like being in New 
York. I feel like I'm in my Mecca. 
I would love to work here profes-
sionally, but Pve been so blessed 
already." 
Before he got the job with 
ESPN, Rothstein worked as a 
freelance sports writer in the New 
York area. 
While at Ithaca, he worked as a 
sports reporter for ICTV, WICB and 
The Ithacan. He graduated with a 
degree in sports information and 
communication. 
Bomber Alfred 4, Utica 0 Clarkson 3, RIT 2 St. John Fisher 6, Elmira 1 
Tuesday 
Nazareth 7, St. John Fisher 2 
RIT8, Wells 1 
Tuesday 
• 
as1cs 
STANDINGS, SCORES AND SCHEDULES 
AROUND THE EMPIRE 8 
Field hockey 
Utica 1, SUNY Utica/Rome 0 
Wednesday 
Alfred 3, Fredonia O 
Saturday 
Rochester at ITHACA, 3 p.~ 
Tuesday 
ITHACA at Hamilton, 4 p.m. 
Women's soccer 
.. 
Empire 8 Overall 
·M' t VV L .... --,-
ICK 
\mira 
ITHACA 
azaret~•-
tica 
1 0 5 0 
1 0 2 4 
1 2 5 2 
~ -0---0---4---3·~ 
0 1 6 1 
Saturday 
~ . artwick 4, ITHACA 3 
·sunday 
Utica 3, Rochester 2 (2OT) 
Tuesday 
ITHACA 3, Scranton 2 
Houghton 1, Nazareth O 
Rochester 3, Elmira 2 (OT) 
Utica 4, Union 1 
Hartwick 3, Hamilton 1 
Football 
ITHACA 
Norwich 
St. John Fisher 
Alfred 
Springfield 
Utica 
Hartwick 
Saturday 
Empire 8 
W L 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
ITHACA 47, Hartwick 8 
Overall 
W L 
2 0 
3 0 
3 0 
2 0 
1 0 
2 1 
0 2 
St. John Fisher 65, Mount Ida 20 
Alfred 16, St. Lawrence 9 
Utica 9, RPI 7 
Norwich 24, Coast Guard 14 
Saturday 
ITHACA at St. John Fisher, 1 p.m. 
Men's soccer 
ITHACA 
Alfred 
St. John Fisher 
RIT 
Utica 
Nazareth 
Elmira 
Friday 
Empire 8 
WLT 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
St. Lawrence 3, RIT 1 
Saturday 
ITHACA 2, Nazareth 0 
Overall 
WLT 
3 1 1 
5 2 1 
2 5 0 
4 2 0 
2 3 0 
2 4 0 
1 3 0 
ITHACA 
Elmira 
Nazareth 
St. John Fisher 
Utica 
Alfred 
Hartwick 
RIT 
Saturday 
Empire 8 
W LT 
1 0 0 
1 -o-o 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
Elmira 3, RIT 1 
Nazareth 4, Utica O 
Ithaca 2, Alfredo 
St. John Fisher 1, Hartwick O 
Sunday 
Union 3, Elmira O 
Tuesday 
ITHACA 1, Scranton 0 
Keuka 2, Alfred 1 (OT) 
Hamilton 7, Hartwick O 
Overall 
W L T 
6 1 0 
6 1 0 
4 2 0 
3 4 0 
5 1 0 
4 4 0 
3 4 0 
2 5 0 
St. John Fisher 1 , Brockport O 
Wednesday 
Utica 7, Wells O 
Rochester 2, RIT o 
Saturday 
Nazareth at ITHACA, 1 p.m. 
Wednesday 
ITHACA at Utica, 6 p.m. 
Women's tennis 
Alfred 
ITHACA 
RIT 
Hartwick 
Nazareth 
St. John Fisher 
Elmira 
Utica 
Thursday 
Empire 8 
W L 
3 0 
-2 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
0 2 
RIT 6, St. John Fisher 3 
Friday 
Hartwick 7, Wells 2 
Saturday 
St. John Fisher 6, Elmira 3 
Alfred 7, Hartwick 2 
RIT 9, Oswego 0 
Sunday· ·• 
fTHACA tS, -fitomes1er ~ 
Overall 
W L 
6 0 
3 3 
4 2 
5 ·3 
3 2 
4 2 
1 3 
0 4 
St. John Fisher 6, Brockport 3 
Wednesday 
Cortland 8, ITHACA 1 
Hartwick 9, Utica 0 
Tuesday 
ITHACA at William Smith 4 p.m. 
Volleyball 
Empire 8 
ITHACA 
Elmira 
RIT 
"Nazareth 
St. John Fisher 
Alfred 
Utica 
Hartwick 
Friday 
W L 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
D 0 
D 0 
D 0 
0 1 
ITHACA 3, Clarkson 1 
Cortland 3, ITHACA 1 
RIT 3, Geneseo 1 
Union 3, Hartwick O 
Nazareth 3, Buffalo State 1 
Skidmore 3, Utica o 
Elmira 3, SUNY Farmingdale O 
NYU 3, St. John Fisher 0 
Elmira 3, Mount Saint Mary 1 
RIT 3, Vassar O 
Nazareth 3, Rochester 0 
Hartwick 3, Oswego 1 
Fredonia 3, Utica O 
St. John Fisher 3, Brockport 2 
Saturday 
Geneseo 3, ITHACA 1 
ITHACA 3, St. John Fisher 0 
Cortland 3, RIT 2 
Elmira 3, Oneonta 2 
Fredonia 3, Hartwick0 
NYU 3, Nazareth 0 
New Paltz 3, Elmira 1 
NYU 3, St. John Fisher 0 
Oswego 3, Utica O 
RIT 3, Nazareth 1 
Skidmore 3, Hartwick 1 
Union 3, Utica O 
Tuesday 
Geneseo 3, ITHACA O 
St. John Fisher 3, Fredonia O 
RIT 3, Rochester 2 
Utica 3, Cazenovia o 
Nazareth 3, Buffalo State O 
Wednesday 
Hamilton 3, Utica 1 
Friday 
ITHACA at Carnegie Mellon 
Invitational, 2 p.m. 
Saturday 
ITHACA at Carnegie Mellon I 
Invitational, 10 a.m. 
Tuesday 
ITHACA vs. Rochester, 7 p.m. 
- .C~EQBY SAMANTHA SlffflN 
Overall 
W L 
10 4 
7 2 
6 4 
5 5 
5 6 
2 3 
2 13 
4 8 
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SCHEDCH.ES, STATS AND SCORES 
Rachel 
Blasiak, 
Cross country 
The sopho-
more runner fin-
ished in first 
place at the 
Oneonta State .____~.,... 
Airfield Invitational Saturday. 
Blasiak finished with a time of 
22:46 to lead the way for Ithaca, 
which finished in first place overall 
with 27 points. Hamilton finished in 
second with 51 points followed by 
LeMoyne with 61 , Oneonta with 1 08 
and Cortland with 142. 
Four other Bombers finished in 
the top 10, taking sixth through ninth 
place. 
-Slasiak is a biology major from 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
By the numbers 
19 
The number of combined comer 
kicks by the men's and women;s 
soccer teams on Saturday. The 
men's squad had nine in its 2-0 win 
at Nazareth while holding the 
Golden Flyers to none. The 
women's squad had 1 O in its 2-0 
win at Alfred while holding the Sax-
ons to one. The men have 27 
through five games while the 
women have 38 through seven.•· 
85 
The number of minutes the football 
team's defense did not allow a poi".l~ 
to start the season. The BombeFS 
beat Buffalo State 45-0 Sept. 11 aad 
Hartwick 47-8 Saturday. Th'e 
Hawks ended the Ithaca streak 
when Matt Willis scored on a nin~-
yard touchdown reception with 4:20 
left in the first half. Hartwick also 
recorded a safety late in the gam~. 
; 
5 
The number of runners who fin-
ished in the top 10 of Saturday~s 
Oneonta State Airfield lnvitatioo-
al. Sophomore Rachel Blasia~ 
finished first. Junior Anastasia 
Kasianchuk, senior Lindsay 
Dalpiaz, sophomore Susan 
Meyer and senior Megan Sturgefs 
finished sixth through ninth. 
They said it 
"In the game of basketball, it didn't 
matter if you were rich or poor; 
white or l;>lack." 
.......St. Joseph's basketbali coach 
Phil Mattelll O'h 
the society of basketbali 
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REBECCA GARDNJ::MHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR LACEY LARGETEAU (7) dives over Scranton goaltender 
Jackie CQl)eyas Kim UCCormick(13) tries t&block her path to the baU. 
I 
